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THE RECENTLY RELEASED second quarter results of international oil
companies show significant losses, although they have to some extent
been mitigated by higher refining margins and capital efficiencies. With the
oil price creeping ever lower, many are planning for a prolonged period of
depressed oil prices with further cost-cutting on the cards; Shell, for
example, has announced it is to shed 6,500 jobs.

While the prospect of increased production from Iran may be exerting a
downward pressure on the oil price, the country offers huge potential
opportunities as it seeks to rebuild its oil and gas industry following several
years of sanctions (see p18), and we are already seeing some of the major
international oil companies beating a path to its door. In future issues, we
will be looking to bring you advice and information on how best to go about
doing business with this exciting market, once sanctions are lifted.
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W
ITH WORKPLACE HEALTH and safety becoming a key
priority for GCC governments, organisations across all
sectors need to have the right strategies in place and
ensure best practice.  

The new chair of hte Institution of Safety & Health (IOSH) UAE,
Ahmed El Hadidi, notes, "Despite the variations, we can say that
there is progress on awareness and implementation. The maturity
level depends on each country, but in general there is a positive
trend towards a conscious attitude in considering employees’ and
workers’ health and safety."
From oil and gas through construction, industrial, manufacturing

and the marine sector, safe working practices are key to all
segments of the regional economy. While great strides have been
made in recent years to ensure better HSE conditions for workers
and the public, it is essential that modern health, safety and
environmental management be fully incorporated and integrated into
businesses.
However, barriers remain to achieving best practice, not least

around securing buy-in from organisational leaders. As Saleh Ali
Saleh, HSE director of shared services at TECOM Investments puts
it, "In some organisations the top management has to be convinced
of the benefits of HSE from an economic point of view."

Better communications between leaders, senior management,
supervisors and the workforce can lead to better HSE practices, but
this has to come from the top, and hence intertwining business
strategy and safety strategy has become more critical. According to
Saleh, "Leaders should not consider the HSE department as
something of a luxury for the company or as adding extra costs.”
Another continuous challenge is the age-old issue of embedding

and maintaining a strong HSE culture into the workplace community.
At the outset, defining what a positive safety culture is can be
problematic, particularly given the different backgrounds of the GCC
workforce. HSE professionals have to understand the different safety
behaviours and competencies of staff who often come from different
parts of the world. 
Communications are key to embedding a positive safety culture

but, as Ismail M. Ahmed, superintendent safety & occupational
hygiene at BAPCO, observes, "One of the key challenges is
maintaining that positive HSE culture once attained. Overcoming
such a challenge is not straightforward – it mainly requires breaking
the communication barriers not only between the HSE legislators
and the employers but also between all levels of management and

employees within the organisation."
But by having strong safety credentials and practices,

organisations can use HSE as a tool to differentiate themselves from
the competition. As El Hadidi notes, "Good health and safety
performance should be a tool to strengthen the reputation, resilience
and overall performance of any company."
Linking tangible HSE benefits and gaining buy-in from the

leadership, Mohammad Abdulrazaq Alawadhi, general manager –
HSEQ & Business Excellence at DryDocks World comments,
"Convincing company leaders of the benefits of having a positive
HSE culture can in itself lead to more commitment and support by
company leadership."
Having a holistic approach to safety, whist aligning it with

corporate structure, is another challenge that many organisations
face. Issues around silo mentality, efficient communications and
effective trust all come in to play. 
These are challenges that can be overcome, and experts are

optimistic about the future of HSE in the region. n

The Middle East Health & Safety Forum, taking place on 6-7
September in Dubai, will provide a platform for sharing knowledge
and expertise on these and other issues. The event will include four
panel discussions highlighting HSE leadership; implementation of
safety strategies in complex work environments; the latest
regulations and compliance issues; and how to foster better
behavioural-based safety practices. Supported by IOSH, IIRSM,
CIEH, FCIA and the EPSC, the event will also include 12 hands-on
practical workshop options led by Dubai and Abu Dhabi
Municipalities. See the website at http://www.hse-forum.com.

Much progress has been made throughout the region in achieving better
HSE conditions (Photo: Lindsey G)

Ahead of the Middle East Health & Safety Forum to take place in Dubai in September, event
director Riad Mannan seeks speakers’ views on the region’s HSE challenges. 

The drive for best practice in

health and safety

Barriers remain to achieving 
best practice”
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THE 3RD MIDDLE East Process Engineering
Conference & Exhibition (MEPEC 2015) will
be held from 15 to 17 September, 2015 at
the Bahrain International Exhibition &
Convention Centre, Kingdom of Bahrain,
under the Patronage of His Royal Highness
Prince Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa, Prime
Minister, Kingdom of Bahrain.
With the theme of ‘Delivering Process

Efficiency through Innovation and Value
Creation’, the event will provide a forum for
facilitating the exchange of practical
experiences in all aspects of process
engineering, in addition to seeking
solutions to the various challenges that
process engineers face. Some of the main
topics that will be addressed during the technical
programme of the conference are Process
Synthesis, Modelling and Optimisation, Process
and Equipment Design, Process Retrofitting,
Debottlenecking and Constraint Management,
amongst others.

The leading processing engineering
conference in the oil and gas industry, MEPEC
2015 will attract hundreds of international
companies, professionals and scientists. It will
provide a forum for regional and international
operators and owners as well as technology,

product and service providers to connect,
network and discuss how to develop
innovative ideas and feasible solutions that
will address the growing needs of the oil,
gas and petrochemical industries, both
upstream and downstream.
Alongside MEPEC will run the Leadership

Excellence for Women Awards (LEWA), an
award programme dedicated to recognising
excellence for women in the oil and gas
industry, which will celebrate innovation,
leadership, achievement and talent as
demonstrated by women in the academic
and business sectors of the industry. While
students are catered for by the ChemME
programme, which will foster the

participation of young people in process
engineering, providing a forum for students to
share ideas and meet with industry leaders.

For further information see the website at
www.mepec.org

MEPEC 2015 to facilitate exchange of expertise on process engineering challenges

The event will address the
growing needs of the oil, gas
and petrochemical industries

(Photo: Shell)
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Executives’ Calendar 2015
SEPTEMBER 2015

6-7                         Middle East Health & Safety Forum                               DUBAI                        www.hse-forum.com

8-11                       Offshore Europe                                                               ABERDEEN                 www.offshore-europe.co.uk

9-10                       22nd Annual IORS                                                            MUMBAI                     www.oilasia.com/IORS

15-17                     MEPEC                                                                             MANAMA                   www.mepec.org

5-17                       Global FPSO Forum                                                         GALVESON, USA        www.emergingfpso.com

23-24                     Global Oil & Gas Black Sea and Mediterranean            ATHENS                      www.global-oilgas.com/BlackSeaMed

Exhibition and Conference

OCTOBER 2015                                                                                                                                     

6-7                         Oil & Money                                                                     LONDON                     www.oilandmoney.com

11-13                      Data Driven Visualisation Technology Workshop           ABU DHABI                 www.ppdm-course.com

11-14                      Kuwait Oil & Gas Show                                                  KUWAIT                      www.kogs2015.com

18-20                     Plastics & Petrochem Arabia                                           DAMMAM                  www.plaschem.4p-arabia.com

19-21                     Negotiation in Oil & Gas                                                DOHA                          www.cwcschool.com

25-27                     Second HR Forum: Oil & Gas                                          DUBAI                         www.hrforumoilandgas.com

27-30                     Gastech                                                                             SINGAPORE                www.gastechsingapore.com

NOVEMBER 2015

9-12                       ADIPEC                                                                             ABU DHABI                www.adipec.com

23-25                     Saudi Arabia International Oil and Gas Exhibition        DAMMAM                  www.saoge.org

24-26 November   Intergas                                                                             CAIRO                         www.intergas-egypt.com

25-26                     Middle East Heavy Oil Congress                                    MANAMA                   www.meheavyoil.com

30 Nov - 2 Dec      KIOG                                                                                 ERBIL                          www.cwckiog.com

Readers should verify dates and location with sponsoring organisations as this information is sometimes subject to change.

 CALENDAR 2015
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 E&P

THE LATEST ENERGY Industries Council (EIC) Monitor quarterly report
shows a further decline in contracting activity across the global oil and gas
midstream and downstream sectors in Q2 2015 as the industry faces up to
low oil prices. The number of major contract awards contracted by 17 per
cent from the previous quarter and by 39 per cent from the same quarter a
year earlier, says the report. More positively, however, is a quarterly rise of
20 per cent in the number of upstream awards, although these, too, were
down year on year by 71 per cent.
Upstream, from a regional perspective, Brazil and Norway were hotspots

of activity in the last quarter, together accounting for 13 engineering
procurement and construction (EPC) contracts. However, there was also
significant activity in Oman, with four EPC contracts awarded: three for work
on BP’S Khazzan and Makarem Gas Fields and one for state-run PDO’s Yibal
Khuff Sudair Integrated Enhanced Oil Recovery Project. As part of its
Khazzan & Makarem tight gas development, BP appointed Galfar
Engineering & Contracting to build a gas gathering system; Oman
Construction Company to build a 60km 36” gas export pipeline; and Gulf
Petrochemical Services & Trading to build a 68km 12” condensate export
pipeline in the last quarter. Nearby in Yibal, PDO awarded Petrofac a four-
and-half-year EPC contract for work at its Yibal Khuff Sudair integrated
enhanced oil recovery project.
Midstream, the USA dominated activity, both in EPC and front end

engineering design (FEED), particularly in relation to shale gas. There was
also significant activity in Russia. Overall midstream activity decreased 44
per cent from the previous quarter.
The USA and Russia continued to dominate downstream activity in Q2,

namely EPC and FEED activity. However, most project management contract
activity in the last quarter has been in the Middle East and the Caspian

region, where four out of the five contracts were awarded. In Oman, ORPIC
awarded MAN Diesel & Turbo a contract to overhaul and revamp the
residue fluid catalytic cracking unit on its Sohar refinery improvement
project. In Saudi Arabia, Jacobs Engineering will provide PMC services for
all phases of InoChem’s soda ash (sodium carbonate) and calcium chloride
plant in Yanbu Industrial City.
There was further refinery improvement activity in Iraq, where South

Refineries Company appointed a joint venture between Technip and Unico a
contract to project manage the EPC work, commissioning, start-up and
warranty management phase for its Basra Oil refinery rehabilitation and
expansion in the south of the country.

Upstream contracting awards pick up in Q2 despite overall fall in oil and gas activity
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AFTER SANCTIONS ARE lifted, Iran’s oil
output could increase in just one week,
the country’s oil minister, Bijan Namdar
Zanganeh, has announced.
Production will increase by 500,000

bpd within a week, and one million bpd
within a month of the lifting of sanctions,
which is expected to come into effect late
November, said the minister. However
industry views differ as to how quickly
Iran could ramp up production.
According to Bloomberg, oil producers

such as BP and Royal Dutch Shell have
expressed interest in developing Iran’s
reserves, considered the world’s fourth-
biggest, once sanctions are removed. In
addition, Iran is organising a conference in
London in December to discuss new oil
contract models with international
companies. According to Dr Amir Hossein
Zamaninia, Iran’s deputy oil minister for
commerce and international affairs, Tehran
has idenitifed nearly 50 oil and gas proejcts
worth US$185 bn that it hopes to sign by
2020.

Iran had the second-biggest output in
OPEC before USA-led sanctions banned
the purchase, transport, finance and
insuring of its crude from July 2012.
Based on Bloomberg estimates, Iran

produced nearly 2.85mn bpd in July
compared to 3.6mn bpd at the end of 2011.
The sanctions hampered Iran’s crude oil
exports – they declined to 1.4mn bpd on
average last year due to sanctions, said
USA’s Energy Information Administration
(EIA). Sales averaged about 2.6mn bpd in
2011 prior to the sanctions sanctions,
added the EIA.
The buzz around Iran’s production

capabilities has only grown. Recently,
Azerbaijan’s economy and industry
minister Shahin Mustafayev said that the
country would offer Iran its infrastructure
to export oil and gas, in particular the
Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline. In the
future, Iran could join the Trans Anatolian
Natural Gas Pipeline (TANAP) project as
well, he added. 

OMAN'S OIL PRODUCTION has increased by 2.9 per cent
to touch 175,672,200 barrels in the first half of 2015,
compared to 170,802,400 barrels during the same period
last year, according to the data published by the National
Center for Statistics and Information (NCSI). 
According to the sultanate's Ministry of Oil and Gas,

production is expected to hit one million barrels per day in
2015. The peak average daily production this year stood at
992,700 barrels. Peak monthly production was recorded in
March with 30,275,400 barrels with an average daily
production of 976,600 barrels.
Oman's total oil exports during the first half of the year increased by 7.6 per cent compared to the

same period last year. The total exports stood at 154,865,100 barrels compared to 143,875,000 barrels
during the first half of last year and 148,285,400 barrels during the second half of 2014. China was the
at the top of Oman's crude oil import list, with 79 per cent or 122,283,200 barrels - a growth of 21.1 per
cent compared to the same time period last year. Taiwan's imports of Omani crude oil increased by
16.8 per cent to hit 17,188,500 barrels compared to 14,714,100 barrels during the first half of last year.
Thailand came third with 5,713,200 barrels and Japan came fourth with 3,241,900 barrels, despite the
fact that its imports declined by 67.7 per cent during the first half of this year. Other main importers of
oil from Oman include South Korea, India and Singapore. 

ALGERIA HAS INCREASED its crude oil output
by 32,000 bpd after initiating production at the
Bir Sebaa and Bir Msana fields in the Hassi
Messaoud area.
According to a Reuters survey, Algeria

produced 1.1mn bpd last month. Production
increased on 1 August 2015 when the Bir
Sebaa field began producing 20,000 bpd in
addition to the 12,000 bpd from the Bir Msana
field, added Reuters.
State-owned energy firm Sonatrach holds a

25 per cent stake in the Bir Sebaa field,
Thailand’s PTTEP owns 35 per cent and
Petrovietnam owns 40 per cent. Reserves in the field are estimated at 758mn barrels.
Meanwhile, in the Bir Msana field, Sonatrach owns a 25 per cent stake, Malaysia’s

Petronas holds 35 per cent and Spain’s Cepsa 40 per cent. Reserves are at 144mn barrels.
The North African nation has been trying to procure foreign investment in a bid to increase

oil output that has stagnated over the recent few years. Only four out of 31 blocks were
offered during a bidding round held in September 2014.
However, Sonatrach stated that it would stick to its plan to invest US$90bn over the next

five years in the oil and gas sector, despite a crude oil price slump on global markets.

‘Iran’s oil output to increase 
post lifting of sanctions’

GULF KEYSTONE HAS announced that the
production at the Shaikan field in Kurdistan
Region of Iraq will remain between 36,000
and 40,000 bpd until end-2015.
The announcement follows a five-week

suspension of production operations at the
end of Q1 2015, which was caused by
adverse market conditions, according to
Gulf Keystone.
As a result of the halt in operations at

the start of the year, the production
average for this year is expected to be
between 30,000 and 34,000 bpd. Gulf
Keystone is the operator of the Shaikan

field and a new daily production record of
44,600 bpd was reportedly achieved at the
field on 21 June 2015 and the cumulative
production from Shaikan has now
surpassed 13mn barrels of oil. The
company also stated that it continues to
make progress towards a regular payment
cycle for its current production. Further to
a payment of US$4.9mn gross received
beginning of July 2015, an additional
payment of US$6.7mn gross has been
received recently by Gulf Keystone for
crude oil exported in June 2015 to the
Turkish coast.

Algeria increases crude oil production by 32,000 bpd

Shaikan oilfield production to hit 40,000 bpd 
by end 2015

Oman’s oil production and export volumes increase 

Algeria has been trying to procure foreign
investment in oil production 
(Photo: DaniSimmonds/sxc.hu)

 E&P

Iran’s production is expected to rise
after sanctions are lifted 
(Photo:  Darren J. Bradley/Shutterstock)

China remains the top importer of Omani
crude oil (Photo: Troy Stoi/sxc.hu)
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SAUDI ARAMCO HAS launched its first
carbon capture and enhanced oil recovery
project, which is expected to mitigate the
release of CO2 into the atmosphere.
Carbon capture and sequestration is a

process that entails the capturing of
waste CO2 from power plants, storing
and depositing it underground, from
where it cannot escape into the
atmosphere. Saudi Aramco has stated
that the carbon capture project is the
largest of its kind in the Middle East.
The pilot project will see 40mn

standard cubic feet per day (scfd) of CO2
being captured at the Hawiyah gas
recovery plant and piped 85 km to the
‘Uthmaniyah field. At ‘Uthmaniyah, it will
be injected and sequestered/stored in
flooded oil reservoirs under high pressure
to enhance oil recovery, stated Saudi
Aramco.
Near the ‘Uthmaniyah field, a new

standalone high pressure production trap,
compressor and associated facilities for
handling high concentrated CO2
production streams have been built. This
gas-oil separation plant – GOSP – is
where the monitoring of produced fluids
will take place, and where Saudi Aramco
engineers will ensure that as much of the
CO2 as possible remains sequestered
underground.
Saudi Aramco acting president and

CEO Amin Nasser said, “This
breakthrough initiative demonstrates that
we are part of the solution to proactively
address global environmental challenges.
Saudi Aramco is carrying out extensive
research to enable us to lower our carbon
footprint while continuing to supply the
energy the world needs.”
The project, led by the company’s

EXPEC Advanced Research Center, aims
to enhance oil recovery beyond the
commonly-used method of water flooding.

RECORD OR NEAR-RECORD oil output from Iraq
and Saudi Arabia has resulted in OPEC’s oil
supply reaching a three-year high, with the
biggest increase coming from Iraq. 
OPEC supply rose to 31.60mn bpd in June from

a revised 31.30mn bpd in May, according to a
Reuters survey. Despite outages in Libya and

Nigeria, output inched ahead of the the OPEC
target of 30mn bpd. The group has raised output
by more than 1.3mn bpd since it decided to
defend market share rather than prices. The
latest results underline the focus of the group’s
top exporters on market share.
Iraq exports jumped to three million bpd after

the country split the crude stream into two
grades – Basra Heavy and Basra Light – to
resolve quality issues. Some companies have
since increased production. Shipments from
Iraq’s north via Ceyhan in Turkey had remained
steady despite tensions between Baghdad and
the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG),
although they have since been disrupted by
sabotage. Major OPEC exporter Saudi Arabia
has not scaled back output from May’s record as
Riyadh is expected to meet higher demand
internationally and from domestic power plants
and refineries. Kuwait’s output was reduced
slightly as a result of the shutdown of the Wafra
oilfield, shared by Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.

EGYPT HAS AWARDED five oil and gas concessions,
expected to bring in at least US$100mn in
investments, said the country's oil ministry.
A consortium comprising Pacific and Hibiscus

Petroleum will explore the 68 sq km area in the
Southeast Ras el-Ush concession in the Gulf of Suez,
with a minimum investment of US$68mn, added the
ministry. Kieron Megawish will explore in the 194 sq
km North Megawish concession in the Gulf of Suez,
with a minimum investment of US$23mn. Three other
concessions were awarded with minimum investments
of US$7mn. 
State-owned Ganoub El Wadi Petroleum Holding Co

(Ganope) opened bidding at the end of 2014 on 10 concessions in the Gulf of Suez, Eastern
Desert and west and east of the Nile in the areas of al-Naqra and Kom Ombo. 
The North African nation has become a net energy importer following political turmoil.

Now, it wants to boost local production in a bid to regain its economic growth curve, stated a
report in Reuters.

Saudi Aramco launches carbon 
capture project

US-BASED NEOS HAS announced that a frontier oil and gas province could be emerging in
Lebanon, after completing prospective studies in the country. The company, which
specialises in multi-measurement sub-surface interpretation, has interpreted geoscience
datasets and identified several indicators of a hydrocarbon system.
The results have emerged after the company carried out the neoBASIN study to

evaluate the prospects in the 6,000 sq km area onshore in the northern half of the country.
NEOS president and CEO Jim Hollis said, “Given that only seven wells have ever been
drilled in Lebanon, I believe the potential upside from additional exploration – including
drilling – is huge.”
Based on the results, there is evidence of hydrocarbon-generating source rock and oil

seeps, structural traps with resistivity anomalies and multiple ‘stacked’ play types
throughout the project area. NEOS is developing plans to acquire additional data, including
seismic over the most promising structures, to further de-risk the opportunity and to
secure the capital needed to drill the most promising locations, revealed Hollis.

Egypt awards five oil and gas
concessions for US$100mn

Lebanon could be a frontier oil and gas province

Iraq leads OPEC’s highest supply figures in three years 

Egypt is keen to increase local 
oil production
(Photo: KateyHouston/sxc.hu)

 E&P

The new method of EOR will focus on
lowering the carbon footprint (Photo: Chase
Clausen/Shutterstock.com)
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Iraq split its crude stream into two grades for
export this year
(Photo: Panbrazil/Shutterstock.com)
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ENGINEERING FIRMS HAVE submitted bids
for the construction of the Al Fadhili gas
plant in eastern Saudi Arabia.
Some firms such as South Korea’s

Daelim Industrial and Hyundai Engineering
and Construction, as well as UK’s Petrofac
have submitted individual bids, while

others such as South Korea’s GS
Engineering and Construction with Spain’s
Tecnicas Reunidas, Italy’s Saipem with
Japan’s JGC and South Korea’s Samsung
Engineering with Daewoo E&C, have
submitted joint bids.
The new plant, which is being developed

by Saudi Aramco, will have a processing
capacity of 2.5bn standard cubic feet per
day (scfd) of sour gas from the onshore
Khursaniyah and offshore Hasbah fields,
said Reuters.
The project construction will be split into

three major packages – gas processing unit,
utilities and offsite facilities for steam,
nitrogen, power and water systems and
sulphur recovery.
Industry sources said that it usually

takes around two months to evaluate bids
for projects after they are submitted.
The Al Fadhili gas plant, along with Saudi

Aramco’s other gas projects in Wasit and
Midyan, are expected to add more than five
billion scfd of non-associated gas
processing capacity, which will help the
company meet the rising domestic demand
for electricity generation and further enable
opportunities in industries such as steel,
aluminium, petrochemicals and downstream
value-added industries. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF UK construction firm Carillion has announced
that it has been awarded a US$124.6mn contract by BP for the
Khazzan gas project in Oman
According to Carillion Alawi, the deal centres on plans to build

the operational base and accommodation complex for the project.
The contract involves the construction of accommodation

facilities, including an operational base, a residential complex for
250 personnel and other infrastructure buildings in the Khazzan gas
field, approximately 350 km south west of Muscat.
Work on the contract is expected to start in September 2015

and is scheduled for completion in mid 2017.
The Khazzan tight gas field project represents the first phase in

the development of one of the Middle East region’s largest
unconventional tight gas accumulations, which has the potential to
be a major new source of gas supply for Oman for many decades.
The project involves drilling around 300 wells over the next 15

years and will achieve production of around 28.3mn cu/m of gas
per day, equivalent to an increase of around one-third of Oman’s
total daily domestic gas supply.

SUBSEA 7 HAS been awarded a
contract worth US$500mn by BP and
partner DEA for the development of
the Taurus and Libra subsea fields
offshore Alexandria, Egypt. The work
scope includes the engineering,
procurement, installation and pre-
commissioning of subsea infrastructure
required to develop the hydrocarbon
resources from nine wells, including 75
km of umbilicals and 100 km of
pipeline. 
Fabrication of the subsea structures
and spools will be carried out at the

Petrojet Maadia yard near Alexandria.
The offshore installation is

scheduled to commence in the second
half of 2016 using the Subsea 7 pipelay
vessel – Seven Borealis – and heavy
construction vessel – Seven Arctic.
According to the company,

engineering and project management
work will commence immediately and
will be undertaken at Subsea 7’s
Global Projects Centre in London. The
contract is part of the first phase of
Egypt’s West Nile Delta Field
development.

Firms submit bids for Saudi gas plant

ITALIAN OIL AND gas explorer Eni has discovered significant gas
reserves in the Nile Delta and production is set to begin in two
months, the Egyptian Oil Ministry has announced.
The discovery was made in Western Abu Madi, 120 km northeast
of Alexandria, where the company holds 75 per cent of exploration
rights through an Egyptian subsidiary with Britain’s BP holding a 25
per cent stake.
Eni made the discovery at a depth of 3,600 metres and initial
estimates point towards reserves of up to 15 billion cubic metres
of natural gas and natural gas condensate, an Egyptian oil ministry
statement quoted the company as saying.
Egypt’s minister of petroleum and mineral resources Sherif Ismail
and Eni’s CEO Claudio Descalzi have also recently signed a
contract that describes the commitment of the parties to jointly
evaluate the development opportunities of the discovery by
renegotiating the terms and contract extension of the concession.
According to both parties, the agreements marked an attempt by
Egyptian authorities to improve terms for foreign oil and gas
businesses to encourage investment in the North African country.

Subsea 7 awarded BP contract offshore Egypt

Eni makes new discovery in Egypt Carillion Alawi wins Oman gas contract

The contract is part of the first phase
of the West Nile Delta field

development (photo: Maersk)

 Gas

The new plant will have a processing capacity of 2.5bn scfd 
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T
HE HISTORIC DEAL between Iran
and the P5+1 (USA, Russia, China,
UK, France and Germany) on limiting
Tehran’s nuclear programme in return

for the lifting of crippling sanctions in Vienna
on 14 July could have a profound impact on
global petroleum markets, further pushing
down oil prices on concerns over rising
supply. 
Sanctions on energy, trade and the

financial sector are to be removed as
Tehran's compliance is verified by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
but, if any aspect of the nuclear deal is
violated, UN sanctions will automatically
‘snap back’ within 65 days. 
International sanctions have blocked

upstream hydrocarbons investment, whilst it
is estimated that Iran has lost more than
US$160bn in oil revenue since 2012 alone.
Technological transfers and the expertise of
Western supermajors – along with massive
capital expenditures – are needed to elevate
Iran into the top rank of global oil producers.

Need for technology
“The energy sector in Iran is in critical need
of technology, capital and markets if it is to
attempt to recover from its current
condition,” said London-based think tank
Chatham House. It estimates that
US$185bn-200bn in new investment is
needed by 2020 to rehabilitate and expand
production in the oil sector – which has
lagged behind in modernisation. The state-
owned National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC)
faces significant challenges in offsetting the
natural decline of ageing fields and using
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques,
done mainly by reinjecting associated gas
into oil wells to improve recovery rates.
Given the maturity of the country's larger
oilfields, the replenishment of crude
reserves is also crucial.
Decline rates at mature fields are high,

ranging from eight to 11 per cent, while
recovery rates are quite low, at 20 to 25 per
cent, according to Facts Global Energy.

Hence, the period of protracted sanctions,
under-funding and inadequate field and well
maintenance have severely depleted Iran’s
productive sustainable capacity – once

second only to Saudi Arabia during the mid-
1970s. In such a situation, a significant
revival of production to pre-sanction levels
could take three to four years from when
sanctions are actually lifted. 
Tehran’s international reconciliation might

seem bearish for oil prices, but analysts at
investment bank Morgan Stanley reckon
that, in reality, Iran will probably not be
contributing to the glut in oil supply as
quickly as some fear – not until at least
2016. Despite the P5+1 accord, a full lifting
of multilateral and unilateral sanctions is

Moin Siddiqi, Economist, examines what the prospective lifting of international sanctions on Iran
could mean for the development of its oil sector and for future oil supply.

Opening up energy-rich Iran to

foreign investment

It is estimated that
Iran has lost more than
US$160bn in oil revenue
since 2012”
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Table 1: Iran's oil reserves, production & consumption

% change R/P

2005 2007 2010 2012 2014 2014-05 ratio #

Proved reserves

Crude oil (bn barrels) 137.5 138.4 151.2 157.0 157.8 14.7 100+

As percentage of 11.3 11.2 9.3 9.3 9.2 55.5/

world total

As percentage of OPEC 15.2 14.8 13.0 12.9 13.0 99.1/

As percentage of 18.5 18.3 19.7 19.4 19.5 77.8/

Middle East 

Production

Crude oil ('000 bpd) * 4,184 4,303 4,352 3,742 3,614 -13.6

As percentage of 5.1 5.2 5.2 4.3 4.0

world total

As percentage of OPEC 11.9 12.2 12.4 10.0 9.9

As percentage of  16.4 17.0 16.9 13.1 12.6

Middle East

Refining capacity ('000 bpd) 1,642 1,772 1,860 1,892 1,985 20.9

As percentage of 22.7 23.4 23.2 23.1 21.0

Middle East total

Domestic oil consumption 80.6 89.4 86.8 89.6 93.2 15.6

(mn tonnes)

As percentage of 27.5 28.4 24.5 24.0 23.7

Middle East total

# Reserves-to-production ratio, measured by years of E&P activity
/ Middle East, OPEC and global average
*Includes crude oil, condensate & natural gas liquids (NGLs)

Sources: BP, IEA, OPEC, Iran Ministry of Petroleum
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likely to be a complicated, gradual process.
That said, if Iran boosts production by 1mn
barrels per day (bpd) – it could defer a
recovery in crude prices by as much as a
year, they say. Even if everything goes
smoothly, and sanctions (after verification
from the IAEA) are officially ended, Morgan
Stanley estimates a “sustainable export
increase of only 500,000-700,000 bpd given
underinvestment.”

Some 20mn to 30mn barrels of floating
storage could also come to market. This
might increase Iranian exports to 2.4mn bpd
next year from 1.6mn bpd in 2015.

Exploration and development 
As of June 2015, Iran had dropped to fourth
position within the OPEC cartel –  producing
2.83mn bpd (excluding other liquids), behind
Saudi Arabia, Iraq and UAE.

Iran’s Ministry of Petroleum remains
confident oil output could reach 3.8mn bpd
within six months of sanctions being lifted,
before rising to 4mn bpd by March 2016. The
International Energy Agency (IEA) envisages
Iran pumping 3.6mn bpd within three
months of the dismantling of UN sanctions. 
Beyond near-term plans for restoring pre-

sanctions output, Iran seeks to add a further
550,000 bpd to production capacity by
developing western fields straddling its
borders with Iraq under a four-year
exploration and development plan costing
over US$15bn, according to ISNA news
agency. Future production plans hinge chiefly
on a few megaprojects – namely the
Azadegan and Yadavaran oilfields (near Iraq’s
border) operated by China Petroleum &
Chemical Corp (Sinopec) and China National
Petroleum Corp (CNPC) – which, between
them, could produce 700,000 to 900,000
bpd – equivalent to the total output of
Azerbaijan. 

Supermajors, including BP, Royal Dutch
Shell, Total and ENI, are eager to work in Iran
– one of the world’s few areas left that is
mostly still untapped in terms of lucrative
exploration and production activities – where
the cost of extracting onshore oil averages
US$5/barrel (bbl) to US$6/bbl, rising to
US$8/bbl in offshore areas, according to
Mehdi Hosseini, Iran’s former Deputy
Petroleum Minister. In a statement, Shell
said that when all appropriate sanctions
were lifted, it would be "interested in
exploring the role Shell can play in
developing Iran's energy potential". 
Looking ahead, Leonardo Maugeri, an

associate at Harvard University's Kennedy
School, told Bloomberg recently, "Iran is one
of the wild cards. The country really has the
ability to arrive in a relatively short period of
time, let's say five years, at production
capacity of 5mn bpd of crude." However,
energy consultancy Wood Mackenzie is
more cautious – projecting total crude
output reaching 3.4mn and 4.4mn bpd,
respectively, by 2020 and 2005 (compared
with 2.7mn bpd in 2015).

Improving contract terms 
In early 2014, Tehran unveiled a new pricing
model called Integrated Petroleum Contracts
(IPCs) to replace the traditional buyback
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• Original-oil-in-place(OOIP): 561.9bn bbl,
second only to Saudi Arabia's 735bn bbl.

• Hydrocarbons reservoirs mainly
comprise carbonate formations
(dolomite and limestone).

• Two-thirds of Iran’s landscape is
comprised of sedimentary basins with
significant potential.

• NIOC holds exclusive rights to oil/gas
exploration and development. The
hydrocarbons sector is overseen by the
Supreme Energy Council, chaired by the
President of Iran.

• Proved oil reserves: 158bn bbl (the
world’s 4th largest). The bulk of reserves
(70 per cent) are in the south-western
Khuzestan region and the remainder
offshore in the Persian Gulf.

• Total petroleum and other liquids
production (2014): 3.37mn bpd, of which
crude 2.8mn bpd.

• Supergiant fields: Ahwaz-Asmari (16.8bn
bbl); Marun (14.6bn bbl); Agha Jari
(8.7bn bbl); Gachsaran (8.5bn bbl);
Karanji-Parsi (6.5bn bbl); Bangestan
(6.5bn bbl); and Soroosh & Nowruz (6bn
bbl). Roughly 80 per cent of reserves
were discovered before 1965.

• Post-2000 discovered fields: Azadegan
(OOIP:26bn bbl); Dasht-e-Abadan, which
NIOC estimates could yield 'reserves
comparable' to Azadegan; Yadavaran
(OOIP:18.3bn bbl); three adjacent
offshore fields near southern port of
Bushehr (38.5bn bbl of OOIP, of which a
quarter is deemed recoverable); and the
Darkhovin (3bn to 5bn bbl).

• Iran has around 40 productive oilfields
(27 onshore and 13 offshore).

• Half of Iranian production is sourced
from fields over 70 years old, which
include Ahwaz-Asmari, Marun, and
Gachsaran (IEA).

• Iran also shares a number of onshore
and offshore fields with neighbouring
countries, including Iraq, Qatar, Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia.

• Crude oil exports (2014): 1.4mn bpd –
1.2mn bpd less than the volume
exported in 2011. The largest buyers of
Iranian crude were China and India,
followed by Turkey.

• The annual value of petroleum exports
(2013): US$61.9bn, down from
US$114.8bn in 2011, thus reflecting the
effects of US and EU sanctions.

• Quality of crude: Iranian oil is mainly
medium in sulphur, with gravities in the
29-36 American Petroleum Institute
(API) range.

• Export terminals: Kharg Island (the
largest with oil storage capacity of
about 28mn bbl); Lavan Island (5.5mn
bbl); Sirri Island (4.5mn bbl); Abadan;
Bandar Mahshahr; and Neka.

• Refining capacity (2014): 1.98mn bpd,
representing 21 per cent of Middle East
total capacity of 9.42mn bpd, reported
in BP Statistical Review of World Energy
June 2015.

• Major refineries: Abadan (400,000 bpd);
Isfahan (375,,000 bpd); Bandar Abbas
(330,000 bpd); Tehran (250,000 bpd);
Arak (250,000 bpd); Borzuyeh (120,000
bpd); and Tabriz (110,000 bpd).

• Iran exported about 300,000 bpd of
petroleum products in 2014 – mostly
naphtha, fuel oil, and liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG) to the Asian
markets.

• Oil consumption (2014): 93.2mn tonnes,
second highest in the Middle East after
Saudi Arabia.

Source: Various, including US Energy
Information Administration (EIA), BP, IEA, OPEC,
Iran Ministry of Petroleum

Iran’s petroleum sector at a glance  

Iran is likely to 
re-emerge as a 21st century
energy giant and as a source
of new hydrocarbons
supplies to global markets”
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contract formula  – which proved unpopular
among international oil companies (IOCs),
with its inflexible/and risky conditions
deterring foreign direct investment. The
Iranian Constitution prohibits the foreign and
private ownership of natural resources;
however, under a recent IPC draft, IOCs can
enter into a joint venture with NIOC or form
a subsidiary to manage a project without
owning the reserves. The new contract
embraces field development – exploration
and production – along with an option of
extending EOR phases. This contrasts with
current buyback schemes, which only cover
the exploration and development phases. 
The IPC model offers a much longer cost-

recovery period (20-25 years) – twice the
time authorised in buyback contracts.
Additionally, there is a risk/reward element –
tied to the complexity of respective fields
that pays higher fees for ‘very high risk’
offshore projects compared with ‘low-risk
onshore’ fields. Once production starts,
IOCs will share in the revenue streams of a
project in instalments, which is similar to
standard production-sharing agreements.
Hence, IPCs are more in tune with
international norms – providing favourable
and flexible working conditions for foreign
energy companies.
According to the US Energy Information

Administration, “This modification aims to
rectify issues with field decline rates by
including the IOC in the production and
recovery phases, while optimising
technology and knowledge transfers.” To
help facilitate technology transfers in mega-
projects, managing mature fields, and
exploitation phases, IOCs will be expected
to fulfill local content requirement, which
may be 51 per cent of the contract. Es’haq

Jahangiri, Vice President of Iran, stressed
that “Iran is determined, in a short period of
time after signing new oil contracts, to
increase its oil production capacity to bring it
up to the same level as before sanctions
were imposed.”
Tehran is expected to unveil new oil

contracts in London to replace the old,
unappealing buyback schemes this autumn. 
In brief, Iran is likely to re-emerge as a

21st century energy giant and as a source of
new hydrocarbons supplies to global
markets. Its oil and gas resources combined
exceed those of Russia’s. Sanction-free Iran
could lead to a bonanza for IOCs, not seen
since the opening of Iraq in the post-Saddam
Hussein era. The difference, however, is that

Iran is a relatively safer country for inward
investment given its established political and
legal environment as well as civil stability.
Iran could be an energy superpower – with
expanding oil production capacity challenging
its Arab neighbours. 
Due to technical obstacles, for Iran to

reach its pre-Revolution 6mn bpd level will
not be easy, and is likely to take at least a
decade. During an initial phase of sanctions
removal, IOCs may prefer short-term
technical assistance contracts — building
goodwill and positioning themselves,
without making heavy capital commitments,
until they can judge the longer-term outlook
– for Iran itself and for the oil market in
general. �
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Iran is set to re-emerge as a major
economic power (Photo: Pal Teravagimov)
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DANA GAS, THE Middle East’s leading private
sector natural gas company, entered the
Egyptian market through the acquisition of
Centurion Energy International. The deal,
worth US$950mn, was completed in January
2007. 
“The acquisition provided Dana Gas with a

strategic entry point into North Africa, as its
upstream operations included exploration
and production from 10 development leases
and four exploration licenses in Egypt,
Tunisia and West Africa, in addition to 150
highly skilled management and technical
staff,” says Dr Mark Fenton, General
Manager, Dana Gas Egypt.
“Our current activities cover 13

development leases in the onshore Nile Delta
area, two operated exploration concessions
(of which one is offshore) and an additional
non-operated exploration concession. Two rigs are currently
drilling development, appraisal and exploration wells, and our
programme will extend for the next two years. New offshore and
land 3D seismic programs will start shortly and production

enhancement projects are ongoing. 
“Our experience has been positive despite

the local and regional political issues. Egypt is
one of the world’s largest natural gas
producers in the world. It has expanded its
natural gas sector rapidly since 2000, tripling
production to 2.2Tcf in ten years to 2010.
Despite a sector-wide slowdown in exploration
and production and delays in payment over the
last five years, the Petroleum Minister has
worked hard to ensure the energy sector
remained intact and the Ministry has taken
proactive steps to address these issues. We
have been part of this, recently signing a GPE
Agreement with the government which
commits us to a work programme in return for
the ability to sell the government’s share of
incremental condensate production at

international market rates. This is an extremely
novel approach and shows the government’s desire to be flexible
and safeguard the future of the energy sector. However, more
flexibility is required in negotiating gas prices, with regards to
exploring and developing new gas discoveries.”

Dana Gas entered the Egyptian market in 2007

Dana Gas continues to prosper in Egypt
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A
MID THE LINGERING question
marks over Egypt’s political
situation, the government has
launched a concerted push to

unlock upstream investment and alleviate
the country’s persistent gas shortages.
While government funding and debt
repayment remain an issue, red tape is
being slashed and contract terms improved,
all with the goal of reviving the energy
sector’s role as one of Egypt’s main growth,
as well as hard currency, generators.
Much has been written about Egypt’s

recent political turmoil since the 2011
uprisings, popularly known as the Arab
Spring. The rapid ascent to power by the
Muslim Brotherhood in the wake of the
previous regime’s collapse, and the equally
rapid collapse of the Brotherhood-led
administration amid high levels of diverging

popular expectations and political turmoil,
has in many ways given way to a calmer
state of affairs. The overt role played by the
military, for now, means that long term
questions about the political stability of the
country will stay very much on oil and gas
investors’ minds, given the long-term nature
of the sector.
The political uncertainty – and to some

extent impasse – on the constitutional and
systemic level has, however, provided the
relatively technocratic government with a

window of opportunity through which to
push through economic reforms and shake
up bureaucratic processes. The government
desperately needs to start delivering
economic recovery and growth, but it is also
spurred on by what seems to be a growing
part of the electorate, which is clamouring
for a return to some kind of normalcy and
stability. From an investor perspective it is
encouraging that the Egyptian government is
expressing interest in businesses’ concerns,
and more proactively trying to de-bottleneck
the energy project sector. It is perhaps even
more heartening that fundamental
deadlocks, such as for instance domestic
energy subsidies and their consumption
spurring effect, are being dealt with. In the
long run, this promises more clarity for
upstream actors on the eventual prospects
for export ventures. 

The government needs to start delivering
economic recovery and growth, as well as a
return to stability (Photo: Pietro Ferreira)

Egypt is making encouraging
progress in tackling its energy
crisis, by raising gas import
capacity and kick-starting
upstream development, says
Samuel Ciszuk.

Brightening prospects in 

Egypt

Other efforts to allay
the severe domestic power
shortages are gaining pace”
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Tackling power shortages
Given the domestic fuel price cuts last year, it is likely that the pace
of subsidy cuts in the energy sphere will slow in the forthcoming
budget, as the government looks to ease the strain for the general
consumer. However, it is likely just a temporary pause. Meanwhile,
the government is continuing to roll over gas shortages from the
power sector, where rolling blackouts have for years been
aggravating the general population, onto gas-intensive industry,
despite the possible knock-on effects on employment and
desperately sought economic growth. However, given the unrest of
the past years and the incendiary effect of power shortages on the
population, the new prioritisation represents a solid investment in
stability. 

Other efforts to allay the severe domestic power shortages are
gaining pace too. An easing of restrictions on industry building and
supplying its own coal-fired generation or process capacity has been
made to compensate for the gas diverted from large industrial
customers to power plants. It might not be a policy scoring
environmental points, but with Egypt’s economy falling off a cliff in
the past few years, at least it provides a short-to-medium term
response to its deep energy shortages. 

Raising gas import capacity
The state has also hurried on projects deemed strategic in order to
quickly balance supply with demand, in particular raising Egypt’s gas
import capacity. A first floating regasification facility (FRSU), the
Hoegh Gallant, came onstream in April this year, following some
teething problems and delays in connecting the facility to the
country’s gas network in the Gulf of Suez port of Ain Sukhna. A
second FRSU, based at the port of Adabiya, is being tendered, with
industry sources indicating that a quicker connection and
commissioning phase should be expected now that state-owned
Egas can draw on some experience in this field. Still, the
government’s target of having two FRSUs onstream towards the
end of 2015 could well to slip towards early 2016. Together, the two
facilities are hoped to supply just under 1 Bcf/d of gas to the
Egyptian grid from a range of IOCs, NOCs and trading houses.

Egypt has commenced LNG imports (Photo: BP)

World-class gas reserves are
continuously being discovered offshore Egypt”
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Movement on LNG imports and the
promise of fewer domestic gas shortages
are of course welcome. Still, it underlines
how things have changed for the worse in
Egypt over the past decade. The country’s
LNG export facilities have been idled and
despite strong domestic demand growth, as
well as a seemingly plentiful and promising
reserve situation, gas production has fallen
off a cliff to well below 5 Bcf/d and even
below 4.4 Bcf/d during some months last
year. For a country producing over 6 Bcf/d at
the start of the decade, the decline is
startling. Given officially expected demand
growth – amid a continuing economic crisis
in Egypt – to around 7.42 Bcf/d in 2017,
according to the Petroleum Ministry, it is
clear that expected LNG imports of 1 Bcf/d,
when both regasification units are in place,
will not suffice.
The remaining solution to Egypt’s energy

conundrum in the medium-to-long term –
and it should come as a surprise to no-one –
is kick-starting upstream development.
World-class gas reserves are continuously
being discovered offshore Egypt, in
increasingly deepwater acreage off the Nile
Delta. IOCs actually never lost interest in
picking up Egyptian offshore acreage in the
past years, despite all the turmoil. This puts
Egypt in a very enviable position with
regards to seeing quick upstream results,
compared to for instance Algeria, as it
moves to sweeten investor terms. In Egypt’s
case, reluctance to invest in expensive
deepwater production capacity did not stem
from illiberal contract practices and state
insistence on prohibitive government-take
rates in production-sharing contracts. Rather,
it stemmed from the set gas offtake prices
paid by state gas company Egas to the
producers, in combination with the state’s
rising need to supply domestic consumption
and curtail more lucrative export
opportunities in order to do so. As Egypt
continues to sell gas domestically at highly
subsidised rates compared to international
market prices, despite recent price-reforms,
it is increasingly costly for the state to raise
offtake prices enough to guarantee a
reasonable rate of return for deepwater
projects.

Seeing results
Recently, price negotiations on a project-by-
project basis have, however, started to move
more swiftly. Taken together with the
Petroleum Ministry’s other efforts to cut red
tape and speed up project permit issues, for
instance, results are already being seen. A
deal was finally unlocked in March for
US$12bn of planned investments into the
BP and Dea-led West Nile Delta (WND) gas
project, on the West Mediterranean
Deepwater and the North Alexandria blocks.
The project has been discussed for decades,

but complexity and expected production
costs have held it back. The WND project is
aiming to produce 1.2 Bcf/d of gas, achieving
first production in 2017, contributing
significantly towards closing the Egyptian
gas supply gap. 
Crucially, the Egyptian government

agreed to pay between US$3-4.1/mmBtu for
the WND gas, while also moving away from
a typical production-sharing agreement
(PSA), to a more straight-forward Tax Royalty
contract. In exchange, BP and Dea agree to
sell 100 per cent of their production to the
state at the set prices agreed, with no
volumes allowed for export. While promising
a relatively swift relief of the gas shortages,
the deal has also received some political flak
from opposition and industry critics given
the change of the contract model, so getting
the tax rate right, from a political
perspective, might turn out to be crucial for
the contract to remain stable as future
currents shift.

WND could be seen as a particular
breakthrough, but there are others.
Exploration has again been picking up off
Egypt, as the government has worked hard
to borrow on the international and national
market to pay down the large debts owed to
oil and gas producers for their production
and project shares. Official Egyptian
numbers suggest debts have shrunk to
around US$3bn, however industry sources

say this is in part due to definition issues
(the government sometimes does not define
late payment as debt until after 90 days,
while IOCs expect payment within 30 days).
Still, the government seems to have
managed to convince the industry that it is
doing the best it can considering the
situation, as the increased project activity
would suggest. 
In July, Eni announced a new offshore

gas discovery it will be able to fast-track to
production. The Nooros prospect in the Abu
Madi West license could hold as much as 15
Bcf of gas in place, the company said. The
structure will be developed through a tie-in
to nearby Abu Madi production facilities and
brought onstream in about two months’
time. The speed also indicates rather
impressively the real effect of recent state
red tape cuts.
Eni also said some months ago that it

had managed to double its oil production to
70,000 bpd in Egypt’s Western Desert over
the past three years, the area in the country
which still seems to hold crude upside
potential, as well as potential for gas. There
too, IOCs remain interested and projects
proceed, even though the sector’s overall
cost cutting in the wake of the oil price
crash has made a mark. The Western Desert
has seen some additional far-reaching
encouragement from the Egyptian
government’s side, with an US$5.5/mmBtu
offtake deal agreed with Apache this year for
eventual shale gas production. 
With the current overall direction and

given minimum back-sliding on curbing
domestic energy subsidies, Egypt’s aim to
reach gas self-sufficiency sometime around
2018-2020 no longer looks unreasonable,
while very real and positive effects on the
economy from rising upstream activity
should be seen well before then. n

BG Group is a major player in the development of Egypt’s gas industry through its West Delta Deep
Marine (WDDM) and Rosetta concessions (Photo: BG Group)

The WND project is
aiming to produce 1.2 Bcf/d
of gas”
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T
HE OIL, GAS and petrochemicals industry has had many high
profile incidents such as Deepwater Horizon, Texas City,
Flixborough, Piper Alpha, Exxon Valdez. Much information has
been shared as a result of such incidents, and changes in

design and operation have resulted — but as we see far too often in
the news, incidents keep happening, and devastating ones at that.
The industry has matured greatly in the Middle East in recent

years. Rightly so, there is now the expectation that companies which
have world class production facilities and world class products, must
also have world class HSE performance. This has meant
benchmarking against industry peers, rapid adoption of best
practices, training of personnel, and communication throughout the
workforce and to contract personnel. It is also very encouraging to
see that mega projects in the region, such as Sadara, have excellent
HSE performance as a result of implementing the very best HSE
practices right from the very start of the project.

Good business sense
Effective HSE management is not just about the prevention of
accidents and incidents, it is also makes good business sense and
has a direct impact on the bottom line. Typically those businesses
which demonstrate good governance in HSE are those with strong
operational performance and better-than-average profitability. This is
no coincidence; there is a very strong link between operational

excellence and excellence in HSE performance, as both come from
having strong leadership, good practices and a strong focus on
operational discipline.
There are three main areas of HSE focus for companies in the

sector. These are process safety; occupational health and safety; and
sustainability. All are interlinked and all require senior management
focus, preferably at board level, if performance excellence is to be
achieved.
Process safety is all about preventing the fires and explosions that

can cause so much damage in refining and petrochemicals. It comes
from designing plants well and operating them to the highest
standards.
Sustainability is generally less well understood. According to the

formal definition, “Sustainability creates and maintains the conditions
under which humans and nature can exist in productive harmony,
that permit fulfilling the social, economic and other requirements of
present and future generation”. 
In practical terms, a corporate approach to sustainability means

having business practices that promote social responsibility, protect
health and the environment, drive productivity, maintain shareholder
value, reduce risk, control costs and support communities. All things
we should be doing as responsible businesses and good neighbours.
Occupational health and safety is about risk minimisation — to

The oil, gas and petrochemicals industry has
suffered high profile incidents such as the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill (Photo: Ideum)

Good HSE performance comes from having the
right culture in place, says Euro Petroleum
Consultants (EPC).

Effective HSE in oil, gas and 

petrochemicals

The starting point has to be absolute
commitment from company management”
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prevent accidents and to ensure that health and wellbeing of
employees is not negatively impacted.

Starting point
The above may sound relatively straightforward but if that really
were the case, we would not be having any incidents or near misses
in our businesses. This is certainly not the reality. So how do we go
about achieving world class performance?
The starting point has to be absolute commitment from

company management. Once there is a realisation that good HSE
equals good business, this should become a given. The
commitment is demonstrated through effective and consistent
communication to the organisation and by putting the resources in
place to drive HSE.

It is then possible to carry out a series of gap analyses in all of
the areas of focus in order to pinpoint existing strengths and
weaknesses and develop an action plan to implement those
actions needed to achieve a step change in performance. This will
be in a number of areas — organisation, skills, training,
procedures, equipment etc. What is important is not to try and do
everything at once but instead to prioritise, using a risk-based
approach. This will ensure that the most important issues are
addressed first.

Continuous improvement
For even the very best companies, good HSE performance can only
come from continuous improvement. This means having the right
key performance indicators in place and constantly reviewing them
in order to identify any issues and put actions in place to address
them.
In effect, good HSE performance comes primarily from having

the right culture in an organisation. Once this is achieved, it is
relatively straightforward to address the structural and procedural
issues. However, if the culture isn’t there, best-in-class performance
will never be achieved. n

Euro Petroleum Consultants [EPC] is an independent consulting
group which provides safety benchmarking services to oil, gas
and petrochemical producers. For further information, please
contact EPC president Mr Colin Chapman at
office@europetro-me.com.

Good HSE performance can only come
from continuous improvement”

Having the right culture in place is critical for
effective HSE performance (Photo: Shell)
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TECHNIP ITALY S.p.A. signed two
agreements for refinery modernisation in
Egypt during the visit of the Egyptian
prime minister Ibrahim Mahlab and
members of the Egyptian government to
Italy in July.
Technip and SACE, the Italian export

credit agency, announced the finalisation of
a joint agreement with Midor (Middle East
Oil Refinery) for a US$1.4bn project to
modernise and expand the MIDOR refinery
near Alexandria, which aims to improve
production quality and increase refining
capacity from 100,000 to 160,000 barrels of
crude oil per day. SACE will support the
project with an export credit facility.

Technip also finalised a joint agreement
with Egyptian General Petroleum
Corporation (EGPC) and Assiut Oil Refining
Company (ASORC) for the modernisation of
the Assiut refinery, Upper Egypt, designed
to refine the “bottom of the barrel”.  The
investment has an estimated total value of
US$1.5 bn. The project, which aims at
maximising diesel production, will introduce
the most modern refinery technologies and
satisfy the growing local demand for
petroleum products. SACE is ready to
evaluate a possible intervention to support
the project.
Technip will take responsibility for the

EPC phase of both projects in due course.
Italy and Egypt have a long history of co-

operation in the oil and gas sector. Italy’s
Eni, one of the main oil producers in Egypt,
recently signed a US$2bn exploration deal
with the Egyptian oil ministry.

KUWAIT NATIONAL PETROLEUM Company (KNPC)
has awarded US$11.5bn worth of contracts to build
the al-Zour oil refinery, set to be one of the largest
in the world.

Kuwaiti state news agency KUNA reported that
KNPC has commissioned a consortium including
Spain’s Tecnicas Reunidas, China’s Sinopec and
South Korea’s Hanwha Engineering and
Construction to build the main process units of the
refinery. The contract is worth more than
US$4.2bn.

The support units and infrastructure services
will be built by a consortium made up of Daewoo Engineering and Construction, Hyundai Heavy
Industries and US-based Fluor Corporation under a contract that is worth about US$5.75bn.

Another consortium comprised of Hyundai Engineering and Construction, SK Engineering and
Construction and Italy’s Saipem was awarded a US$1.5bn contract to build a marine export terminal,
KUNA quoted KNPC spokesman Khalid al-Asousi as saying.

The last contract for the project is expected to be awarded in the first half of August 2015, while
signing of all contracts is set to take place in early October, added al-Asousi.

When completed, the refinery will have a capacity of 615,000 bpd, making it one of the biggest
refining plants in the world. The project was originally planned more than a decade ago but has been
delayed repeatedly. Officials have said that the refinery, which will provide fuel with low sulphur
content to power stations, is scheduled to start operations by late 2018 or early 2019. 

SAUDI ARABIA’S SABIC and South Korea’s
SK Global Chemical have concluded
negotiations for a 50-50 joint venture (JV) to
purchase a special solution technology and a
manufacturing plant for US$640mn.
The JV is SABIC’s latest investment in

the Far East’s manufacturing sector.
The JV, called SABIC SK Nexlene

Company and headquartered in Singapore,
will purchase the Nexlene solution
technology and a plant that makes a range
of high-performance ethylene/alpha-olefin
copolymers products in Ulsan, South Korea.
The plant will produce metallocene based
linear low-density polyethylene, polyolefin
plastomers, and polyolefin elastomers to
meet the growing needs of diverse
industries such as flexible packaging,
industrial and agricultural film, automotive,
consumer products (footwear), medical, and
construction.

The Singapore firm’s wholly-owned
subsidiary, Korea Nexlene Company (KNC),
owns the manufacturing plant in Ulsan,
which has an annual capacity of 230,000
tonnes. The parties intend to further expand
capacity with the construction and operation
of additional plants globally.
Meanwhile, Nexalene will offer

customers better performance,
manufacturability, and final product
properties, including impact strength,
enhanced toughness, superior transparency,
low heat-seal temperature, incremental
output, and improved organoleptic
properties. The packaging industry will
benefit from lighter versions of Nexlene
(mLLDPE) for producing films to
manufacture flexible food packaging and
wrapping materials. They can also be used in
pipes and consumer goods.
SABIC acting vice-chairman and CEO

Yousef Al-Benyan said, “We are very pleased
to launch this partnership with SK Global
Chemical, which is the latest stage in
SABIC’s global expansion. By growing our
presence in South Korea, we are opening up
new markets globally and reinforcing our
position as a global leader – a major goal of
our 2025 strategy.”
The new venture is expected to help

both partners grow in the highly-
specialised polyethylene market by
providing high-value polymer products to
global customers. The solidification of the
partnership with SK Global Chemical will
complement SABIC’s polymers portfolio
and enable them to offer a more varied,
cost-effective, and customer-focused
selection of products.

Technip signs Egypt refinery
modernisation deals 

SABIC and SK Global Chemical sign joint venture

KNPC awards al-Zour refinery contracts

The signing ceremony

 Petrochemicals

Technip will modernise two oil refineries
(Photo: Roy Luck)

The refinery will have a capacity of 615,000 bpd
(Photo: Ken Doerr)
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RELIABILITY IN
OIL WELL CEMENTS

Oil Well Cement (OWC) produced by Oman Cement Company 
(S.A.O.G) under accurate temperatures is an obvious choice for oil well 
cementing worldwide and now it is ready to face the challenges of 
highly specialized arctic and horizontal cementing:

● Conforms to the American Petroleum Institute (API) specification
 – 10A Class-G- (HSR), Class-B- (HSR) and Class-A- (O) grades.
●  Tested and used by worldwide cementing companies
●  Easy to disperse resulting in considerable cost savings
●  First choice of major oilfield companies
● Exported to GC Countries, Iraq, Yemen, Libya, Sudan, Tanzania,
 Turkmenistan, Ethiopia, Pakistan, India and Syria.

Oman Cement manufacturing facility operates on world class quality
management system ISO 9001 and environmental management 
system ISO 14001. Quality control is online and laboratory automation 
systems consist of online x-ray spectrometers and robotic samplers, 
linked to process controllers and a raw mill proportioning system.

OCC has an enduring commitment to customer satisfaction, continual 
improvement and a stronger foundation for tomorrow.

Winner of His Majesty’s Cup for the Best Five Factories in the
Sultanate of Oman for 10 times.

Oman Cement Company (S.A.O.G) Corporate Office:
PO Box 560, Ruwi, PC 112, Sultanate of Oman
Tel: +968 24437070  Marketing: Ext 145 / 444 
Fax: +968 24437799

Email: admin@omancement.com
Website: www.omancement.com

CERTIFIED CO
CERT NO. IND13.3020/U/Q

CERTIFIED CO
CERT NO. IND10.7570

API CERTIFIED CO
LICENSE NO. 10A-0059
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O
NE OF THE few remaining independent cable
manufacturers, the company has recently expanded its UK
manufacturing facility at Knowsley, to enable it to increase
the range of its products, and with a view to developing it

as an innovation hub.  
A family company with 50 years’ history in the industry, Tratos has

expanded into an international operation with distribution centres
across the globe and sales in 52 countries. It has a strong CSR
ethos, contributing to job creation and development in deprived
areas, both in Italy, home to its headquarters, and the UK. 

Tratos offers cables for a diverse range of applications in sectors
ranging from telecommunications and defence to transport and
energy, and including limited fire hazard and other specialised cables.
Due to the extensive research and development performed within
Tratos’s manufacturing facilities based in the UK and Italy, the
company can also provide bespoke cabling solutions as part of the
‘Cables Tailor Made’ department, to meet the most complex and
demanding of applications. 

With long experience in the oil and gas sector, Tratos can provide
cables for a large variety of onshore and offshore operations,
including umbilical cables for offshore applications, as well as highly
specialised submarine cables. These can be supplied to meet
numerous standards, such as Lloyd’s for mud resistant types, as well
as American, British and European standards including NEK606,
BS6883 & UKOOA. 

The company’s cable range specifically designed and
manufactured for the oil and gas market, ‘Tratos JBA®’, has been
favoured by Tratos’s clientele thanks to its improved quality of mud
resistant and fire resistant qualities, as well as resistance to extreme
temperatures and conditions, including water and impact. Customers
who have adopted this product include Saipem, for their SSDR
Scarabeo 5, an Italian-built rig designed specifically for Norwegian
conditions, which has been refurbished using several million euros
worth of Tratos oil and gas cables. 

According to Tratos’s CEO, Dr Maurizio Bragagni, the Middle East
is one of the company’s largest markets, although the low oil price
and competition are threatening prospects there. “The USA is a
particularly promising region for us, and has great potential,” he says.

“We are delighted that the market recognises us as one of the
most innovative and quality-oriented companies in this sector,”
comments Dr Bragagni, who attributes the company’s success to its

unique business model, which has enabled the company to modify
its strategy to survive in a very competitive and globalised market
without compromising its business values. 

Engagement is key
“Specifically, engagement is key, in terms of the companies we
target, ie the OEMS and the end-users. We are focused on the
people in the field, who require someone who listens to them, and
helps them with sustainable solutions,” he adds. “Not with the
cheapest solution, which after a period of time results in recurring
problems, but rather one that is sustainable and long-lasting.

“The engagement of the customer, the monetisation and the
delivery of the Tratos model are key. Tratos is a unique entity; people
who engage with us wish to continue to engage with us. We do not
simply supply a ‘product’ - we supply the trust as well.”

Dr Bragagni also highlights the benefits the company is reaping
from his experience studying for an MBA at the prestigious Cass
Business School, particularly in terms of networking and expertise. 

Due to the wide range of cables produced, the flexible approach
and know-how, Tratos is able to meet the evolving needs within this
ever-changing market, says the company. 

So where does Dr Bragagni see Tratos in five years time?
“In five years, Tratos will certainly be the last independent cable
manufacturer in existence in the market, with a turnover of £1
billion. Moreover, we will have the strongest global presence in
the world, in terms of our sector.  We will follow our vision,
‘Cables for a Moving World’.” n

Dr Maurizio Bragagni, CEO, Tratos (left), with Nick Clegg, former UK Deputy
Prime Minister, at the Knowsley plant

Tratos, the leading European manufacturer of electrical, electronic and fibre-optic cables, continues
to experience business success. Oil Review spoke to its CEO, Dr Maurizio Bragagni.

Cables for a 

moving world

The market recognises us as one of the
most innovative and quality-oriented
companies in this sector”
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T
HE RESOURCE CURSE is a well-
documented conundrum. Too many
countries with an abundance of
natural resources paradoxically

experience lacklustre economic growth and
poor social development, whilst many are
plagued by ongoing conflict and the
persistent legacy of war. One of the untold,
but no less damaging legacies of conflict, is
the ground contamination posed by
Explosive Remnants of War (ERW). 

Today, there are over 100 million laid and
active landmines globally – and that’s not to
mention millions of tonnes of other
unexploded ordnance (UXO), such as
rockets and improvised explosive devices
(IEDs). Of course, as a result of ongoing
and historical conflict many of these mines
and other ERW are located in areas where
natural resources, namely oil and gas, can
be found. For example, many resource-rich
areas of the Middle East and Africa are
contaminated by ERW, with Libya, Syria,
Iraq and South Sudan offering some of the
most obvious examples as conflict

continues unabated.  
With the perpetual quest for natural

resources requiring organisations to explore
further and further afield, many are now
entering post-conflict zones. Clearly, this
presents a unique set of challenges that
these organisations need to consider long
before new infrastructure, such as
pipelines, can be developed. More often
than not, expert advice will be required. 

Risky business
There’s no doubt that dealing with ERW
poses large risks, in part because it
involves such a broad range of UXO – from
anti-personnel and anti-tank mines to
cluster munitions, from IEDs to air dropped
weapons and Land Service Ammunition.
These munitions can be dormant
indefinitely after the end of a conflict,
continuing to pose a significant threat to
any passing human, equipment or vehicle,
even after removal efforts. In Kuwait, for
example, where TDI has recently been
working, a massive clean-up was
conducted between 1991 and 1997 that
cleared over 111,000 tonnes of ordnance.
Despite this action, the clean-up was
hampered by environmental conditions
(such as high temperatures, sand storms
and flash floods) and therefore, cluster sub
munitions and UXO continue to be
encountered in Kuwait today. For those
looking to further exploit the small nation’s
oil reserves, significant consideration must
be given to what might be found beneath
the desert sand.  

Given the challenges outlined above, it
is essential that prior to commencing
operations in potentially contaminated
areas, organisations are prepared and
well aware of the risk.  

In TDI’s experience, companies
should consider the following six-
step process to mitigate the risk
posed by ERW to their personnel
and equipment:

1. Mine Risk Education
(MRE)
Probably the most
important risk mitigation
tool is MRE. Keeping
employees and
contractors informed as
to the potential hazards
they may encounter and
educating them about

suspicious items will significantly reduce
the chance of an incident – it is an ongoing
tool that should be used all the time.
Actions on what to do should one
encounter ERW is an important process in
the risk matrix, ensuring people remain
safe and aware of their surroundings at all
times. However, MRE does not remove nor
negate the fact that hazardous items are
out there and will require experts to locate,
remove and / or dispose of this inherent
threat. 

Hugh Morris, 
managing director, TDI

Hugh Morris, Managing Director, TDI, outlines measures for mitigating risk
in Explosive Remnants of War (ERW) contaminated areas.

What lies 

beneath

Many resource-rich
areas of the Middle East and
Africa are contaminated 
by ERW”
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2. Desktop Survey
The Desktop Survey involves the offsite
collation and review of as much information
as possible about the target area in order to
determine whether or not there is likely to
be the presence of ERW, and if so, what
kind. As broad a base of information as
possible is sought and reviewed, ranging
from old military records to news reports,
all in a comprehensive effort to determine
whether or not a threat is likely to exist. 

3. Non-technical Survey
A Non-technical Survey involves the
deployment of a specialist, non-intrusive
team on the ground to the actual suspected
area in order to better define and
understand, as well as confirm, the
information gathered in the desktop survey.
They assess the likelihood of a threat being
present through discussion with local
inhabitants (often the best source of
information) and local authorities, then
carry out their own evaluations. Based on
physical evidence, the team are better able
to determine the likely presence of ERW,
and more accurately assess which are
threat areas and which can be ruled out.

Based on the Non-technical Survey, the
experts can decide the next procedure to
follow – either take no further action,
conduct a Technical Survey, or continue to
full clearance. 

4. Technical Survey
A Technical Survey requires deploying
limited clearance assets into the suspected
hazardous area to confirm or discredit the
presence of ERW. This process usually
uses subsurface detector aided searches,
i.e. intrusive works. If any ERW is found,
the Technical Survey is of tremendous use
in better defining the extent of the hazard
to ensure that the most economic
clearance solution is found, without
compromising safety standards. 

5. Verification, clearance and
cancellation
The procedure following a technical survey,
should a threat have been confirmed to
exist, is to deploy a capacity to clear the
required areas of items of unexploded
ordinance using either manual or
mechanical demining methods.

It is also possible to carry out
verification operations where a threat may
have existed in the past, and which has
already been subjected to clearance, but
where further verification may be required
if the original clearance was not in
adherence to the International Mine Action
Standards (IMAS). 

If the Non-technical / Technical Survey
justifies it, a cancellation of the area may
be carried out if it is proved that no further
clearance is required. 

6. Explosive Ordinance Disposal
Following clearance operations and the
location of items of ERW, there remains
the need to dispose of them safely,
efficiently, and without presenting a risk to
the surrounding community or
environment. Once the area has been fully
cleared and all ERW has been removed or
destroyed, this represents the culmination

of the task, where a clearance certificate
would be issued and the area can safely be
handed over for its intended use.

While the residual threat posed by
conflict is difficult to eliminate in its
entirety, by following the simple steps
outlined above, businesses and
organisations looking to operate in post-
conflict zones can be confident that they
have taken steps to reduce the dangers.
However, this process invariably requires
expert and experienced practitioners. 

Ultimately, TDI aims to help clear the
way for businesses and people in regions
which are often negatively impacted by the
legacy of conflict. While the resource curse
will take decades to fully address, we like
to believe we are playing an increasing role
in helping countries overcome it. n

1Jha, U.C - Armed Conflict and
Environmental Damage, Vij Books, India

There remains the
need to dispose of them
safely, efficiently, and
without presenting a risk to
the surrounding community”
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B
AHRAIN MAY NOT be the most
prolific Gulf oil and gas producer - it
is by far the smallest of all the GCC
states in terms of its output - but

the country has always done its best to
maximise any limited hydrocarbon potential.
Much of this responsibility rests with the

Bahrain Petroleum Company, or Bapco, the
state-owned oil and gas firm. It falls under
the National Oil & Gas Authority (NOGA),
and works in conjunction with foreign
operators across both the upstream and
downstream sectors.
Though small in size, Bahrain boasts its

own large refinery - the first in the Gulf, in
fact, built in 1935 - plus other infrastructure,
as well as its own upstream production
predominantly from the Awali field (also
known as the Bahrain field). Data from Noga
shows the Bapco refinery processed 100mn
bbl during 2014.
And then there are strategic alliances

with other regional ally states, notably oil
kingpin, Saudi Arabia, which funnels around
220,000 bpd of crude into Bahrain, much of

which ends up for processing at the Sitra
refinery (also known as the Bahrain refinery).

AB Pipeline
In fact, the US$350mn modernisation and
expansion of this key energy corridor - which
will boost Saudi imports into Bahrain to
350,000 bpd - is arguably Bapco’s primary
focus right now.

Although it is not the most expensive
project on the books – that honour goes to
the estimated US$5bn Sitra refinery upgrade
–  it is of immense national interest,
underpinning the smooth flow of Saudi oil
into the country. 

The so-called AB Pipeline will be a new
30-inch diameter pipeline running 115 km
from Saudi Arabia into Bahrain, designed to
replace the older, existing line. Much of it,
about 74 km, will run onshore, with the
remaining 42 km subsea.
Industry players are keenly awaiting

contracts to start building the new line after
Australia’s WorleyParsons completed front-
end engineering and design work last year.
Capacity at Saudi Aramco’s Abqaiq plant

across the border is being upgraded to
350,000 bpd (up from 230,000 bpd
currently) in conjunction with the new
pipeline build.
The new AB Pipeline is expected to be in

operation in 2018, ahead of the planned
refinery expansion.

Sitra upgrade
Without the guarantee of Aramco’s oil,
Bapco’s Sitra refinery expansion plans would
be meaningless.
This high cost venture is expected to lift

refinery output to 360,000 bpd, putting it on
a par with the region’s biggest and most
sophisticated refineries.The facility, on
Bahrain’s eastern coast, currently has a
capacity of around 267,000 bpd.
The bulk of crude oil input comes from

across the border, with the balance, around

Bahrain boasts its own large refinery,
plus other infrastructure (Photo: Bapco)

These are not the easiest of times for the GCC’s smallest oil and
gas producer, but Bahrain’s strategic energy projects are in
capable hands with state firm Bapco, says Martin Clark.

Flying the flag for

Bahrain

The new AB Pipeline
is expected to be in
operation in 2019”
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40,000 bpd or so, coming from the local
Bahrain field.
The Sitra refinery produces fuel products

such as diesel, benzene, kerosene and jet
fuel, which means Bahrain is able to benefit
from selling advanced, higher cost fuels and
products on higher profit margins both to
regional states and to international markets.
Despite unsettled market conditions,

work is progressing on the upgrade, with
Bapco handing Technip of France the front-
end engineering design for four main work
packages. This portion of the work is
expected to be completed by the first
quarter of 2016, with energy minister Abdul-
Hussain bin Ali Mirza stating recently that
completion is now anticipated around 2019.
A final investment decision is pencilled in

for next year, according to Bapco chief
executive Dr Peter Bartlett, a former
Chevron senior executive.

Cash squeeze 
For sure, the financial challenges facing any
US$5bn rated project, especially at a time
when oil revenues are tumbling as a result
of the decline in world oil prices, will be
tough. Like all other oil producing states -
probably more so given its limited resources
- the global oil price slump is costing Bahrain
dearly. 
Bahrain’s Central Information

Organisation said recently that the total
value of the nation’s oil and gas fell to BHD
429mn in the first quarter of 2015; that’s
way down on BDH 777mn in the same
period just a year earlier. 
Analysts estimate the oil and gas sector

now makes up less than 15 per cent of
Bahrain’s economy overall, although the
sharp fall will surely affect the government’s
budget, which remains heavily reliant on oil
revenues.
One of the upsides to having limited

natural resources, of course, is that Manama
has been forced to develop alternative
industries, such as banking and finance.
Still, the drop in revenues will hurt as

Bapco planners seek to make progress on
the current raft of new projects.
The Sitra refinery is planned to be

financed through borrowing, which will mark
a major test for Bartlett and a new-look
Bapco leadership team, following a recent
board reshuffle.

Upstream boost
Upstream, there are equally ambitious plans,
with the hope of raising production capacity
at the Bahrain field to as much as 100,000
bpd long-term.
In 2009, Bahrain assigned a joint

venture firm, Tatweer Petroleum,
responsibility for the redevelopment of the
field, which spans a large swathe of the
tiny island nation.

It groups state-owned nogaholding (a
division of Noga) with US firm Occidental
Petroleum and UAE-based Mubadala
Petroleum.
The idea is to inject new life into this

strategic asset - also the Gulf region’s oldest
oil field - with state-of-the-art technology.
And, in June, the field logged its highest

average production since 1978, reaching
more than 55,000 bpd of crude oil and
condensate.
The challenge is to sustain output at this

level – and above – in the years to come,
which is a formidable challenge given the
field’s maturity.
Tatweer Petroleum has invested

US$3.5bn in the field since its establishment
in 2009, and plans to continue with more
wells to raise both production and reserves
with the aid of new technology.

Water flooding, steam flooding and other
techniques are being used to boost output
from the legacy field’s reservoirs, while
exploration in new zones continues.
As well as boosting oil output, the project

is also significant not only as a testing
ground for new technology, but in training up
the local Bahraini workforce with modern
industry skills.

Deep gas
In the gas sector too, Bapco is also engaged
in efforts to enhance the kingdom’s reserves
and production.
Like Kuwait and the UAE, Bahrain has

been faced by an energy squeeze in recent

times and is similarly contemplating a
liquefied natural gas (LNG) import facility to
ease supply concerns. 
A contract to import LNG could be

awarded by the year end, according to
energy ministry officials.
One key upstream project entails drilling

deeper for gas onshore in the Bahrain field,
an initiative being led by the Tatweer group.
It has already increased gross gas

production capacity more than 50 per cent
from an initial level of 1.5bn cubic feet per
day to over 2.3bn cubic feet per day.
On a broader level, a gentle move away

from subsidies may help Bapco and other
operators balance supply and demand more
comfortably. 
Bahrain is to start raising the price of gas

and electricity sold to domestic users in a
gradual shift to a more cost reflective
market.

New horizons
Bapco is also likely to find itself leading the
charge in new ventures too, such as
alternative  energy and the search for
unconventional oil and gas.
Later this year, a congress on heavy oil

takes place in Manama, although these
remain early days for Bahrain in this
challenging area.
Bapco is already active exploiting some

of the kingdom’s other natural resources,
notably the abundant sunshine.
The company recently inaugurated a new

five megawatt (MW) solar energy pilot
project at Awali. The US$25mn Awali project,
which was built by the USA’s Petra Solar, in
collaboration with the country’s Electricity &
Water Authority, is now plugged into the
national grid.
Bahrain is keen to boost the uptake of

clean energy generation, particularly solar
energy technologies, to offset local demand
for gas as well as respond to environmental
challenges. n

Bahrain has recently inaugurated a new solar energy pilot project (Photo: Bapco)

The challenge is to
sustain output at this level –
and above – in the years to
come ”
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T
HE 64TH EDITION of BP’s
Statistical Review of World Energy,
launched in June, highlights how
significant changes in global energy

production and consumption have
profoundly affected prices, the global fuel
mix and carbon dioxide emissions.

The review highlights the continuing
importance of the US shale revolution,
with the USA overtaking Saudi Arabia as
the world’s biggest oil producer – a
prospect unthinkable a decade ago. US oil
output grew by 1.6mn bpd in 2014, its
largest increase on record. The growth in
US shale gas in recent years has been just
as startling, with the USA surpassing
Russia as the largest producer of oil 
and gas.  

Meanwhile, the review shows primary
energy consumption has slowed markedly,
with growth of just 0.9 per cent in 2014, a
lower rate than at any time since the late
1990s (other than in the immediate
aftermath of last decade’s financial crisis).
Chinese growth in consumption slowed to
its lowest level since 1998 as its economy
rebalances away from energy-intensive
sectors, though China remained the world’s
largest growth market for energy.

Shifts in production and
consumption
Speaking at the Review’s launch on 10
June, BP Group chief executive Bob Dudley
said: “The eerie calm that had
characterised energy markets in the few
years prior to 2014 came to an abrupt end
last year. However, we should not be
surprised or alarmed. These events may
well come to be viewed as symptomatic of
a broader shifting of the tectonic plates that
make up the energy landscape, with
significant developments in both the supply
of energy and its demand. Our task as an
industry is to meet today’s challenges while
continuing to invest to meet tomorrow’s
demand, safely and sustainably.”

The shifts in production and
consumption affected energy prices
significantly. Oil prices fell sharply, largely
driven by the strength of supply as non-
OPEC production grew by a record amount,
while OPEC maintained its output levels to
maintain market share. 

Elsewhere, the growth of China’s coal
consumption stalled as the pace of
industrialisation slowed, and global natural

gas growth was also weak due to a sharp
fall in consumption, triggered by a mild
European winter.

Renewables were again the fastest-
growing form of energy, accounting for one
third of the increase in overall primary
energy use during a year in which global
primary energy consumption growth
slowed. Even so, they accounted for only
three per cent of primary energy. 

Oil remained the dominant fuel,
accounting for 32.6 per cent of global
energy consumption, but lost market share
for the fifteenth successive year.

Global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
from energy use grew by just 0.5 per cent;
the slower growth relative to its average
over the past 10 years was largely
attributable to the changing pace and
pattern of Chinese economic growth.

BP’s latest Statistical Review of World Energy highlights some significant shifts in
global energy production and consumption - notably the USA’s overtaking Saudi Arabia
as the biggest global oil producer.

Global energy: a year of

‘tectonic’ shifts

Renewables were
the fastest-growing form of
energy, but oil remained the 
dominant fuel”

Analysis

Oil production/consumption by region
Million barrels daily

Production by region Consumption by region

BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2015
© BP  p.l.c. 2015
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Middle East
In relation to the Middle East, key points in
the review were as follows:
• Energy consumption increased by 4.4

per cent, the fastest of any region in
2014.

• Natural gas now accounts for more than
half of energy consumption in the
Middle East.

• The Middle East provided over a third of
global oil exports, three quarters of
which headed to Asia Pacific.

More than half of primary energy
consumption in the region is now sourced
from natural gas; its share rising to a record
high 50.6 per cent. Growth was driven by
Iran and Saudi Arabia. Oil’s share fell to 47.5
per cent. However, oil consumption still
rose by 260,000 bpd, or 2.8 per cent,
driven by strong growth in Saudi Arabia and
the UAE. Consumption in the rest of the
region was flat on aggregate. 

Oil production in the Middle East hit a
record high of 28.6mn bpd, up 360,000
bpd from the previous year. Iraq (+140,000
bpd) and Saudi Arabia (+110,000 bpd) were
the largest contributions to growth. Iraq
(3.3mn bpd) recorded its highest output
since 1979.

Refining capacity expanded by a record
740,000 bpd to 9.4mn bpd, due to the
completion of two 400,000 bpd refineries –
one in Saudi Arabia and the other in the UAE.

Oil exports from the Middle East were
essentially flat at 19.8mn bpd, (down -0.1
per cent), but were still more than a third of

global exports and more than double
exports from the FSU, the next largest
exporting region. 

Just over three quarters of Middle
Eastern oil exports headed East to Asia
Pacific. 

Gas exports (pipeline and LNG) fell by
2.9 bcm or -1.8 per cent. Qatar remained
the largest LNG exporter at 103bcm,
accounting for almost a third of global LNG
exports.

CO2 emissions rose by 4.1 per cent,
the fastest growth of any region
last year. n

Oil production in the
Middle East hit a record high
of 28.6mn bpd”

Analysis 

47.4%
Middle East share of 

global oil reserves

31.7%
Middle East share of 
global oil production

34.8%
Middle East share of

global oil exports

17.3%
Middle East share of global 

natural gas production

+4.4%
Growth in Middle East 
energy consumption

6.4%
Middle East share of 

global energy consumption

Primary energy world consumption
Million tonnes oil equivalent

Production by region Consumption by region

BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2015
© BP  p.l.c. 2015
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T
ROUBLESHOOTING ANY ENGINE generator is normally a
two-stage process. First comes making sure the diesel (the
most common prime mover by far) actually starts and runs
smoothly, a routine set of procedures based on checking the

condition of the battery, the actuation of system controls, the status
of all warning lights/alarms, the fuel supply system including the
condition of the injectors and pump themselves, an adequate
volume of gasoil in the tank, both the oil switch and governor handle
being turned on, and adequate air supply/exhaust arrangements.  All
routine procedures for any diesel mechanic used to conditions on
road or rig.

However, with any industrial-scale, three-phase engine
generating set there are further checks to carry out at the output
end where the alternator (brushless if fitted ) is located. This is
usually driven by a mechanical shaft, which may itself need attention
(eg. if slipping). Subsidiary on/off generating controls are likely to be
installed here and need to be checked, too. The most likely cause of
inadequate supply following start-up is a damaged capacitor
(condenser), which can be readily changed on the spot if a matching
spare can be found.

If inadequate voltage is still indicated, the second probable cause
is a short circuit within the rectifier assembly, which can be checked
with a hand-held multimeter. The next required step is to ensure a
good connection between this key component and the coil itself,
another task for that handy little meter which every plant technician
carries. With this done and all connections checked for tightness,
adequate power should be available when the engine is warm and
up to speed.

However, the voltage available may be still be below
specification, in which case the engine controls and/or governor may
not be working properly, a job for a diesel mechanic rather than an
alternator specialist. Low or varying output voltage may also be due
to short-circuiting of the rotor reels or the stator within the
alternator itself, according to the type of excitation built in; after
routine checking of performance these key components may
themselves need to be changed. 

Well organised plant rooms always have original-supplier
approved (OEM) spare-part versions of these key alternator
components available in store.

Other reasons for voltage droop (which may cause critical
equipment down the line to falter) may include slippage of the

power take-off shaft, another task for the engine-end specialist first
as this can lead to overheating of the whole damage-prone and very
costly alternator. Too much heat may also be due to a short circuit
existing within the rotor or stator assemblies; again these should be
changed if necessary.

With the alternative carbon brush-type alternator, power output
problems can be due to excessive wearing or complete mis-fitting
(pole reversal) of this sensitive component. Over-high voltage is
rarely encountered because of the automatic operation of the
regulation system; low-potential indications are likely to be due to
problems within the AVR system itself (most likely as this device is
susceptible to burn-out and other malfunctioning), and/or the rotor
or stator, all of which should be checked and if necessary replaced.

Once again a PTO shaft problem or short-circuiting of either rotor
or stator may be the cause of overheating, in which case checking
of these last two components should be carried out before the
engine is disassembled for corrective maintenance to be carried out
on the power-drive shaft itself.

Operators of large “permanent” engine generators will come
across specialised suppliers at most of the big energy conferences
and exhibitions such as Adipec and SAOGE (Abu Dhabi and
Dammam, Saudi Arabia, both held in November). Power-Gen ME
(Abu Dhabi, October) and Middle East Electricity (Dubai, March
2016) are good alternative venues. 

For users of stand-by gensets the big construction shows, such
as the Big 5 series (various timings and locations) are useful
sources of contacts; try also  WE Power (Dammam, April 2016) and
Saudi Elenex (Riyadh, May 2016). n

Specialised suppliers of large engine generators can be found at big
energy exhibitions such as Middle East Electricity

Most oil/gas installations have a genset(s) available to supply
permanent or standby power. Compression ignition is the most common
source of energy, but output problems often arise at the alternator end.

Maintaining on-site

power

Other reasons for voltage droop may
include slippage of the power take-off shaft”
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P
RODUCING WELLS HAVE problems, and the older the well,
the more likely it is to have problems: for instance, failed
valves, stuck sliding sleeve doors, produced sand, fill, scale,
restrictions. All of them, however, contribute to an ever

decreasing performance and, subsequently, cash flow position.
As wells are being designed, a universal design criteria is the

capability to keep production flowing as long as possible without
having to intervene. This is why, typically, interventions are only done
when something ‘breaks;’ ie, production becomes restricted, or
stops. But this conventional strategy often forces operators into a
position where they must cope with unnecessary levels of
uncertainty, leading to inefficient responses.

Similar to a vehicle or other expensive asset, regularly performed
maintenance will increase the current performance and extend the
overall life of the asset. Operators can prolong production and
achieve the highest return on investment possible, while
simultaneously increasing recovery and reservoir drainage.
Conversely, however, if the well has been operating for several years
and has never had any maintenance on it, then what? 

Let’s take a look at a somewhat subjective measurement system.
Figure 1 compares some of the potential options using a scoring
system of 1-10, with the higher scores being the best.

Defining efficiency as the ability to quickly mobilise, rig-up, run in
and out of the well, rig-down and demobilise off location, it is clear that
a WO rig is the lowest, while slickline and e-line score the highest.

Reliability is defined as the ability to solve the problem once on
location. Here the WO rig scores the highest as it can generally
overcome even the most severe of challenges.

On the definition of innovation, this is the ability to understand
what the problem is, adapt to the challenge and bring the appropriate
technology to bear quickly, minimising downtime and restoring
production as quickly as possible. With real time, surface controllable
features enabled by e-line versus the mechanical solutions offered by
the others, it scores the highest in this category, offering a 40 per
cent advantage over the WO rig.

Extra benefits
While a WO rig has the highest chance of success to rectify the
problem, what about the trade-off on efficiency and innovation?
Slickline may be efficient as per our definition, but what is the
confidence level on its reliability and innovation to overcome and fix

the unknown challenge? Overall, e-line stands out as the overall
winner for these key elements of success.

Another important factor which has not been addressed or
scored, but should be considered as part of the innovation content, is
the ability to accomplish the work in the safest, most sustainable
and cost-effective way. A quick comparison of a CT unit to an e-line
crew with regards to some simple metrics: total footprint, size,
number of people, number and weight of lifts, sustainability,
complexity of operations and carbon footprint, demonstrates that
there is significant additional value to be gained from deploying e-
line. If a WO rig were to be compared, the contrasts become even
greater. When you consider these additional benefits, it becomes
even more apparent that an e-line solution offers significant
advantages, especially if you have the right portfolio of tools. 

Platform for new technology
Does this approach work? Yes. Since the 1990s, Welltec’s technology
has been put to work redefining the boundaries of what e-line
workovers could accomplish. Not only does this methodology
provide efficient operations, e-line is a proven, reliable method of
accessing and addressing wellbore challenges. And it is also a proven
platform for the development and successful introduction of new,
innovative technology.

Trying to future-proof wells by installing current technology in
them can be a risky proposition since it remains in the ground
indefinitely, unable to be updated. Rather, the application of new,
appropriate technology as it develops is the solution for maximum
value. A problem occurs and modern technology is applied quickly
and efficiently, capitalising on what is available now and not relying

Fig 1: Potential options
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Efficiency Reliability Innovation

Brian K. Sidle, vice president – corporate marketing, Welltec, outlines the
advantages of e-line technology in keeping wells flowing.

Using e-line technology to tackle

wellbore challenges

A universal design criteria is the
capability to keep production flowing as long
as possible”
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on earlier technology that was ‘new’ five, 10 or
20 years ago.

Perhaps the industry will never get to the
stage where regular interventions are made
universally, but certainly the point about
applying modern e-line technology is relevant
and applicable immediately.

Case studies
Offshore Mexico, subsurface safety valves
(SSSV) require periodic function testing to
ensure reliable operation when needed.
Typically, they are tested and, if they fail, a
workover rig is scheduled to shut in the well
and replace them.

A new technique has successfully been
implemented which precludes the requirement
to shut in the production or even to mobilise a
workover rig. Using the Well Cleaner®
Wishbone Honer (WBH), the operator has
been able to repair the valve in-situ with the well flowing.

Analysis determined that often the SSSV failed to close
completely due to debris, which limited its ability to hold pressure
during the testing. After careful planning, a Well Tractor® and Well
Cleaner® WBH were mobilised and run on e-line to the desired
depth. There the WBH was activated and cleaning of the SSSV and
surrounding tubing was performed. Following the cleaning, the SSSV
was successfully tested.

The entire operation was completed in only 18 hours compared to
around one week for the rig operation to pull the SSSV. And the well
remained in production throughout, demonstrating the benefits that
e-line interventions can provide.

Baku, Azerbaijan, time and costs were mounting during an
operation when a 17.8cm retrievable packer and the setting tool got
stuck at 1,977m, preventing the operator from putting this oil
producer on production.

Determined to return the well to production as quickly as
possible, the operator called out Welltec’s new double stroker.
Capable of accurately exerting force up to 27,216 kilos, the Well
Stroker® XXS latches the assembly, locks into place and exerts the

force directly onto the fish (or sliding sleeve or
plug) with no strain on the e-line or other parts
of the toolstring. Surface read-out allows direct
measurement and control of the force
downhole.

On the first run, the Well Tractor® deployed
the Well Stroker® XXS to the fish where it
latched and applied 24,948 kilos to release the
stuck setting tool from the plug. Then the
entire assembly was pulled from the well and
operations resumed to put the well on
production.

Use of Welltec’s e-line solutions enabled
the operator to prevent mobilisation of a heavy
duty coiled tubing unit, providing a fast,
effective solution and saving a minimum of five
days rig time as well as the environmental and
cost differences.

The following case describes an operation
in a new, deep, high pressure gas reservoir in

the Middle East. In this well, Saudi Aramco needed to test the
casing integrity and perform a perforation. Because of the
environment, 310°F (154°C), 91° horizontal well, standard wireline
conveyance was not an option. Since the well was designed as a
multi-stage frac project, pump down logging wasn’t feasible and
coiled tubing (CT) was deemed to be too time consuming.

Because of the recent advances in DC electronics, the Well
Tractor® 318 proved able to execute the job despite the high
temperatures, high well deviation and a 5,705 m extended reach
section. 

The job was composed of two runs; the first to convey a cement
bond log and a multi calliper imaging tool. Here the toolstring was
run in hole with the Well Tractor® and logging tool to the kick-off
point at about 4,755 m, at which point the Well Tractor® was
engaged and conveyed the toolstring to 5,707m. On the second run,
the Well Tractor® conveyed an 8.6 cm gun to perforate the desired
zone at 5,707 m. In total, the Well Tractor® covered a distance of
almost 2,591 m.

Using Welltec’s e-line solution, the operator achieved better data
quality by utilising more advanced depth determination tools, as well
as reducng costs and increasing operational efficiency by saving
valuable time. The environmental impact and risks were also reduced
as the e-line solution eliminated the need to mobilise a rig. n

This is an edited version of Brian K. Sidle’s paper ‘Prolonging
production and increasing recovery through regular well
interventions’.

E-line is a proven, reliable method of
accessing and addressing wellbore challenges”

The deployment of Welltec’s e-line solutions can
result in significant efficiency gains as well as
time and cost savings
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“T
HE TECHNOLOGY FOR the
oil and gas industry is
advancing at a very rapid
rate; this is affecting the

landscape and requirement of offshore
operations,” says Zaidi. “There are issues
relating to big data - the acquisition of huge
amounts of data, such as micro-seismic
data, and the need to transport that data
real-time to facilitate accurate decision
making about drilling, exploration and
production. 

“Secondly, with safety being a top
priority, operators are increasingly wanting
their platforms to be unmanned. So again, a
solution is needed that provides a real time
operation with a means of communication.

“Operating an unmanned operation or
acquiring big data heightens the need for
data security, so the data communications
mechanism needs to be as secure as
possible. 

“Remote video surveillance of platforms
is also increasingly in demand, to monitor
any threat or illegitimate activity – and this
requires a lot of bandwidth.

“All these parameters and challenges
require a strong communications
infrastructure. Wireless technology offers a
cost-effective, flexible means of fulfilling all
these requirements and parameters.

“Right now 4G technology is very hot.
Huawei has a dedicated enterprise solution
for this technology called Enterprise LTE,
(eLTE) a dedicated wireless network that
provides comprehensive coverage and
complete data security.”

First offshore LTE wireless
communications network
Huawei is a pioneer in this technology,
having implemented the world’s first offshore
LTE wireless communications network, for
an operation in the North Sea. This solution
provides a secured network with 1 Mbit/s
upstream and 2 Mbit/s downstream data
transmission, enabling voice communications
and data transmission between drilling
platforms and FPSOs, tankers, and onshore

stations over an area of 37 km in a harsh
environment, and an advanced network
design that supports service expansion,
including video surveillance uploading and
wireless cluster services. 

The solution uses Huawei’s feature-rich

DBS3900 in BBU+RRU mode, adopting
advanced wireless communications
technologies such as Mobile International
Network Operator (MINO), high-gain
antennas, and Customer Premises
Equipment (CPE) terminals with external
antennas to optimise Maximum Allowable
Path Loss (MAPL) and enlarge the coverage
area. 

Now, because of the rapid changes in
technology, Middle East operators are
increasingly looking to move to wireless for
offshore fields as well as for new onshore
fields, and have started researching the
options, says Zaidi. “Before going into real
scenarios Middle East operators are looking
to do some pilots to gain an understanding

Rapid advances in technology are changing the landscape and requirement of offshore operations
(Photo: Maersk)

Middle East operators are becoming increasingly receptive to wireless technology solutions for
offshore scenarios, says Asfar Zaidi, principal consultant, Huawei Middle East.

The evolving landscape of offshore

communications

Wireless technology
offers a cost-effective,
flexible means of fulfilling all
these requirements and
parameters”
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of the technology and how it can be applied
in their operations. We will soon see a
couple of these projects coming online in
the region.

“As far as oil and gas is concerned, the
Middle East is the number one region for
us,” he continues. “We are focusing strongly
on Middle East oil and gas and are working
closely with customers not only on wireless
technology, but also in data processing, for
which high performance computing is
needed; we have a number of product lines
available to fulfil all requirements. Most
operators now want to adopt digital oilfields
technology, and this needs to be supported
by an effective communications network
infrastructure – the two are interlinked.” 

ICT solutions
Huawei offers a complete set of ICT
solutions for oil and gas exploration,

production and transportation, deploying
‘smart’ oilfield technologies aimed at
boosting production efficiency while
protecting the workforce and assets. These
range from its wireless network-based
multimedia digital trunking communications
system, which enables users to monitor site
conditions in real-time by combining voice,
data and video services into one; to
intelligent pipeline solutions, which offer
fault and risk detection and an automated
response in the case of any leak.

“It is not only about the customers, it is
also about the partners,” adds Zaidi. “We are
cooperating with the oilfield service
companies and automation companies, so
they can look into embedding these
technologies in their devices, with a view to
providing our customers with a complete
solution.  

“Soon it will move towards the bigger
picture, that is the Internet of Things (IoT);
there will be more machines in the field than
ever before, which will all need to be
connected together.”

As for the future of wireless
communications, Huawei is pioneering
research into 5G, which will offer enhanced
support, says Zaidi. n

Soon it will move
towards the bigger picture,
that is the Internet of Things
(IoT)”

Asfar Zaidi, principal consultant, 
Huawei Middle East
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HARRIS CAPROCK COMMUNICATIONS has introduced a
service that enables remote maritime and oil rig crew
members to stay connected with family and friends anywhere
in the world via their cellphones or smartphones.

The service provides crew members — even in the most
remote locations — with reliable mobile roaming as well as
pay-as-you-go voice, text, email and some smartphone data
services. Global on-site assistance is also available.

“Our expanded offshore GSM service increases
connectivity and boosts morale for our energy and maritime
customers’ crew members,” said Tracey Haslam, president,
Harris CapRock Communications. “This allows reliable
communication with management as well as loved ones at
home.”

Crew members can use either a local prepaid SIM card or
home network roaming option. With home network roaming,
they can keep their existing handsets and phone numbers
without changing their SIM cards. Billing is sent directly to the
individual’s home network account.

Harris CapRock Communications is a global provider of
managed satellite and terrestrial communications solutions
specifically for remote and harsh environments including the
energy, government and maritime markets. The company owns
and operates a global infrastructure that includes teleports on
six continents, five 24/7 customer support centres, a local
presence in 23 countries and more than 275 global field
service personnel. Nine out of the ten largest offshore drilling
contractors rely on its services, according to the company.

Harris CapRock offers enhanced
mobile connectivity EMERGING MARKETS COMMUNICATIONS (EMC), a global

satellite and terrestrial communications company, has
announced that it has delivered the first high-throughput,
satellite connectivity solution, leveraging O3b technology, for the
oil and gas industry. The satellite communications service is for a
global energy company, providing ultra-low latency, fully
redundant connectivity, high speed bandwidth and local, ongoing
support in Iraq.

EMC’s fully redundant satellite connectivity solution combines
O3b’s high throughput, Ka-band capacity, as the back-up for the
terrestrial link and C-band for additional redundancy. The technical
solution is designed to provide seamless communication between
multiple sites in Iraq, supporting back office applications, voice,
Internet access, and high definition video conferencing.

“Oil and gas customers demand lower-latency connectivity
solutions for bandwidth-hungry applications, with more reliability,
even in the most remote places of the world,” said Abel Avellan,
founder and CEO, Emerging Markets Communications. “Our
investments in global infrastructure, local field support centers,
patented technology and key partners, such as O3b, allow us to
build a custom communications solution, tailored for oil and gas
customers looking to implement new technology.”

The use of O3b satellites, which are closer to the earth than
conventional geostationary satellites, reduces latency, increases
Internet speed and improves voice and video quality for the user,
says EMC. O3b’s next generation IP trunking solution boosts
existing link capacities to rival the affordability and latency of fiber.

EMC currently provides satellite connectivity services for
several global energy companies in Iraq for oilfield operations
and remote offices. The company provides satellite connectivity
in C-Band and Ka-Band and local field support from its centres in
Basra and Baghdad to provide on-site technical assistance and
spare parts.

EMC delivers satellite solution in Iraq
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T
HE OIL AND gas industry is drilling and completing wells
faster and more efficiently than ever before. Along with
hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling, new pad drilling
techniques, coupled with advanced drilling rig designs, have

been among the most important innovations driving US production
growth over the last decade. 

Rig manufacturers developed ‘walking rigs’ that started appearing
in the Barnett Shale as early as 2004. In 2006, according to
Drillinginfo statistics, multi-well pads employing walking rigs made up
about five per cent of wells drilled in nine US unconventional plays. By
the third quarter of 2013, the percentage had risen to 58 per cent.
Today, these new mobile rigs have surpassed older conventional units
in operation. The primary design purpose of this class of rigs was to
decrease mobilisation complications.

Houston–based Integrated Drive Systems (IDS) has developed the
new patent-pending ReelRig™ Distributed Power and Control System
that it says greatly enhances walking rig mobilisation and operations. 

According to Norm Myers, president of IDS, “The ReelRig system
is a significant step-change in the way drilling rigs are powered. It has
effectively eliminated the many maintenance, trouble-shooting and
safety issues the industry has had with the standard maze of power
cables required to operate walking rigs.” 

Recently, Orion Drilling has added two walking rigs to its fleet that
employ this new distributed power and control system. Orion has
another new build planned for 2015 designed around the ReelRig
concept, and has plans to retrofit an older rig with the new system.

Old problems
Drilling rigs are complex machines with many components and
multiple systems that require electrical power to operate, run, lift,
rotate, pump, illuminate, etc. It all starts in what is called the
‘backyard’ with the power control house, generators and electrical
plug panel (see Fig. 1). Traditionally, this can be a spider web of 46
cables or more connected to the plug panel, each carrying 600v for
power or control.

On a walking rig, the network of cables must ‘travel’ with the rig
across the pad as the rig moves from one wellbore to the next,
getting further away from the power house with each move. There are
hundreds of feet of multiple cables chasing in and around and over
and under the rig structure, involving sometimes more than 200 or
more plugs or cable connectors and a traditional ‘festoon’ cable-
handling system that unfolds like an accordion as the rig travels. 

The problems with these systems are many. There are multiple
connection points that can be broken or compromised, requiring
wasted hours of troubleshooting and repair; not to mention safety
concerns. Because of the cables, rig moves are cumbersome, often
requiring extra personnel and equipment.   

New solution
The new IDS distributed power and control system replaces a
traditional centralised power network with a clean, streamlined power

Fig. 1: A traditional electrical power plug panel

Integrated Drive Systems outlines its new patent-pending ReelRig™  distributed
power and control system that enhances rig mobilisation.

The next step for 

walking rigs

Drilling rigs are complex machines with
many components and multiple systems”
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and control cable-handling system designed specifically for moving
rigs over drill pad sites more safely and efficiently, says the company. 

The distributed system locates variable frequency drives (VFDs)
and programmable logic controllers (PLCs) near the driven equipment.
It involves eliminating multiple power and control cables and
connectors by adding a transformer to the backyard power house area
(see Fig 2); stepping-up’ the power from 600v to 4,160v, sending that
power through a single medium-voltage cable, ‘stepping-down’ the
voltage at the rig via another transformer, then distributing the power
closer to where it is needed on the rig. A single control cable is
backed up with a redundant wireless network, assuring uninterrupted
operation and control without multiple connectors and ‘noise’
problems associated with long runs of cable.

Instead of a plug panel that looks like a busy Houston freeway
interconnector at rush hour on a Friday afternoon, there is a single-
power cable connection point that includes ground-fault/check
protection and a three-key safety lockout mechanism. There is a skid-
mounted power cable spool, or ‘reel’, that attaches to the walking rig
substructure. The spool pays out or reels in the power cable as the rig
moves further away from or closer to the power house during rig
moves (See Fig. 3). There is also a companion reel that handles the
rig’s fibre communication system’s cable in a similar fashion. 

From the spool, the power cable is connected to another
transformer, where the 4,160V power is stepped back down to 600v
and then distributed to the local equipment room (LER) and driller’s
cabin on the rig floor. The VFDs and motor control centres (MCCs) for
the drawworks, top drives, and other rig floor equipment are housed
in the LER (on the rig floor) closer to the driven equipment.

The entire ReelRig system consists of the power control house
with mud system VFDs, transformers, cable and cable-handling
system/skid, local equipment room VFDs, driller’s cabin with
integrated driller’s controls, AC drawworks controls, and AC topdrive
controls.

Wayne Squires, president of Orion, says, “This new system has
revolutionised the way we power our rigs. It’s safer, more efficient,
reduces cable weight and footage, and dramatically reduces power
system maintenance and troubleshooting. Our rig moves are faster,
require fewer people and no cranes are needed for a move. In short,
this system has solved the electrical limitations to walking a rig.” n

Orion Drilling's Aries Rig
with ReelRig™ distributed
power and control system
skid attached to the rig's
substructure.

The new system has revolutionised the
way we power our rigs”

Fig. 3: ReelRig™  power cable and communication cable spooling skid
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T
HE OIL AND gas industry has
witnessed a technological revolution
in the extraction of oil and gas with
the advent of new drilling

technologies, for instance, rotary steerable
systems. These systems have facilitated the
production of oil and gas in hostile
environments, such as HPHT wells.
Innovations in the field of wireless
communications have also facilitated the
gathering of downhole information in real
time, thus providing increased control over
the well trajectory. These progressions have
reduced the overall well drilling costs while
increasing hydrocarbon production.
Directional drilling is advancing beyond

conventional mud motor applications. With
the growing demand for energy and
depletion of existing reservoirs, untapped
reservoirs with typical geological structures
are quickly becoming a crucial alternative.
However, these resources cannot be tapped
effectively with the existing vertical well
technology. Companies need to adopt
directional drilling technologies to explore
the most difficult formations across the
Middle East.

Rise in hydrocarbon production
Technavio, in its latest report, also
emphasises the advances in drilling
technology and equipment, which will
significantly increase the efficiency, control,
and monitoring of oil and gas wells.
“Market vendors are increasing their

R&D investments that will improve the
reliability and efficiency of drill pipes and
other downhole drilling tools,” said Faisal
Ghaus, vice president of Technavio.
The drilling tools market can be

segmented based on type, application area
and geography. Major drilling tools include
bails, adapters, switchers, drill gaskets, drill
collars, stabilisers, subassemblies, reamers,
core drilling tools, core pipe, air swivels, drill
pipe and other drilling accessories. These
equipment form an essential part of drilling
unit and help to perform effective drilling

operation providing safer and faster drilling
with negligible damage to the environment.
Conventional drilling technologies include

horizontal drilling, multilateral drilling,
extended reach drilling, complex path
drilling, etc.
The focus on research and advancements

in drilling technologies has aided companies
in minimising their cost of operation and
maintenance. This has not only increased
the efficiency and stability of the
product/service but has also increased the
production rate, thus, generating increased
revenue. R&D in directional drilling involves
substantial investments and significant risks.
In order to minimise the same, leading
players are seeking new products and
service developments and signing new
contracts and agreements.
Although the directional drilling market is

currently dominated by a few major players,
the market scenario is expected to become
competitive in the future with various
companies catering to onshore and offshore
applications. The Middle East is currently

one of the most lucrative markets for
directional drilling owing to continuing
investment in maintaining and increasing
production in the region.

MENA operators benefit from
Baker Hughes technologies
In the Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
region, Baker Hughes uses advanced
technology to enable operators to increase
profitability while reducing risks and
environmental issues, resulting in record-
breaking improved drilling performance, as
illustrated in the following examples. 
Baker Hughes enabled operators to

access remote reserves by drilling the
longest extended-reach wells in United Arab
Emirates, setting the record for a second
time in 2015. The extended-reach wells were
drilled to total measured depths of up to
8,606 metres with 5,273 metres lateral
lengths using Baker Hughes’ drilling
technologies, including the AutoTrak X-
treme™ rotary steerable system combined
with the OnTrak™ integrated measurement-

The Middle East is a lucrative market for new
drilling technologies 

(Photo: Huyangshu/Shutterstock)

Companies like Schlumberger, Baker Hughes and AlMansoori are providing
specialised oilfield services for optimal drilling in the Middle East.

Lower oil price spurs demand for

drilling technologies
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while-drilling system. The LWD system used
the LithoTrak™ service and StarTrak™ high-
definition advanced LWD imaging.
Baker Hughes continues to break drilling

performance records with Kymera™ hybrid
drill bits in Africa. Baker Hughes drilled the
longest bit run for a major operator in

Tunisia. The Kymera™ bit drilled 1,475
metres at a rate of penetration (ROP) of
12.36 m/h in challenging conditions. Baker
Hughes also completed a footage and ROP
record on one of the most prominent fields
in Algeria. A single Baker Hughes Kymera bit
drilled through interbedded sandstone and
clay, containing igneous dolorite intrusions to
1,130 metres with an average ROP of 6.6
m/hr, replacing six bit runs used in offset
wells, and providing significant savings and
operational improvements to the operator.
The previous record was 4.2 m/hrs as an
average for the six runs.
“Enabling operators to achieve more of

their goals while minimising drilling costs for
nonproductive time, and achieving improved
well productivity, remains at the forefront of
Baker Hughes technology delivery; evident
by a recently awarded multi-rig drilling
contract with a major operator in the Middle
East,” said Ashraf Zeid, Baker Hughes vice-
president of sales and marketing for the
Middle East & Asia Pacific region. 
“We have developed technologies that

address many of the challenges seen in the
region. Replacing costly wireline
measurements through improved logging-
and measurements-while-drilling, Baker

Hughes continues to integrate drilling
innovation with improving reservoir
characterisation. One of our most recent
successes has been our new FASTrak™
LWD fluid analysis sampling and testing
service, which samples reservoir fluids and
pressures during drilling. The valuable
reservoir fluid information, with less near-
wellbore contamination through shorter
sampling times and reduced costs, opens
new possibilities to field development
concepts and enhances management of
development geological risks.”

Innovation aids mature fields:
AlMansoori
The drilling market in the Middle East and
North Africa is currently being driven by two
basic factors — increase in gas projects and
sustainable oil development. Several
countries in the MENA region are now
looking towards increasing gas output to
tackle energy issues, AlMansoori’s deputy
CEO Ibrahim Al Alawi says. 
Drilling technology is becoming

increasingly important as fields are maturing
and innovation is aiding production in the
aging wells. With the biggest markets within
the UAE and Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi-based

The Baker Hughes Kymera FSR directional
hybrid drill bit delivers fast, smooth, and reliable
performance while drilling curve sections in
challenging carbonate formations
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AlMansoori’s focus is to bring the best
technology to its clients. 
“We are continuing to expand services in

the value of packages and looking for
opportunities in the market,” Al Alawi notes.
With regards to offerings in the region,

AlMansoori provides oil intervention as well
as coiled tubing and logging. 
The steep decrease in oil prices may

have been a reason for many companies not
to adopt newer technologies. But Mr Al
Alawi reckons that that is not the reason.
“Companies are unwilling to invest more on
quality of both people and products in the
beginning. If they invest during the early
stage, then drilling could be made more
efficient.”
Talking about opportunities in the region,

the deputy CEO said that with so many rigs
operational, huge investments are being
made to improve efficiency. This could save
billions of dollars with better technology.
However, the only challenge he mentions is
the lower oil prices cutting spending costs.
Therefore, the question the companies need
to ask is how to make technologies cost-
effective, he says.
The company has invested hugely in its

corporate social responsibility (CSR) as well
in the region. AlMansoori has been present
in the region for almost four decades and its
CSR policies are stauncher than its
competitors, Al Alawi claims. “Our four
pillars of CSR include workplace impact,
impact on market place, impact on
community and impact on environment.” 

The Middle East is living two
different trends: Schlumberger
Schlumberger’s activities in the Middle East
region are basically divided into two main
areas — GCC and non-GCC states.
Operating from Egypt to India, the company
is the world’s leading supplier of technology,

integrated project management and
information solutions  to customers working
in the oil and gas industry worldwide with
principal offices in Paris, Houston, London
and The Hague.
With turbulent oil prices, there have been

activity level drops across the globe but in
fact, the opposite has been the case in
some of the countries of the Middle East
region.
The GCC members — Saudi Arabia, UAE,

Qatar, Oman, Kuwait and Bahrain —
continue increased investments to improve
drilling activity and production. In the non-
GCC area, the trend is the same as across
the globe, i.e., reduction in rig activity.
Gokhan Yarim, VP Middle East, Drilling &

Measurements, Schlumberger, says, “The
Middle East is living through two different
trends today. With regards to technology,
there are customers that are driven by cost
reduction, which makes them reduce the
usage of new drilling technologies. On the
other hand, there are also value-conscious
customers who are able to realise the value
of the technology, making more investments
into new technology in order to reduce NPT
and drilling costs even further.”
With regard to the Middle East region,

Yarim says that many of the reservoirs are
carbonate reservoirs where the well
placement and fracture characterisation
technology add tremendous value for
customers. 
For well placement, using deep,

directional electromagnetic measurements,
the GeoSphere* service reveals subsurface-
bedding and fluid-contact details more than
30 metres from the wellbore. This reservoir-
scale view provides an unprecedented depth
of investigation, enabling operators to
optimise landing, maximise reservoir
exposure, and refine field development
plans. This technology was commercialised
in Abu Dhabi in 2014.
With regards to fracture characterisation,

Schlumberger’s MicroScope HD* high-
definition imaging-while-drilling service
provides unmatched logging-while-drilling
(LWD) imaging for reservoir description,
from structural modelling to sedimentology
analysis, to enable detailed fracture
characterisation and completion optimisation
in conductive drilling fluids.
Schlumberger’s customers are looking for

more integrated bottomhole assemblies
(BHA) which can improve overall drilling and
production performance. Schlumberger
develops its technology with the goal of
improving reliability, reducing cost of service
delivery, and adding more value to the
customer’s operations.
Some technologies that Schlumberger

offers in Middle East include:
• PowerDrive Archer* high build rate rotary
steerable system: The PowerDrive Archer
RSS combines the benefits of a motor

and RSS in a single tool, delivering
complex 3D well profiles while
maintaining high ROP and wellbore
quality. This fully rotating system is the
only RSS that builds high angles from any
deviation in one run without requiring a
trip out of the hole, increasing
hydrocarbon production potential and
reducing risk.

• PowerDrive Orbit* rotary steerable
system: Featuring an innovative pad
actuation design, the push-the-bit
PowerDrive Orbit RSS enables increased
drilling efficiency and enhanced trajectory
control — on any rig type in any
environment. 

Although offshore drilling is increasing in the
Middle East region, according to Yarim,
customers drilling offshore prefer to build
artificial islands, which are more cost
effective than bringing in expensive offshore
rigs. Many of the wells drilled in the Middle
East region, have very harsh downhole
conditions, such as challenging carbonate
reservoirs, deep gas wells, and H2S
presence.
Talking about reviving aging wells, Yarim

says that in the region there have been
more and more requests by customers for
technologies that allow re-entry to
rejuvenate existing wells. 
The Schlumberger expert states that with

a strong technology focus, it is equally
sensitive to environment. As an example,
the company has developed many of its
M/LWD technologies with turbines to power
them downhole instead of utilising lithium
batteries and have been leading the industry
with its sourceless measurements.
“We focus on well-placement and

directional drilling technologies that help
reduce the customers cost per barrel and
cost per foot. We display our commitment
by bringing fit-for-purpose technology for our
customers especially in the current market
environment.
“We continue to align with customers to

improve reliability and drive excellence in
execution for health, safety and
environment,” Yarim affirms.  n

* Mark of Schlumberger

PowerDrive Orbit rotary steerable
system by Schlumberger
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NTRODUCED IN 2013, Proscient is the
Enterprise Operations Excellence
Management platform specifically
designed to enable organisations in

hazardous industries to optimise production
efficiency and lower operational risk. With
powerful capabilities to ensure the strategic
intent of policy is systematised in
operational practice, organisations can
ensure workload is consistently managed
against risk, according to policy, across one
or many of their plants.

“One of the main drivers behind digital
oilfields is to enable operators to get more
out of their existing assets,” comments
David Bleackley, vice president of sales at
Petrotechnics. “This offers many parallels
with what we’re doing and how we fit into
operational excellence programmes — it is
all about enabling people to get more out of

their existing assets,
by which we

mean both
capital

assets and human assets. In order to do
that, companies are striving to understand
the gaps in their business processes to
enable them to drive these business
processes more effectively — that’s where
we fit in. It is not sufficient to keep
individual plant, assets or operators safe,
you need a much wider understanding of
the operational risk you face as an
organisation in order to be able to make
safe and effective operational decisions.”

How does Proscient work? “All our
customers have a range of operational
management systems and risk control
systems associated with their plant, and for
each of those systems they will have a set
of performance standards or criteria which
they are managing those systems to,”
explains Bleackley. “The challenge comes
when the system fails to meet those
criteria; what are the operational decisions
that need to be made to keep operating in a
safe way and above a safe threshold, and
how do you prioritise your work activity in

light of those deviations from your own
performance standards? 

“The software identifies what those
deviations are. It then allows you to
understand the significance of those
deviations, both individually and
collectively, and based on that
understanding of the level of risk
created by those deviations, enables
operators to prioritise a) how they
continue to operate the plant and,
b) what interventions they are
going to make — both in the near
term and in the medium term.

There are a number of disparate business
processes associated with that, because
traditionally these individual risk control
systems have been managed by different
technical authorities or different functional
groups within an operator; Proscient brings
that collective view and collective impact of
all those deviations occurring.  

“So our technology allows people to
make better decisions about how to
continue to operate, as well as to prioritise
what to do to rectify the situation. It is not
immediately intuitive, because of the large
number of people and the different
business processes involved. We provide a
common understanding of the challenge an
operator is faced with.”

The Middle East is a key growth area for
Petrotechnics and the company sees huge
potential in the region, says Bleackley.
“Proscient is now a recognised solution
within the global oil and gas sector, and
we’ve seen strong growth in demand for
our technology over the last few years
worldwide. But there are some specific
factors in the Middle East which are driving
us to look at this region with increased
focus. Firstly, there is a certain degree of
cultural change occurring in the Middle East
at the moment, related both to fundamental
safety culture and to operational excellence
culture — both aspects are sweet-spots for
our platform, and we are well placed to
capitalise on these cultural changes. And
secondly there is the long-term, strategic
outlook of the Middle East operators.

“We have several ongoing installations in
the Middle East due soon to go live, and a
couple of pending awards, as well as a
number of installations in North Africa,”
adds Bleackley. “We see the need for a
strong presence in the region and are
building up our team in the Gulf states,
where we currently have offices in the UAE
and Saudi Arabia. This will strengthen our
ability to service existing clients, while
identifying and developing new
opportunities in the region.” nDavid Bleackley, vice president of sales, Petrotechnics

Petrotechnics, a leading provider of Enterprise Operations Excellence
Management software solutions, is strengthening its Middle East presence in
response to the growth in demand for its flagship solution Proscient.™

Promoting efficiency and reduced 

operational risk

Our technology
allows people to make better
decisions about how to
continue to operate”
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What is the main focus of your business
in the Middle East - are there any
current projects you would like to
highlight? 
Our core services in the Middle East are
engineering and project management,
asset integrity and asset management. We
also deliver significant amounts of training
and education within these areas.  We are
currently managing large scopes of work
on the Khafji and Hout oilfields in Saudi
Arabia under a project management
services contract. For this contract, now in
its 10th year, we have been working for Al
Khafji Joint Operations (KJO) to improve
and enhance existing onshore and offshore
facilities. This includes managing and
supervising the front end engineering
design and engineering, procurement and
construction of a range of offshore field
development, offshore and onshore
brownfield modification and greenfield
plant works. 

We also have been active in Iraq from
an engineering and project management
perspective. We have successfully
completed the provision of engineering
and procurement services for the Al Fao
power plant, and are currently completing
the detailed design of the Al Fao pump
station upgrade. 

Much of our revenue is generated in the
UAE and Qatar, as these are our key
engineering hubs, from which we
undertake a great deal of engineering,
project management and asset integrity
work for the oil majors, national oil
companies and EPV contractors. 

How do you view prospects for your
business in the region?
As always when the oil price drops, there
is an increase in brownfield modification
and asset rehabilitation work, which plays
to one of our strengths, as we have a
proven track record in onshore and
offshore brownfield rehabilitation -  from

water injection for enhanced oil recovery to
providing professional integrity
management systems to sustain asset life
and reduce spend. We still see good
opportunities in the upstream market -  the
UAE and Saudi Arabia are two specific
countries where investment in new assets
has continued in a much more resilient
way than in some other geographies. 

We are also a sector-diverse company
so we see strong prospects in the
midstream and downstream markets as
well as in specialist work such as airport
fuel systems. 

How are you looking to develop your
business further in the Middle East, and
what is your strategy going forward?
This is an exciting time for us in the Middle
East. We are strengthening our 300-strong
team in the region by growing our
engineering, project management, field
development and asset integrity
businesses. As part of this process, we
have two key appointments to the senior
team. Ahmed Al-Dadah joins us from Amec
Foster Wheeler, and Na’el Barghouthi joins
us as director of asset integrity, Middle
East and Asia Pacific. Na’el’s career spans
over 15 years working in the oil and gas
industry with experience in management,
offshore engineering and integrity, and he
has an in-depth knowledge of the full
scope of asset integrity management. We
dramatically expanded our oil and gas

Michael Simm, regional director Middle East, Penspen

Penspen, a leading global provider of engineering and management services to the energy industry,
is strengthening its Middle East presence, recently opening a new office in Basra. Oil Review
spoke to Michael Simm, its regional director for the Middle East.

Expanding operations in the

Middle East

This is an exciting
time for us in the Middle
East”
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processing capabilities last year with the
acquisition of DPS Engineering. We are
traditionally known for our work in the
upstream and midstream sectors on tank
farms and onshore and subsea pipelines,
but our range of capabilities has expanded
following the acquisition to include design
for FPSO topsides, fixed platform topsides
and onshore upstream facilities. 

To what extent has your Middle East
business been affected by the drop in
the oil price?
The low oil price is affecting everyone. The
challenge is to help clients succeed in
spite of this. It’s about finding and using
methods and technologies to lower risk
and increase returns. Rehabilitating
production and extending asset life are
more important than ever. As costs rise
and assets continue to age, enhanced oil
and gas recovery is increasingly necessary.
Technical solutions such as water and gas
injection are increasingly called for. As the
nature of production changes in this way,
facilities require updating and sometimes
even repurposing.

For example, we have been doing a lot
of work deploying powered water injection
technologies to increase yield in declining
fields. We have also been helping clients
rehabilitate and enhance oil and gas
production facilities in the face of
increasing water cut. We have even been
involved in the repurposing and conversion
of old crude wells producing under
reservoir pressure by retrofitting electrical
submersible pumps. In addition, we have
been using gas capture and utilisation
techniques to maximise and rehabilitate
yield in order to increase efficiency and
maximise returns for operators in the
current market.

How is your Iraq business going?
We have been working in Iraq since 2005.
While we provide a lot of engineering
support from our Abu Dhabi office, our
strategy over the past two years has been to
move towards a greater presence in the
country. In 2015, we opened an office in
Basra and our intention is to have more
engineers and technical staff in the south of
the country to physically assess installations
and understand interfaces. When you are
modifying existing assets you need to know
what they look like and what the issues are.
There are obvious challenges to working in
the country, which we put a lot of time and
resource into managing responsibly, and we
view the safety of our people as our prime
responsibility. 

How is Penspen contributing to the
development of local skills, content and
employment opportunities?
Training and education are core to our
business and one of the things which
differentiates us from some of our
competitors. As approved training providers of
the Energy Institute (EI) we are recognised for
the quality of our training across the global
energy sector and have trained over 5,000
people in over 30 countries, including the UAE
and Saudi Arabia. Our training curriculum
includes external and in-house courses,
university lectures, and postgraduate

academic programmes in pipeline integrity
management. We work closely with local
engineers in all parts of the world to build the
knowledge base in local skills hubs. For
example, we deliver a series of pro bono
pipeline engineering diplomas with several
universities across Mexico. For us, the ability
to equip our clients with the skills to sustain
and service their assets for the long-term is a
key part of the project process.

What do you think is the secret of
Penspen’s success in the Middle East?
We differentiate ourselves through the
technical excellence of service which we
deliver to our clients and partners and our
flexibility to provide exactly what they
want, on time and within budget. Also, we
have no ownership ties to operators,
contractors or suppliers, and, as such, we
are in a position to provide a truly
independent service. We have been
members of the Dar Group, which has a
very significant and important presence in
the Middle East, for over 20 years,
meaning we are able to draw upon the
resources, expertise and experience of
over 13,000 engineering, project and
infrastructure specialists in more than 100
countries. 

We have been in the Middle East region
for almost 40 years. With key engineering
hubs in Abu Dhabi and Doha, and regional
offices in Saudi Arabia and Basra, we have
delivered many significant energy projects
in the region, including the detailed design,
engineering and project management of
the 380 km Abu Dhabi Crude Oil Pipeline
from Habshan to Fujairah. As a result, we
have built a solid reputation for combining
local project delivery and a deep technical
knowledge of the region with global
engineering experience. n

The Abu Dhabi Crude Oil Pipeline
(ADCOP) under construction

Rehabilitating
production and extending
asset life are more important
than ever”
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STIRLING GROUP HAS opened a new training
centre for oil and gas and construction workers
in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq.

The group has expanded its facility in Erbil to
offer a range of new courses, including fire team
member and leader, working at height and
rescue, confined space entry and rescue, lifting
and hoisting, forklift, command and control,
incident management, H2S and self-contained
breathing apparatus. The move follows an
increase in market demand for practical and
advanced training, health, safety and
environmental (HSE) services.

The new facility was unveiled at an event,
which was attended by more than 40 industry
figures and government officials, including Angus
McKee, HM consul general for Kurdistan &
Northern Iraq and Ian McIntosh, advisor to the
minister of natural resources (MNR).

The Stirling Group Training Centre features a
four-storey training rig with internal structures
which mirror the environment that oil and
construction workers face in day-to-day
operations.

Combined with the latest training
equipment, including Haagen virtual fire
training technology, it would enable Stirling
Group to offer training at a range and level not
seen before in Iraq, says the company.

McKee said, “Stirling Group has
demonstrated a stellar record in the Kurdistan
Region of Iraq. As the region continues to focus
on the development of its local workforce, oil
and gas companies in partnership with the
MNR are working to achieve the best possible

development of local talent for the industry.
Stirling Group plays an active role in this with
the diversity of its workforce development
offerings.”

Stirling Group has plans to establish similar
training centres in Slemani and Duhok in the
future, continuing its efforts to support
competence development for the oil and gas
and construction industry in the Kurdistan
Region of Iraq and across the Middle East.

Angus Neil, managing director of Stirling
Group, noted, “This is the latest step in the
development of our training base in Kurdistan

to ensure we continue to offer the very best
training facilities in the region.

“The hands-on, simulated approach goes
well beyond traditional classroom training. It
allows oil and gas workers to practice real-life
scenarios and experience first-hand what it's
like to work in a facility.”

Operating in the region since 2013, Stirling
Group has delivered training programmes,
competence development frameworks, HSE
consultancy, safety products and maintenance
services to over 25 oil and gas companies
operating in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq.

INTERTEK, A LEADING provider of quality
solutions to industries worldwide, has
announced that its first technical and
safety training centre for oil and gas
companies, located in Abu Dhabi, has
received accreditation from the
International Well Control Forum (IWCF).
The centre will offer a variety of courses
accredited by specialised global institutions
such as IWCF, UK and the International
Association of Drilling Controls (IADC),
USA. Well Control certifications are
mandatory for all drilling professionals and
are renewable every two years.  

The new centre will offer more than 30
different types of courses. The broad range
of standard and tailor-made training
solutions are delivered through instructor-
led training, team-playing sessions,
personal and group competence assurance
schemes, as well as ‘at site’ coaching
programmes, to prepare the trainees for
drilling and safety procedures. The centre
is equipped with two state-of-the art
simulators that allow trainees to

experience real-life well control situations.
All course materials are specially
developed by Intertek’s technical team
using advanced adult-learning
methodologies, and are used across the
company’s international training network. 

Hussain Al-Atrakchi, regional managing
director for the Middle East, North Africa
& Pakistan, said: “The new Abu Dhabi
Training Centre represents a significant
step for Intertek in delivering high quality
training to meet the demands of both
offshore and onshore operations across
the Emirates and the region. It also
creates a tremendous opportunity to
leverage the overall skillsets and
competencies of the industry’s
workforce, and allows them to keep their
knowledge and certification up to date.
The centre will bring the best quality
training and instructors, offering
advanced know-how and knowledge
transfer for the oil & gas upstream and
downstream professionals in the UAE
and across the GCC region.”

New technical and safety training centre receives IWCF accreditation

Stirling Group opens new training centre in Kurdistan Region of Iraq

Hussain Al-Atrakchi, regional managing director for the
Middle East, North Africa and Pakistan, Intertek

Training & Development

Stirling Group has delivered training in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq since 2013
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Training & Development 

WILD WELL CONTROL, Inc., a Superior
Energy Services company and a global leader
in firefighting and well control, has
introduced its exclusive well control training
certification programme designed to meet
the ever-changing needs of the industry by
offering a complete selection of action-
oriented well control training curricula, which
includes both team and individual well
control simulator exercises.

A first in the industry, Wild Well’s well
control training certification programme can
provide a Competency Report providing
detailed feedback from the individual
simulator exercises, which can be forwarded to the student’s
company for its HR documentation and to identify additional
training requirements if needed.

Wild Well clients will now have the option of taking well control
certification training for driller and supervisor levels under the IADC

WellCAP®, IADC WellSHARP™, IWCF or Wild
Well programme, as determined by their
specific well control training needs. 

The Wild Well certification programme
meets the standards of other well control
certification programmes yet further enhances
its offerings by focusing on job-specific tasks
that provide skill-specific competencies
through the use of individualised computer
simulations, team-based solution development
for well control scenarios and student-driven
discussions. Moreover, the Wild Well
programme offers instruction geared toward
regional operations. When they successfully

complete the programme, students earn a two-year well control
certificate similar to other well control certification programmes.

In 2014, Wild Well trained more than 13,000 students at its well
control training centres located throughout the USA, UK and Middle East.
For further information, visit www.wildwell.com.

Wild Well introduces new well control certification programme

The new programme will meet the ever-changing
needs of the industry (photo: C. Jannou)

SUBSEA UK HAS launched its new on-line learning programme to support the
development of new engineers and technicians entering the subsea sector.

The Introduction to Subsea Engineering course can be completed in around 60
hours, spread over eight weeks.  Initially rolled out by Subsea UK a few years ago, the
on-line programme of four modules, designed by the Robert Gordon University, has
been significantly upgraded and updated to include recent developments and new
practices in the fast-growing sector.

Neil Gordon, chief executive of Subsea UK, said: “As our industry continues to
evolve to meet the challenges of exploiting valuable reserves in water depths
extending to some 3,000 metres in harsh and highly complex environments, so too has
the content of this unique on-line learning programme. With updated course material,
the programme now features progression and tracking options for learners, more
interactive content and better designs which make it more intuitive and appealing for
students.”

Meanwhile, Subsea UK’s one-day Fundamentals of Subsea Systems training courses have been positively received by the industry. The
course is open to anyone who needs an overview of subsea systems and processes, how the technology and engineering have evolved
over the years to meet the demands of oil producers as they move to harsher and more complex environments in order to recover the
world’s remaining reserves. It has been specially developed to provide a broad but in-depth overview of the sector both from a UK
perspective but, as a global sector, also shares useful insights into the latest subsea engineering and technology, covering aspects of how
subsea fields are developed, and how subsea systems are designed, installed, operated and decommissioned.
For  further information see www.subseauk.com.

The course has been updated to encompass
the latest subsea developments

New on-line learning programme for next generation of subsea engineers
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T
HE RISE OF big data is featuraing
strongly in the upstream oil and gas
industry, and along with it comes the
challenge of growth in ‘dark data’.

Gartner defines dark data as “the
information assets organisations collect,
process and store during regular business
activities, but generally fail to use for other
purposes”. Dark data can provide many
insights that have not been leveraged by the
industry, because it has not been mined and
analysed effectively. 
Traditionally, the data collected during

exploration phases is analysed until a
decision is made to do exploration drilling of
the oil well. Similarly, the data collected from
various BHA (bottom hole assembly) sensors
like LWD, MWD, etc. are analysed in real-
time to take decisions on the drilling in
progress. If there are problems or challenges
during the drilling process, those are
addressed by the subject matter experts,
based on their experience and intuition.
Rarely is a detailed data-driven approach
used to make ‘live’ decisions. The typical
decision-making process works reasonably
well because the domain experts have
significant tacit knowledge due to their
experience. However, this tacit knowledge is
on the decline in the industry due to a large
number of workforce retirements predicted
in the near future. Articles in industry
journals are suggesting that the industry has
not invested enough in preparing the future
workforce. Often these decisions are made
with an emphasis on controlling the short-
term costs versus strategic cost savings for
the enterprise. For building strategic cost
saving, a big data-driven approach is needed. 
A large number of papers have been

written on data-driven approaches used to
look at industry problems. However, many
of these approaches have been tried on
very limited data sets and in isolation of the
big picture.  The cost challenge of upstream
oil and gas is not a silo problem; it is a
holistic problem. Unfortunately, the data is
locked in silos due to factors such as
contractual agreements, storage policies of

yesterday, outdated storage technology,
and lack of understanding of the value in
interconnected data sets. For
understanding and deriving insights for this
holistic challenge, one needs to have
access to data along the vertical, horizontal
and time domain.

While the E&P industry watches the
growth of big data and its value creation for
other industries such as e-commerce, social
media, consumer goods and airlines, and
appreciates their reliance on data-driven
approaches, we fail to see the underlying
phenomenon that these industries apply to
create value for the stakeholders.  This
underlying phenomenon is called ‘data
democratisation’. I define data
democratisation as the process of creating
value from ‘all’ the data by opening data
silos for enabling the creation of new
patterns from the data, and thus gaining

additional knowledge. This is possible by
leveraging emerging technologies and a
broader audience than typical business
intelligence professionals. 
In contrast to these industries, the oil

and gas industry usually ‘owns’ the data,
but fails to connect all the data for a holistic
view. Significant value can be realised by
exploring hidden inefficiencies during
different phases of the life cycle of the oil
well, if one connects the data from different
wells in the same field, and further
connects the insights from various fields
through a data-driven approach. Insights
created through big data-driven approaches
become more valuable than the raw data.
These insights can be called predictive
models, for those who are mathematically
inclined. The predictive models are by
definition more anonymous then the raw
data itself. The democratisation of these
data-driven models can benefit the
upstream  oil and gas industry significantly.
A properly crafted data-driven approach
honours the company’s or enterprise’s data
governance, privacy, and security, even
when one is creating an open data culture.
Today, when emerging technologies are
providing real-time monitoring of massive
amounts of logs, and the downturn in the
price of hydrocarbons dictates the
elimination of hidden inefficiencies, it is
imperative to focus on data democratisation
for the future good of the industry. n

These and other issues will be addressed
at the Data Driven Visualization Technical
Workshop to be held from 11-13 October
in Abu Dhabi. This highly interactive 3-day
technical workshop will enable data and
information managers to learn from
industry experience and from each other.
Case studies are drawn from a wide
variety of oil and gas organisations and
participants will create deliverables they
can be apply directly to the challenges in
their own companies. See the website at
http://www.ppdm-course.com for further
information. 

Dr Satyam Priyadarshy,
chief data scientist, Halliburton

The upstream oil and gas industry needs to focus on ‘ data democratisation’ to gain return on
innovation through big data, says  Dr. Satyam Priyadarshy, chief data scientist, Halliburton.

The need for

data democratisation

For building strategic
cost saving, a big data-driven
approach is needed”
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P
ETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT OMAN
(PDO), and GlassPoint Solar, a leading
provider of solar steam generators
for the oil and gas industry, have

announced plans to build one of the world’s
largest solar plants, to be used for thermal
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) in Oman.
Miraah (meaning mirror in Arabic) will be

a 1,021 megawatt solar thermal facility in
South Oman, harnessing the sun’s rays to
produce steam. The steam will be used in
thermal EOR to extract heavy and viscous oil
at the Amal oilfield. Miraah will deliver the
largest peak energy output of any solar plant
in the world, according to a joint statement. 
The plant will provide a sustainable

solution for EOR steam, which is currently
produced by burning natural gas. Once
complete, Miraah will save 5.6 trillion British
thermal units (BTUs) of natural gas each
year, the amount of gas that could be used
to provide residential electricity to 209,000
people in Oman.
The project will generate an average of

6,000 tons of solar steam daily for oil
production, dwarfing other solar EOR
installations. The system will deliver steam
to Amal’s existing thermal EOR operations,
meeting a sizable portion of the field’s
steam demand. The full-scale project will
comprise 36 glasshouse modules. 
The project will break ground this year

with steam generation from the first
glasshouse module in 2017. 

Strategic solution
At the contract signing ceremony in Muscat,
Raoul Restucci, managing director of PDO,
said, “The use of solar for oil recovery is a
long-term strategic solution to develop
PDO’s viscous oil portfolio and reduce
consumption of valuable natural gas, which

is needed elsewhere to diversify Oman’s
economy and create economic growth. It
will also displace diesel and higher carbon-
intensive power generation and oil burning in
future thermal projects.
“PDO has been a pioneering force in

EOR for a number of years, and it will play
an increasingly important part in the
company’s portfolio, accounting for around a
third of our production by 2023,” added
Restucci. The use of improved EOR
techniques, including polymer, miscible and
steam injection, have been critical in driving
up Oman’s oil production in recent years.
PDO has been working with GlassPoint

since 2010 on a successful pilot scheme at
Amal to test the commercial viability of solar
steam, which produced 50 tons of steam a
day. The seven megawatt solar steam pilot
will continue to operate at Amal alongside
the full-scale development. 
Rod MacGregor, president and CEO of

GlassPoint Solar, said: “The oil and gas
industry is the next major market for solar
energy. It takes a tremendous amount of
energy to produce heavy and viscous oil,

with a typical oil field consuming the same
amount of energy as a small city. PDO is the
global leader in oil and gas innovation and
the first to realise the value of using solar to
replace traditional fuel sources to generate
steam for EOR.”
To maintain production, oil companies

are increasingly moving from primary and
secondary methods to tertiary oil recovery
processes as well as unconventional
resources, which are more complex and
expensive to produce. Recovering heavy
oil, which represents the major proportion
of the world’s remaining reserves, is
energy intensive. Typically, for every five
barrels of heavy oil, the energy equivalent
to one barrel is consumed in the
production process.
The leading method of producing heavy

oil is steam flooding, a thermal EOR
process that injects steam into a reservoir
to heat the oil and reduce viscosity,
making it easier to extract and pump to the
surface. Steam for thermal EOR is typically
produced by burning large volumes of
natural gas, so gas demand will continue

HE Mohammed bin Hamad Al Rumhy, Oman’s
minister of oil & gas, with Daniel Palmer, 
VP of sales, Glasspoint

A new project has the potential to make Oman a centre of excellence for solar EOR,
and paves the way for further large-scale solar EOR developments globally.

Leading the way in 

solar EOR

The oil and gas
industry is the next major
market for solar energy”
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to rise alongside EOR projects.
GlassPoint’s solar EOR solution

generates steam from solar energy,
reducing an oilfield’s gas consumption by up
to 80 per cent. 
GlassPoint designed a concentrating

solar power (CSP) technology to meet the
specific needs of the oil and gas industry.
Unlike solar panels that generate
electricity, its enclosed trough technology
uses large, curved mirrors to focus
sunlight on a boiler tube containing water.
The concentrated energy boils the water to
produce high-quality steam, which is fed to
the oilfield’s existing steam distribution
network.
A self-cleaning glasshouse encloses and

protects the solar collectors from wind, sand
and dust storms common in Oman and
throughout the Gulf region. The glasshouse
structure creates a wind-free environment
so the mirrors and other components inside
can be very thin and lightweight. The
enclosed trough mirrors are a small fraction
of the weight of exposed solar thermal
systems, resulting in significant material and
cost savings. 

Significant value
Miraah has the potential to generate
significant value for Oman, creating new
opportunities in supply chain development,
manufacturing capability, and employment
and training. Plans to localise the supply
chain are currently under development,
including establishing a local manufacturing
factory in Oman. 
The scope of this landmark project

underscores the massive market for
deploying solar in the oil and gas industry.
According to GlassPoint, solar EOR is well-
suited for any region that produces heavy
oil, enjoys abundant sunshine and lacks an
affordable fuel for thermal EOR. With oil
becoming harder and more energy intensive

to extract, technology and know-how
practised in Oman will be transferred to
neighbouring countries. 
GlassPoint is also focused on Kuwait,

which has plans to deploy some of the
largest steam flood projects in the world.
Unlike Oman, Kuwait does not produce a
significant amount of gas and will have to
import LNG to fuel its heavy oil
operations; solar has the potential to
provide the vast majority of these needs.
There are also thermal EOR opportunities
in Bahrain, says the company. n

Plans to localise the
supply chain are currently
under development”
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Raoul Restucci, managing director of
PDO with Rod MacGregor, president
and CEO of GlassPoint Solar, at the
signing ceremony
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MPR INDUSTRIES DESIGNS and manufactures flare gas recovery
systems (FGRS) for the oil and gas industry. The company says,
“Thanks to our 90 years history of manufacturing vacuum pumps
and compressors, we have wide experience in FGRS and as a
preferred partner for providing complete packaged solutions,
including engineering, supplying, commissioning and after sales
support.”
A FGRS acts as a safety device for burning superfluous gases

emitted from oil and gas fields, refining processes and/or system
leakages. 
The use of a FGRS to reduce gas flaring provides environmental

and social benefits, as it can minimise the release of harmful
hydrocarbons as well as noise and odour, helping companies to
meet stringent standards and regulations. 

Upgrading refineries with a FGRS has other benefits too,
according to the company. By incorporating a FGRS, operators can
generate additional revenues from recovering valuable gas that
would otherwise be wasted. This recovered gas can be used in the
plant fuel system to produce electricity and which, therefore, cuts
the cost of purchasing natural gas. Moreover, flare tip life is likely to
be extended, leading to a reduction of spare parts and longer time
between maintenance.
A key piece of equipment of a FGRS is the compressor. A

number of technologies in the compressor design is available, each
with its own advantages and disadvantages. MPR Industries mainly
designs and manufactures FGRS with a sliding vane compressor.
This is a volumetric, positive displacement type of compressor. 
According to MPR Industries, advantages of a sliding vane

compressor include: efficiency (around 70 per cent) and low power
consumption; flexibility and adaptability for dirty operations; and
durable design (5,000 hours MTBF). 

AS THE FOCUS moves from exploration to production optimisation,
asset teams turn their attention to maximising recoveries while
reducing cycle time and driving down production costs. Getting the
most out of data across multiple domains, improved methods to
interpret and integrate geological and seismic data critical to
maximising reservoir understanding, and finding new, innovative
ways of mapping and visualising assets are critical to achieving this.  
Petroleum technology company LMKR addresses these key

challenges with the latest release of its geoscience suite,
GeoGraphix 2015, which unveils the big picture of the reservoir in 3D
enabling a multi-domain, integrated workflow updated in 3D space in
real time. According to the company, key benefits include: 
• Speed: Reduce cycle time of prospecting-to-production through
direct and seamless integration between domains;

• Accuracy: Increase the accuracy of reservoir interpretation
through an extensive 3D geomodel bringing domains together in
time or depth;

• Decision-making: See all the possibilities in one 3D scene to
make the best economic decisions.

Users can benefit from working in a dynamically updated,
geologically accurate, sealed earth model enabling them to
initialise interpretations, create cross sections, and pick tops
faster. Accuracy of interpretation can be improved by leveraging
seismic to provide inter-well detail and improve directional drilling
using easy-to-use, lightweight web geosteering from home, at the
office or on site.
Time and depth domains are fully integrated, and velocity

models can be created using average or interval methods to better
accommodate lateral variation in velocities. These models can be
utilised to create static depth volumes, or perform dynamic depth
conversion using inter-well depth point integration to update and
refresh the time-depth relationships. 
Advanced field planning capabilities are extended to encompass

hazard avoidance for existing vertical wells, display of field plans in
Google Earth or Bing, and updating of target points on maps to
see the changes instantly in the integrated 3D view.

Myriad benefits from flare gas recovery system

GeoGraphix 2015 facilitates optimised production and reduced costs

Finding sweet spots using geology and seismic interpretation, in one
integrated 3D scene

 Innovations

The use of a FGRS to reduce gas flaring provides environmental and
social benefits

The sliding vane compressor
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BAKER HUGHES HAS announced the
commercial release of its new Integrity
eXplorer cement evaluation service.
Designed to assess the integrity of

cement used in oil and gas wells, Integrity
eXplorer is the first service of its kind to
use electromagnetic-acoustic sensors,
rather than the traditional acoustic-based
techniques, says the company.
Baker Hughes said the new technology

is more accurate, allowing operators to
directly evaluate the integrity of cement
bonds in any current wellbore
environment or cement mixture.

“In our role as innovation leaders, we
realise that applying yesterday’s
technology to today’s challenges may not
meet our customer’s emerging needs”
said Mariano Gargiulo, vice president of
Baker Hughes’ Wireline Services
business. “This is especially true in
today’s demanding environments that can
test the accuracies of traditional
evaluation methods.”
Cement compressive strength has

typically been used as a key indicator of
cement quality, but Baker Hughes claimed
a more detailed assessment was now
required, particularly given the importance
of the reliability of cement-bond logs for
upstream operators.
The new service provides users with

comprehensive data on the properties of
the respective cement, allowing them to
make better-informed decisions, the
company said.

HONEYWELL RECENTLY REVEALED its
new wall-mounted gas detection
controller, with support for up to eight
channels of gas detection 

The Touchpoint Plus includes an
improved user-friendly touchscreen
interface, which the company said reduces
set-up and operation time, and minimises
the need for training; as well as a modular,
plug-and-play board which allows for quick
and easy maintenance, and accepts input
from any detector with a milliamp (mA) or
millivolt (mV) signal.

“With everything at your fingertips,
Touchpoint Plus allows you to take
ownership of your system and operate it
with confidence,” said Steve Forrest, global marketing director, Fixed Gas Detection, Honeywell
Analytics. “The simplicity and intuitive user interface gives you confidence the safety of your people
and productivity of your site is maximised.”

Housed within a high impact polymer plastic, Honeywell described the Touchpoint Plus as a
“versatile and durable solution to controlling gas detectors across multiple sectors that is designed to
stand up to the challenges of industrial environments, from chemical plants to manufacturing”.

FERGUSON MIDDLE EAST has introduced a
new dual HVAC system to its engineering
workspace modules to protect offshore
workers from the Gulf’s punishing
temperatures, which can reach more than
40oC in summer.
The company said the latest model is 30

per cent more efficient at managing
temperature, thanks to the introduction of a
two-speed fan, while the time it takes to
purge the A60 workspace modules when
they become depressurised, during which
time they are unusable, has also been
reduced by 25 per cent.
Ferguson Group has also appointed a

new regional manager for the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region, Emile Bado,
who will be based in Dubai and has led
engineering companies throughout the
Middle East for the last 10 years.
“We are very excited by the prospects

presented by the market in the Middle East,”
said Ferguson Group CEO Richard Smith.
“Emile’s skills will support our continued
expansion of Ferguson Group here in the
Gulf and beyond.”

‘Revolutionary’ technology for 
cement evaluation integrity

SCHLUMBERGER HAS ANNOUNCED the
launch of its new Depth Domain Inversion
Services, which it says allow petrotechnical
experts to improve the reliability and
consistency of seismic structural and
quantitative interpretation in complex
environments.
“Conventional seismic inversion in the

time domain introduces inconsistency
between the seismic images and the rock
properties, especially where there’s a
significant overburden, such as subsalt,” said
Maurice Nessim, president of Schlumberger
PetroTechnical Services. “With Depth
Domain Inversion Services, customers

receive more information derived from
seismic data for reservoir characterisation.
This helps reduce uncertainty in complex
reservoir environments, and improve the
confidence in prospect delineation, reservoir
properties and volumetric calculations.”
Performing seismic inversion in the depth

domain fully integrates the inversion with the
imaging products to improve the reliability of
estimating rock properties for reservoir
characterisation, the company said.
This is done by correcting for depth space
and dip dependent illumination effects
during seismic amplitude inversion directly
in the depth domain. 

Ferguson ME introduces new dual HVAC system

New depth domain inversion services launched

New Touchpoint Plus gas detection from Honeywell

A Ferguson engineering workspace module

 Innovations

Integrity eXplorer utilises electromagnetic-
acoustic sensors

The Touchpoint Plus controller
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DUBAI-BASED MARINE solutions provider
Marsol International has launched an
emergency pipeline repair service (EPRS)
for the offshore oil and gas industry.
Developed over the last six years to

service various types of environmental
situations and geotechnical configurations,
the purpose of the EPRS is to safeguard
shallow water intertidal zones, addressing
the challenge of accessing such areas,
which are not normally serviced from sea
or shore.

“We have identified a need to offer an
emergency service to protect pipelines in
shallow waters, and we have the skills
and equipment to manage the challenges
intertidal zones present, such as shifting
sands and tides,” said Marsol managing
director Mike Young. “Marsol has worked
to develop sophisticated support assets
such as Rhino craft and Versadock –
products that have been tried and tested
in hostile and difficult environments.”
Marsol said it will also utilise its

experienced offshore terminal and marine
workforce to locate damaged pipelines
and stabilise the ground to access and
repair them in emergencies scenarios
such as pipeline ruptures, pin-hole leaks,
dents and buckles, internal and external
pipeline pitting and corrosion problems.
“Should a pipeline require repair, time

is of the essence,” Young added.
“Safeguarding against environmental
damage, minimising the impact on
production and ultimately protecting
company reputation is vital - EPRS offers
an experienced team who can act fast.”

YOKOGAWA ELECTRIC CORPORATION has announced the release of its new modular
software suite.
The company said the enterprise pipeline management solution (EPMS) supplements

the basic pipeline management system with specific gas and liquid applications which
enable pipeline operators to manage delivery contracts and associated logistics in a time-
and energy-efficient manner.
Using a SCADA platform to cover monitoring, alarming, trending, and reporting, the

EPMS handles metering; batch scheduling and tracking; leak detection; and energy
management within the same unified user environment.
“The EPMS will significantly reduce the amount of effort required to implement and

commission high quality pipeline management applications while guaranteeing easy
upgradability, protecting investments across multiple SCADA platform versions,” said Shuji
Mori, Yokogawa vice president and head of Yokogawa Electric International.
The company said the software will primarily target gas and liquids transmission

pipelines and grids, as well as upstream and midstream oil and gas production
infrastructure.

ERGIL STORAGETECH RECENTLY
announced the launch of its new pressure
vacuum relief valve with flame arrester.
Designed for the safe storage and

transportation of flammable gas, the
product minimises the risk
of accidents by
ensuring protection
against damage
through over-
pressurisation,
implosion due to
vacuum
conditions and
preventing
external flames
from entering the
tank. 
The pressure

vacuum relief
valve also comes
with a body
surface that is
self-draining and a
drip design which

the manufacturer says prevents condensate
from settling on seating surfaces.
Riza Altunergil, ERGIL’s vice president of

commerce said, “Careful consideration has
gone into the manufacturing of pressure

vacuum relief valve with flame arrester;
this new introduction is not only to

add value to our
business but to
provide our
customers with
a reliable
product from
an established
brand in the
market.”
The company

said the pressure
full lift technology
in the design
minimises vapour
loss, reducing
wastage and

environmental damage, as well as
potential safety risks.

Emergency intertidal support
service from Marsol

EMERSON PROCESS MANAGEMENT has launched the latest version of its Roxar RMS
reservoir modelling software.
The new RMS 2013.1 includes improved structural modelling tools which the company

said acknowledge realistic uncertainties in the data and enhance volumetric sensitivities,
making it quicker and easier to build geological scenarios, investigate the full effects of
structural uncertainty, and maximise the value of reservoir assets.
“With our new version of Roxar RMS and our tightly integrated structural modelling

and gridding tools, users will be able to quantify uncertainty more effectively and increase
confidence when it comes to crucial decisions on where to drill, what production
strategies to adopt, and how to maximise recovery,” said Kjetil Fagervik, managing
director of Emerson’s Roxar Software Solutions. 
Emerson has also further integrated fault uncertainty tools in RMS 2013.1 with

structural modeling and 3D gridding, enabling users to build fault uncertainty models in
full and investigate a wide variety of scenarios corresponding to the uncertainty in the
input data.

ERGIL’s integrated pressure vacuum relief valve 

Emerson enhances reservoir modelling software 

New enterprise pipeline management solution released

The pressure vacuum relief valve
with flame arrester

 Innovations

Pipeline in an intertidal zone
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DR. PASCAL LE Gal wants to change the
way people think about safety and risk
assessment. “By employing advanced
computational fluid dynamics simulation
techniques and using the correct
methodology, you can reduce the impact of a
potential loss of containment,” he says.
Dr. le Gal is responsible for Gexcon’s

software business in the Middle East and
truly believes in the power of computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) applied to process
safety and design. FLACS software from
Gexcon makes use of CFD, which represents
the current state of the art in quantitative
consequence and risk modelling. FLACS has
also been used to help with accident
investigations and optimisation of safety
measures for hazards that involve fluid flows
– typically flammable and toxic   chemicals
but also solid particles and dust, eg. looking
at explosion effects.
Today many companies are utilising much

simpler methods for risk assessment. This
repeatedly leads to under - or over-predicting
the consequences from process hazards. You
ultimately end up either overspending of
underspending on mitigation measures. In

some cases, the assessment can even be a
hurdle to the realisation of a project, but Dr.
Le Gal is convinced that such decisions
should be based on the best approach
currently available. 
“In my opinion, the use of less accurate

methods needs to be discouraged as the

results are calculated based on empirical
correlations and extrapolations derived from
a limited number of small controlled
experiments,” he says.
“The historical use of simpler methods,

which provide a ‘quick number’ has not
evolved and ignores  3D geometry. By
conducting advanced simulations accounting
for physical 3D objects, more accurate and
realistic predictions can be obtained, helping
operators to make informed decisions about
how to protect their people and assets.”
FLACS provides 3D advanced simulation

and realistic release scenario modelling, a
must-have to predict accurately the risks
associated with oil and gas operations.
FLACS can help to facilitate the
understanding of those risks and increase
knowledge throughout organisations in a
visual and easy-to-grasp manner.
Gexcon Software opened for business in

the Middle East in late 2014, giving its
customers in the region and beyond better
access to software training and support.
Gexcon is a world leading company in
explosions, dispersion and fire modelling for
technical safety. 

Dr Pascal le Gal, divisional vice president
Middle East, Africa, Caspian, India and
Australia, Gexcon
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Innovations 

Designed to protect
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OFFSHORE EUROPE
Date: 8-11 September
Venue: Aberdeen, UK
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 EXHIBITION

D
ESPITE THE CURRENT difficult
market conditions, oil and gas will
remain indispensable sources of
fuel for many decades to come.

According to the International Energy
Agency’s World Energy Outlook 2014, oil and
gas will still supply around half of the world’s
energy by 2040. Sourcing skilled, innovative
and motivated people and developing new
technologies are essential for the industry to
be successful in meeting this demand. 
On the exhibition floor, around 1,500

global organisations will showcase their
technologies, services and expertise. At
least 300 companies, large and small, will be
exhibiting for the first time. Exhibitors will
represent the complete supply chain of
companies including operators, drilling
contractors and oilfield service companies,
consolidating Aberdeen’s established
reputation as a supplier of services and
products to projects worldwide. 
Reflecting the global nature of the

industry as a whole, there will be a large
overseas exhibitor presence with
participation from 44 countries and 33
international pavilions. The majority of
registered UK visitors to date have overseas
remits too – 35 per cent are involved in
projects in Africa, 30 per cent in the Middle
East and 25 per cent in Asia Pacific.  
The keynote programme, chaired by

Michael Engell-Jensen, executive director of
the International Association of Oil & Gas

Producers (IOGP), will open with a plenary
session focusing on the basic challenge of
meeting energy demand while balancing
concerns over climate change, security of
supply and consumer affordability. Topics to
be addressed during the following 11
keynote sessions include: health; the safety
and security of people and assets; well

intervention; financing investments; oil spill
response; and inspiring the next generation
to join the industry. 
Michael Engell-Jensen says: “Our licence

to operate ultimately depends on addressing
society’s concerns about the industry’s
operations and the hydrocarbons on which
the world relies. Our activities must be
regarded as both acceptable and useful.” 
The technical programme, chaired by

Charles Woodburn, chief executive officer,
Expro, will present more than 75 papers,
demonstrating that the industry’s
engineering, manufacturing and technology
excellence is set to assure a long-term
sustainable future. Speakers drawn from all
over the world will discuss topics such as

A packed exhibition floor at a previous edition of the show

New times, 

new challenges

Around 1,500 global
organisations will showcase
their technologies, services
and expertise”

SPE Offshore Europe 2015 will
welcome visitors from all over
the globe to discuss and
debate both the technical and
people challenges facing the
oil and gas industry today.
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asset and well integrity, maximising
economic recovery, smarter field
development, pipelines and risers, subsea
processing, talent development,
unconventional gas development, process
safety and decommissioning. 
Charles Woodburn adds: “Attending this

key global conference is even more
compelling given the current challenging
industry backdrop. SPE Offshore Europe
2015 allows people from all parts of the
industry to come together under one roof to
discuss and debate the challenges we are
facing today - and into the future.”
In the Deepwater Zone, a dedicated

theatre will host industry experts presenting
topical case studies and participating in
panel discussions. With content
programmed by Subsea UK and the Society
for Underwater Technology, these sessions
will address deepwater developments; the
future of inspection, repair and maintenance;
new technologies for efficiency and
effectiveness; and subsea challenges for
enabling deepwater production. In the
event’s largest Deepwater Zone to date,
some 30 companies from this rapidly
evolving sector will display their latest

products and services. These range from
equipment such as valves, imaging systems
and underwater vehicles to well control and
intervention products, specialist material
solutions and inspection services.
Entrepreneurs will have the chance to

meet potential investors on Wednesday 9
September. After a morning of investment
workshops presented by the operator,
venture capitalist and entrepreneur
perspectives, a limited number of
companies will be invited to one-to-one
meetings to discuss investment projects
with some grant, early seed and direct
industry funding providers.
Confirmed breakfast briefing speakers

include Steve Varley, UK chairman and

managing partner, EY; Lars Christian Bachar,
executive vice president, Development &
Production International, Statoil; and
international oil and energy consultant,
Manouchehr Takin.
BP’s Bernard Looney, chief operating

officer, Production, is the lunch speaker on
Tuesday 8 September, and on Thursday 10
September, the lunch session will comprise
a small operators’ panel chaired by Neil
McCulloch, president, North Sea, EnQuest. 
With its emphasis on recognising the

long-term need for a secure talent pipeline,
SPE Offshore Europe 2015 will be running
‘Inspire’, its largest ever programme of
activities for a younger audience. A wide
range of events and workshops throughout
the week will allow students to engage with
the industry face-to-face.
With so many industry leaders and

influencers under one roof, there will be
ample opportunities to network with new
contacts and catch up with colleagues from
around the world. n

Visit www.offshore-europe.co.uk for
further information and to register for
this free-to-attend global event. 

Attending this key
global conference is even
more compelling given the
current challenging industry
backdrop”
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WITH EXTENSIVE CONTROL, safety and
process automation expertise in the oil
and gas industry, Rockwell Automation
will be showcasing the technology used
to deliver results for customers looking
to manage obsolescence; gain a
performance advantage through modern
safety solutions; perform technology and
control system migrations without
interrupting production; and bring
together equipment from a variety of
vendors into a single, efficient, modern
processing solution.
Bringing to the fore its experience of

the fast pace of technological evolution
from industry beyond the oil and gas
environment, Rockwell Automation will
demonstrate how companies can benefit
from being more connected between
operational technology and information technology disciplines and
having a higher level of information visibility.
Its stand, alongside strategic alliance partners and global

leaders in measurement instrumentation and services,
Endress+Hauser, will feature proof-points for reducing the risk
associated with unsupported and obsolete technology. Rockwell
Automation engineers will be on hand to talk through the best
practice approach to extending the life cycle of existing assets
while reducing the risk of expensive shutdowns associated with
equipment failures.
A comprehensive portfolio of safety solutions will also be

showcased, and the stand will offer solutions to critical questions
regarding how to best plan, install, commission and integrate new
control systems and electrical equipment with existing architecture

without taking large sections of a plant into shutdown mode.
Included in this best-practice approach is the introduction of ‘Work
Packs’ which record instructions for installers and commissioning
teams for how best to manage the materials, work actions and
health and safety involved with a hot cut-over to more efficient
modern solutions.
At the heart of each of these approaches is the ability for critical

control and safety solutions to work seamlessly with existing
equipment, regardless of the original vendor. Rockwell Automation
staff will be on hand to talk through examples of projects from
around the world which have benefitted from the multi-vendor
support available with their process offering.

Rockwell Automation will be in Hall 1 on Stand 1E52. 

Rockwell Automation to showcase solutions to maximise assets and reduce costs

Rockwell Automation’s model of the oil and gas supply chain
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W
ITH OIL PRICES remaining
low, reducing operating costs
is a clear priority in order to
remain competitive and

maximise economic recovery. However, the
real challenge is to reduce these costs
whilst maintaining safety and production
efficiency. The other key challenge facing the
industry is managing ageing assets safely
and productively while preparing for
decommissioning. 
These are the key messages from Arlene

Hutchinson at ABB, a leader in power and
automation technologies, who will address
these challenges at this year’s Offshore
Europe. ABB’s stand will feature talks and
demonstrations on subsea technologies, an
innovative motor inspection service and
‘integrated operations’ (a collaborative
environment including remote diagnostics
and support). 

Cost savings and production
efficiency
The Oil & Gas UK production efficiency task
force has set the objective of getting
production efficiency up to 80 per cent by
next year. Hutchinson says, “We have
implemented solutions for many operators
to help improve production efficiency in a
number of the key categories of loss.
“Identifying and eliminating low value

engineering activities is the least painful
approach to cost reduction. When carried
out properly, the cost savings can be
accompanied by sustainable safety and
integrity, as well as improved production
efficiency.” 
The stand will feature some of ABB’s

advanced control solutions for flow
assurance which, according to the company,
have been very successful in increasing
production rates and reducing process
upsets. 

Decommissioning
“With over 50 per cent of offshore
installations in the North Sea operating
beyond their design life, planning for their

eventual
end of service is
a matter of urgency,”
says Hutchinson. Many of the
structures will have been operating
for almost 40 years, she says, and over the
next couple of decades over 90 per cent of
them will need to be completely removed
from their sites and brought onshore for re-

use, recycling or disposal.
Hutchinson adds “ABB recently

completed a report for Decom North Sea
and Zero Waste Scotland, looking at the
benefits of alternative methodologies in
decommissioning.”

Sustainable safety
Hutchinson explains how in the current
climate it is important not to become
complacent about process safety hazards,
but operators need to be as efficient as
possible in carrying out process safety work.

“Good
process
safety is also good
business as in the UK
offshore oil and gas industry, 40
per cent of production loss is related to
preventable operator error, and if improved
Process Safety Management (PSM) reduces
this by even one incident, it is worth a
significant increase in production efficiency.”
ABB is presenting a paper at the

conference on the development of a
dashboard showing the status / health of the
protective barriers on a platform in near real
time. This system will also be demonstrated
on the stand. n

ABB will be presenting hourly technical
talks on its stand throughout the
exhibition. Places can be pre-booked via
www.abb.co.uk/offshore-europe, or visit
ABB on Stand 3E 160. Other stand
attractions include demonstrations
illustrating how technology can be fully
exploited offshore, a 3D flythrough of
ABB’s offerings and the chance to meet
many of ABB’s global experts and leaders.

The ABB stand will feature technical
talks and stand demonstrations

Reducing costs while maintaining safety and production efficiency, and decommissioning
challenges, will be addressed by ABB at Offshore Europe.

Addressing current industry

challenges

Identifying and
eliminating low value
engineering activities is the
least painful approach to
cost reduction”
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Middle East & North Africa 
The Baker Hughes Rig Count tracks industry-wide rigs engaged in drilling and related operations, which include drilling, logging, cementing,
coring, well testing, waiting on weather, running casing and blowout preventer (BOP) testing. 

Source: Baker Hughes

RIG COUNT 

THIS MONTH VARIANCE LAST MONTH LAST YEAR
Country Land OffShore Total From Last Month Land OffShore Total Land OffShore Total

Middle East
ABU DHABI   22 16 38 0 25 14 39 25 11 36
DUBAI   0 2 2 1 0 2 2 0 2 2
IRAQ   44 0 44 5 53 0 53 61 0 61 
JORDAN   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KUWAIT   44 0 44 0 50 0 50 45 0 45 
OMAN   67 0 67 1 71 0 71 57 0 57 
PAKISTAN 23 0 23 -3 17 0 17 19 0 19 
QATAR   1 6 7 1 2 4 6 2 7 9 
SAUDI ARABIA   104 19 123 10 98 23 121 97 18 115 
SUDAN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SYRIA   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
YEMEN   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 
TOTAL 305 43 348 15 316 43 359 309 38 347

North Africa
ALGERIA   50 0 50 49 51 0 51 49 0 49
EGYPT   36 6 42 -9 35 6 41 46 16 52 
LIBYA   0 1 1 3 2 1 3 4 3 7 
TUNISIA   2 0 2 0 2 0 2 3 0 3 
TOTAL 88 7 95 -8 90 7 97 102 9 111
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Project Databank
Compiled by Data Media Systems

OIL, GAS AND PETROCHEMICAL PROJECTS - EGYPT
Project                                                                                   City                                   Facility                                          Budget ($US)        Status

Abu Qir Fertilizers - Misr Phosphate Company - Egypt           Abu Tartor                            Ammonium Phosphate                     1,200,000,000              Feasibility Study
Kuwait Holding Company - El-Wady Complex for 
Phosphate and Compound Fertilizers                                         

Amreya Petroleum Refining Company (APRC) -                       Alexandria                            Crude Oil Distillation Unit                250,000,000                 Feasibility Study
Crude Oil Distillation Unit                                                             

Assiut Oil Refining Company (ASORC) -                                     Asyut                                     Continuous Catalytic Cracker         250,000,000                 Design
Continuous Catalyst Regeneration (CCR) Unit                                                                         (CCR)                                                   

Assiut Oil Refining Company (ASORC) -                                     Asyut                                     Hydrocracker                                      2,500,000,000              Feasibility Study
Hydrocracking Diesel Complex                                                    

Dana Gas - Block 1 (North El-Salhiya)                                       North El-Salhiya                 Gas Exploration                                  70,000,000                    Engineering & Procurement

Dana Gas - British Petroleum (BP) - Block 3                            El-Matariya                          Gas Exploration                                  120,000,000                 Engineering & Procurement
(El-Matariya)                                                                                   

Egypt Hydrocarbon Corporation (EHC) -                                    Suez                                      Petrochemical Complex                   7,000,000,000              Engineering & Procurement
Tahrir Petrochemicals Complex                                                   

Egypt Hydrocarbon Corporation (EHC) - Tahrir                         Suez                                      Offsites & Utilities                             2,000,000,000              Engineering & Procurement
Petrochemicals Complex - Utilities and Offsite Facilities        

Egyptian Chemical Company (KIMA) - Aswan                           Aswan                                   Ammonia                                            592,000,000                 Construction
Fertilizer Complex (KIMA 2)                                                          

Egyptian Company for Ethylene and Derivatives -                    Alexandria                            Ethylene                                              730,000,000                 Engineering & Procurement
Alexandria Ethylene Complex                                                       

Egyptian Natural Gas Holding Company (EGAS) -                    Nile Delta                             Exploration                                         270,000,000                 Engineering & Procurement
Egyptian General Petroleum Company (EGPC) - 
37 New Wells                                                                                  

Egyptian Petrochemicals Holding Company (ECHEM) -          Alexandria                            Propylene                                            2,500,000,000              Feasibility Study
Alexandria Propylene Derivatives Project                                   

Egyptian Petrochemicals Holding Company (ECHEM) -          Suez                                      Aromatics                                           2,044,000,000              Feasibility Study
Aromatics & Fertilizers Complex (SUPSC Project)                   

Egyptian Petrochemicals Holding Company (ECHEM) -          Kafr El Sheikh                     Bio-Ethanol                                        135,000,000                 Feasibility Study
Bio-Ethanol from Beet Molasses Project                                   

Egyptian Petrochemicals Holding Company (ECHEM) -          Kafr El Sheikh                     Bio-Ethanol                                        227,000,000                 Feasibility Study
Bio-Ethanol from Rice Straw Project                                          

Egyptian Petrochemicals Holding Company (ECHEM) -          Kafr El Sheikh                     Formaldehyde                                    100,000,000                 Feasibility Study
Formaldehyde and Derivatives Project                                       

Egyptian Petrochemicals Holding Company (ECHEM) -          Kafr El Sheikh                     Polyolefins                                          3,000,000,000              Feasibility Study
Olefin and Polyolefin Complex                                                      

Egyptian Petrochemicals Holding Company (ECHEM) -          Ain Soukhna                        Naptha                                                9,000,000,000              Feasibility Study
Petro-refinery Complex (4th Generation)                                    

Egyptian Refining Company (ERC) - Mostorod Refinery           Mostorod                              Refinery                                               3,700,000,000              Construction

El Delta Company for Fertilizers & Chemical Industries -      Talkha                                   Ammonia                                            408,000,000                 Engineering & Procurement
Dakahliya Complex - Fertilizer Complex                                    

El Nasr For Intermediate Chemicals -                                       Ain Soukhna                        Phosphoric Acid                                 600,000,000                 EPC ITB
Nine Fertilizers Plants (Overview)                                                

Eni - Block 9 (North Leil Offshore)                                              Mediterranean Sea             Exploration                                         300,000,000                 Engineering & Procurement

Eni - British Petroleum (BP) - Block 8 (Karawan Offshore)     Mediterranean Sea             Exploration                                         140,000,000                 Engineering & Procurement

ENI - Nooros Exploration Prospect (Abu Madi West)                Nile Delta                             Gas Field                                             2,000,000,000              Engineering & Procurement

Eni - South-West Melehia Block license                                    South-West Melehia           Exploration                                         40,000,000                    Engineering & Procurement

Mashreq Petroleum - Tank Terminal                                          Port Said                              Export Terminal                                 350,000,000                 Engineering & Procurement

Petromisr - Ain Al Sokhna Refinery                                            Ain Soukhna                        Refinery                                               3,000,000,000              On Hold

RWE Dea - British Petroleum (BP) -                                          West Nile Delta                   Gas Field                                             12,000,000,000            FEED
West Nile Delta Gas Field                                                             

Suez Oil Processing Company (SOPC) -                                     Suez                                      Oil Production                                    500,000,000                 Feasibility Study
Oil Production Complex                                                                 
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Project Databank
Compiled by Data Media Systems

Project Summary

Project Background

The client is planning to develop the onshore Block 3 (El Matariya). 

Project Status

Jun 2015 The drilling work is likely to be started in first quarter of 2016

Nov 2014 BP has awarded a gas exploration block. BP will operate the block with 50 per cent equity.

Sep 2014 Dana Gas has been awarded a 50 per cent license interest and operatorship of the block. Dana Gas will be in partnership with BP for implementing
the project.

Project Schedules

Project Name Dana Gas / British Petroleum (BP) - Block 3 (El-Matariya)

Name of Client BP - British Petroleum (UK)  Dana Gas

Budget ($ US) 120,000,000

Facility Type Gas Exploration

Status Engineering & Procurement

Start Date Q1-2013

End Date Q4-2020

Award Date Q3-2014

1Q-2013 Feasibility Study 3Q-2014 Engineering & Procurement

3Q-2013 EPC ITB 4Q-2020 Completed

Project Focus
Compiled by Data Media Systems

Project Finance
Dana Gas: 50 per cent
British Petroleum (BP): 50 per cent
BP will pay for up to US$39 mn of the cost of Dana Gas's drilling of a first natural gas exploration well.

Contractors

Contract Type Pre-Qualified Bidders Awarded

EPC - - • BP - British Petroleum (UK)

Project Scope
The scope of the project covers an area of 960 square kilometres.
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eØàÉì GCf¶ªá G’EOGQI GdØ©Édá
Y∏≈ GdôZº eø GC¿ GCf¶ªá G’EOGQI d«ù°â XÉgôI cªÉ G’CU°ƒ∫, aÉEf¡É J∏©Ö OhQGk GCS°ÉS°«Ék ‘

V°ªÉ¿ eôGYÉI Gdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá GŸ¡æ«á ‘ Lª«™ GdàƒL¡Éä GŸÑæ«á Y∏≈ GıÉWôI. aÉCf¶ªá

G’EOGQI J˘ôc˘õ Y˘∏˘≈ J˘£˘ƒj˘ô J˘≤˘«˘«˘º T°˘Ée˘π d˘∏˘ª˘î˘ÉW˘ô, c˘ª˘É J˘ôc˘õ GCj†°˘É Y∏≈ GELôGAGä Gdàû°¨«π

Gd≤«ÉS°«á, G’Ceô Gdò… jù°ÉYó Y∏≈ V°ªÉ¿ GdàæØ«ò G’Beø dÓCfû°£á PGä GıÉWô GŸôJØ©á. h‘

GS°˘à˘é˘ÉH˘á d˘àù°˘ôÜ M˘Ø˘ÉQ {OjÖ hhJ˘ô g˘ƒQGj˘õh¿z Gd˘æ˘Ø˘£˘» Gd˘ò… M˘óç ‘ N∏«è GŸµù°«∂ YÉΩ

0102, hGd˘ò… Jù°˘ÑÖ ‘ GCcÈ Jù°˘ôÜ f˘Ø˘£˘» H˘ë˘ô… ‘ Gd˘à˘ÉQj˘ï, b˘ÉΩ ›∏ù¢ Gd˘£˘Éb˘á Gd˘≤˘ƒe˘»

Gd˘µ˘æ˘ó… H˘ÉEW˘Ó¥ {GŸôGL˘©˘á Gd˘≤˘£˘Ñ˘«˘á Gdû°˘ª˘Éd«áz )hg» YÑÉQI Yø –∏«π T°Éeπ d©óI MƒGOç

U°æÉY«á cÑÒI( dóQGS°á GdóhQ Gdò… d©Ñà¬ GCf¶ªá G’EOGQI ‘ cÈi G◊ƒGOç, h–ójó eÉ GEPG

c˘Éfâ g˘æ˘É∑ GCj˘á J˘ƒL˘¡˘Éä GCh OQhS¢ PGä U°˘∏˘á d˘óQA G◊óç. hN˘∏ü°â f˘à˘«˘é˘á Gd˘à˘≤˘««º GE¤ GC¿

e©¶º Gdû°ôcÉä GŸàƒQWá ‘ J∏∂ G◊ƒGOç, bó WƒQä GCf¶ªá GEOGQI, hGC¿ gò√ G’Cf¶ªá ⁄ jàº

J£Ñ«≤¡É GCh eôGL©à¡É HØ©Éd«á Hü°ƒQI OhQjá d†°ªÉ¿ GdµØÉAI hGdØ©Éd«á GŸù°àªôI d¡É. Hπ hG’Cgº

eø Pd∂ GC¿ Yª∏«Éä J≤««º GıÉWô h–ójó GChL¬ Gÿ£ƒQI, ⁄ jàº GJÑÉY¡É ‘ Gd¨ÉdÖ. heø

gòG jàÑÚ GCf¬ ⁄ Jµø gæÉ∑ MƒGOç LójóI, Hπ ›ôO GCS°ÑÉÜ eƒDOjá d∏ëƒGOç JµôQ fØù°¡É

eôGQGk hJµôGQGk.  hbó GCh¤ Gdà≤ôjô GCgª«á cÑÒI dóhQ Gd≤«ÉOI GŸƒDS°ù°«á ‘ eæ™ hbƒ´ G◊ƒGOç

GdµÑÒI. aÉEOGQI Yª∏«á Gdù°Óeá HØ©Éd«á, hGdàÉCcó eø cØÉAI Gd≤ƒi Gd©Ée∏á Y∏≈ Lª«™ eù°àƒjÉä

Gdû°ôcá, hJƒaÒ GŸ©∏ƒeÉä Gdób«≤á ‘ Gdƒbâ GŸ£∏ƒÜ ’JîÉP Gd≤ôGQGä G’S°ÎGJ«é«á, hN∏≥

hY˘» H˘©˘ƒGbÖ Gd˘à˘¨˘«Ò ‘ H˘«˘Ä˘á Gd˘©˘ª˘π, c˘π g˘ò√ e˘≤˘ƒeÉä GCS°ÉS°«á d∏≤«ÉOI GdôF«ù°«á J©ªπ Y∏≈

G’QJ≤ÉA Ãù°àƒi G’COGA, hJ†°ªø GEjÓA Gdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá GŸ¡æ«á G’Chdƒjá GŸªÉK∏á e™ GC… GCgóG±

GEf˘à˘Éê. c˘ª˘É GCT°˘ÉQ Gd˘à˘≤˘ôj˘ô GCj†°˘É GE¤ J˘ƒL˘¬ GBN˘ô, hg˘ƒ GCg˘ª˘«á Oeè GŸ©∏ƒeÉä GŸà©∏≤á Hù°Óeá

Gd©ª∏«Éä hGdã≤Éaá GŸƒDS°ù°«á GCKæÉA J≤óË Gdà≤ÉQjô HÉCOGA Gdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá. hgòG G’Ceô jû°é™

Y∏≈ Gfà≤É∫ Gdü°æÉYá H©«óG Yø GdÎc«õ Y∏≈ H«ÉfÉä G’EU°ÉHÉä Gdû°îü°«á cÉCOGI b«ÉS¢ Ÿù°àƒi

Gdù°Óeá. hJ©àÈ MÉOKá ''OjÖ hhJô gƒQGjõh¿'' eãÉ’k LƒgôjÉk Y∏≈ bóQI gòG G’Ceô Y∏≈ J†°∏«π

G’EOGQI. a˘Ø˘» N˘Ó∫ G’Cj˘ÉΩ Gdù°˘ÉH˘≤˘á Y˘∏˘≈ G◊ÉOç GCY˘£â Gd˘Ñ˘«˘Éf˘Éä GŸàóf«á Ÿ©ó’ä G’EU°ÉHá

Gdû°˘îü°˘«˘á e˘ƒDT°˘ôGk RGF˘Ø˘Ék Y˘ø eù°˘à˘ƒi S°˘Óe˘á Y˘ª˘∏«Éä G’CU°ƒ∫, hYø GELªÉ‹ K≤Éaá Gdü°ëá

hGdù°Óeá.  hJàµƒ¿ HôGeè G’EOGQI GŸ©Î± H¡É YÉŸ«É eø HôGeè ” Jü°ª«ª¡É Nü°«ü°É eø

GCLπ –≤«≥ Yª∏«á GdƒU°ƒ∫ HÉıÉWô Y∏≈ Gd©Éeá hGd©Ée∏Ú hGŸ≤ÉhdÚ hG’CU°ƒ∫ hG’EfàÉê hGdÑ«Äá

GE¤ GCOf≈ Mó e≤Ñƒ∫ Yª∏«É. hd∏ëü°ƒ∫ Y∏≈ U°ƒQI GCcÌ T°ªƒd«á Ÿù°àƒi GCOGA Gdù°Óeá Hû°µπ

YÉΩ, jàº Jû°é«™ GŸôGbÑÚ hGdû°ôcÉä Y∏≈ Mó S°ƒGA, Y∏≈ Gdæ¶ô GE¤ eÉ gƒ GCH©ó eø eƒDT°ôGä

{GdàÑÉWƒDz, cª©ó’ä GEU°ÉHÉä Gdƒbâ GdØÉFâ, hG’CNò H©Ú G’YàÑÉQ eƒDT°ôGä G’CMóGç GŸàµôQI

Hü°˘ƒQI c˘ÑÒI , hPGä Gd˘©˘ƒGbÖ GŸæ˘î˘Ø†°˘á )Y˘∏˘≈ S°˘Ñ˘«˘π GŸã˘É∫ GEU°˘ÉH˘Éä Gd˘©˘ª˘É∫( he˘ƒDT°˘ôGä

G’CMóGç PGä e©ó∫ GdàµôGQ Gd†°Ä«π hdµø YƒGbÑ¡É aÉOMá )eãπ GfØéÉQ G’BHÉQ hGÿù°ÉFô ‘

G’CQhGì(. hg˘òG G’Ce˘ô j†°˘ª˘ø –ój˘ó hGEOGQI Gd˘à˘¡˘ój˘óGä Gd˘¶˘Ég˘ôI hGÿØ˘«˘á eø bÑπ GŸû°¨∏Ú

)e˘ã˘π S°˘Óe˘á G’CU°˘ƒ∫ hGd˘©˘ƒGe˘π Gd˘Ñû°˘ôj˘á hGChL˘¬ Gd≤ü°ƒQ GŸƒDS°ù°«á hK≤Éaá Gdù°Óeá( hPd∂

d†°ªÉ¿ –≤«≥ GCY∏≈ gÉeû¢ d∏ù°Óeá. 

JÉCc«ó Gdù°Óeá Gd¡«µ∏«á hS°Óeá GŸ©óGä
GE¿ S°Óeá eæû°ÉBä GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR hGCU°ƒd¡É GŸù°ÉYóI J©ªπ Y∏≈ OYº S°Óeá Lª«™ Gd©Ée∏Ú

hGd˘Ñ˘«˘Ä˘á GÙ«˘£˘á. a˘≤˘ó b˘ÉΩ GŸôGb˘Ñ˘ƒ¿ hGŸù°˘Ég˘ª˘ƒ¿ ‘ Gdù°˘æƒGä G’CNÒI HÑò∫ L¡ƒO GCcÈ eø

GCL˘˘π Z˘˘ôS¢ GCa†°˘˘π GŸª˘ÉQS°˘Éä ‘ Jû°˘¨˘«˘π hU°˘«˘Éf˘á GŸæû°˘ÉBä. a˘ÉEOGQI G’CU°˘ƒ∫ ‘ H˘«˘Ä˘á T°˘ój˘óI

Gd˘à˘©˘ôj˘á, M˘«å J˘à˘©˘ôV¢ G’CU°˘ƒ∫ GE¤ OQL˘Éä M˘ôGQI heù°˘à˘ƒj˘Éä V°˘¨˘§ YÉd«á hXôh± Lƒjá

e©Écù°á, –àÉê GE¤ f¶ÉΩ aëü¢ h–∏«π hJÉCc«ó hGEU°Óì U°ÉQΩ, hgòG GEPG eÉ cÉ¿ eø GŸªµø

Gdù°«£ôI Y∏≈ eù°àƒi GıÉWô ‘ MóhO eÉ gƒ e≤Ñƒ∫ eø GdæÉM«á Gd©ª∏«á. aØ» Hôj£Éf«É LÉA

JÉCS°«ù¢ {g«Äá QbÉHá MÉ’ä Gdù°Óeá'' h{g«Äá GdôbÉHá Y∏≈ Gdàü°Ée«º hG’Efû°ÉAGäz d∏àÉCc«ó Y∏≈

c˘ƒ¿ GS°ÎGJ˘«˘é˘«˘Éä S°˘Óe˘á G’CU°˘ƒ∫ L˘õAGk ’ j˘à˘é˘õGC e˘ø G’EW˘ÉQ Gd˘àû°ôj©» Gdò… jëµº Jû°¨«π

GŸæû°ÉBä GdÑëôjá.  hHÚ YÉe» 4002h7002bÉeâ Gd¡«Äá GdàæØ«òjá Ÿ©ÉjÒ Gdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá

)GEMói Gd¡«ÄÉä G◊µƒe«á GdÈj£Éf«á( HÉELôGA HôfÉeè aëƒU¢ eµã∞ dù°Óeá G’CU°ƒ∫ H©æƒG¿

''GdÈfÉeè GdôF«ù°» 3“)PK3(. hLÉA J©ôj∞ Gd¡«Äá GdàæØ«òjá Ÿ©ÉjÒ Gdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá Ÿü°£∏í

S°Óeá G’CU°ƒ∫ cÉdàÉ‹: {bóQI G’CU°ƒ∫ Y∏≈ JÉCOjá ZôV°¡É GŸ£∏ƒÜ HµØÉAI ha©Éd«á e™ MªÉjá

Gdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá hGdÑ«Äáz. cªÉ Yôqaâ Gd¡«Äá GdàæØ«òjá Ÿ©ÉjÒ Gdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá GEOGQI S°Óeá

G’CU°˘ƒ∫ c˘É’BJ˘»: {J˘∏∂ Gd˘ƒS°˘ÉF˘π Gd˘à˘» J˘©˘ª˘π Y˘∏˘≈ V°ªÉ¿ hLƒO G’CT°îÉU¢ hG’Cf¶ªá hGd©ª∏«Éä

hGŸƒGQO Gd≤ÉFªá Y∏≈ Gdù°Óeá hGS°àîóGe¡É, hGCf¡É S°à©ªπ HæÉA Y∏≈ Gd£∏Ö WƒG∫ Yªô G’CU°ƒ∫z.

hbó Gcàû°∞ {GdÈfÉeè GdôF«ù°» 3z GC¿ Gd©ª∏«Éä GdÑëôjá ⁄ Jµø dój¡É eƒDT°ôGä GCOGA GCS°ÉS°«á

dÎc˘«˘õ G’f˘à˘Ñ˘É√ Y˘∏˘≈ e˘≤˘«˘ÉS¢ S°˘Óe˘á G’CU°˘ƒ∫, hJ˘ƒaÒ eù°˘àƒjÉä e©≤ƒdá eø GdàÉCc«ó Y∏≈ GC¿

G’S°ÎGJ˘«˘é˘«˘Éä GŸƒV°˘ƒY˘á ’EOGQI GıÉW˘ô G÷ƒg˘ôj˘á e˘ÉRGdâ a˘©˘Éd˘á ‘ X˘π J˘¨«Ò Gd¶ôh±

GÙ«£á. hbó GCW∏≥ gòG G’càû°É± L¡ƒOG Ohd«á dóeè GS°ÎGJ«é«Éä GEOGQI G’CU°ƒ∫ ‘ GCf¶ªá

G’EOGQI G◊Éd«á, he¡ÉΩ Gdü°«Éfá Gı£§ d¡É.  hU°«Éfá GŸ©óGä ÃÉ jé©∏¡É GBeæá ha©Édá hÁµø

G’YàªÉO Y∏«¡É, d«ù°â HÉ’Ceô Gd†°ôhQ… hG÷ƒgô… a≤§ ’EOGQI flÉWô J¡ójóGä G◊ƒGOç

Gÿ£ÒI Gdà» JƒGL¡¡É U°æÉYá GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR, Hπ hJ©àÈ GCeôGk M«ƒjÉk ‘ N∏≥ GdÑ«Äá GdØ©∏«á Gdà»

Áµø d∏æÉS¢ GC¿ jØàîôhG HÉd©ªπ a«¡É; J∏∂ Gdæ≤£á Gdà» J©àÈ e≤ƒeÉk GCS°ÉS°«Ék ŸµÉ¿ Yªπ NÉ∫

eø G◊ƒGOç.

GdØ©Éd«á hGd©ƒGeπ GdÑû°ôjá 
Y˘∏˘≈ e˘óGQ Gd˘©û°˘ôj˘ø Y˘Ée˘Ék GŸÉV°˘«˘á, X˘¡˘ôä –ù°˘«˘æÉä Lƒgôjá ‘ LƒOI G’CU°ƒ∫ hGCf¶ªá

G’EOGQI Gdà» JóYº hJôhê d∏éƒOI hGdù°Óeá, hcØÉAI Gd£Ébá, hG◊ØÉ® Y∏≈ GdÑ«Äá. a≤ó GCV°ëâ

G’CU°ƒ∫ GCcÌ GCeÉfÉk eø LÉfÖ Gdàü°ª«º. heø GŸàØ≥ Y∏«¬ YÉOI HÚ GChS°É• NÈGA Gdù°Óeá

G◊Éd˘˘«Ú GC¿ e˘ø 08` 09‘ GŸÉF˘á e˘ø G◊ƒGOç Gd˘µ˘ÑÒI Gd˘à˘» J˘≤˘™ ‘ Gdü°˘æ˘ÉY˘Éä G◊ù°ÉS°á

ÃƒLÖ GCU°ƒd¡É, S°ÑÑo¡É Gd©ƒGeπ GdÑû°ôjá GCh Gÿ£ÉC GdÑû°ô…. he©¶º ‡ÉQS°» Gdù°Óeá G’B¿

eàØ≤ƒ¿ Y∏≈ GC¿ Gdà≤óΩ GdàÉ‹ G’EV°É‘ ‘ ›É∫ S°Óeá GCeÉcø Gd©ªπ, S°ƒ± jÉCJ» eø GdØ¡º

G’Ca†°π dàÉCKÒ Gd©ªÉ∫ Y∏≈ GdµØÉAI Gdàû°¨«∏«á ’CMó G’CU°ƒ∫. 

aÉEOGQI Gd©ƒGeπ GdÑû°ôjá ‘ GŸæû°ÉBä J©àÈ GCeôGk M«ƒjÉk dù°Óeá Jû°¨«π GCMó G’CU°ƒ∫, GEV°Éaá

GE¤ Gd˘à˘ÉCc˘ó e˘ø J˘ƒGL˘ó Gd˘Ñ˘æ˘«˘á Gd˘à˘ë˘à˘«á hGCf¶ªá G’EOGQI Gdü°ë«ëá. hK≤Éaá Gdù°Óeá G’EjéÉH«á

GCeôl V°ôhQ…w, hHÉ’CNü¢ ‘ H«Äá –àÉê GE¤ eæÉhHÉä Yªπ Wƒj∏á he∏ëá, hXôh± Yªπ U°©Ñá,

hGMàªÉ∫m cÑÒm ’EU°ÉHá Gd©ªÉ∫ HÉ’EQgÉ¥ hG’EL¡ÉO. cªÉ GCf¬ jéÖ Y∏≈ U°æÉYá GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR GC¿

Jµƒ¿ bÉOQI Y∏≈ GEOGQI Jóa≥ eàƒGU°π ŸƒXØÚ LóO , Hπ hMójã» Gd©¡ó H£Ñ«©á Gd©ªπ ‘ H©†¢

G’CM«É¿.  he©¶º GŸæû°ÉBä J≤ƒΩ HÉELôGA HôGeè T°Ée∏á d∏¨Éjá d∏àóQjÖ hJ≤««º GŸ¡ÉQGä, d∏àÉCcó

e˘ø GC¿ L˘ª˘«˘™ Gd˘©˘Ée˘∏Ú )Ãø a˘«˘¡˘º GŸ≤˘Éhd˘ƒ¿( Y˘∏˘≈ c˘Ø˘ÉAI ’COGA e¡Ée¡º GŸµ∏ØÚ H¡É, hGCf¡º

Y∏≈ OQGjá JÉeá HÉELôGAGä S°Óeá Gd©ªπ GŸà©∏≤á HÉCfû°£à¡º. cªÉ J≤ƒΩ e©¶º GŸæû°ÉBä Hà£Ñ«≥

S°˘«˘ÉS°˘á {Y˘óΩ Gd˘àù°˘Ée˘í Gd˘≤ü°˘ƒiz ‘ M˘É’ä Y˘óΩ GŸôGY˘ÉI, hb˘ó Jü°˘π G÷õGAGä GE¤ aü°˘π

Gd˘©˘Ée˘∏Ú f˘à˘«˘é˘á ÿôb˘¡˘º e˘©˘ÉjÒ Gdù°˘Óe˘á. he˘É e˘ø T°∂ GC¿ a˘¡º JÉCKÒ Gd©æü°ô GdÑû°ô… GCeôl
e˘©˘≤˘ó, hd˘≤˘ó H˘óGCf˘É d˘à˘ƒf˘É GEOQG∑ J˘ÉCKÒ Gd˘≤˘ƒi Gd˘©˘Ée∏á Y∏≈ Gdàû°¨«π Gdµ∞A )hHÉdàÉ‹ G’Beø(

d˘˘ÓCU°˘ƒ∫ GdÈj˘á hGd˘Ñ˘ë˘ôj˘á. hd˘µ˘ø g˘æ˘É∑ J˘ƒL˘¡˘Éä hGV°˘ë˘á H˘óGCä ‘ Gd˘¶˘¡˘ƒQ, he˘æ˘¡˘É Gf˘à˘≤˘É∫

GdÎc«õ H©«óG Yø G’YàªÉO Y∏≈ GEWÓ¥ {S°«ÉS°á Gdù°Óeáz GÿÉU°á HÉdû°ôcá dü°Édí GCOhGä

Jµ∏«∞ GŸƒXØÚ, cÉ◊ƒGaõ Gdà» J©£» Gd©ªÉ∫ OYªÉ ‘ Gd©ª∏«á. cªÉ GC¿ gæÉ∑ GCj†°É GEOQGcÉk

GCbƒi eø P… bÑπ HÉCgª«á G’COhGQ hGŸù°ƒDhd«Éä GÙóOI HƒV°ƒì a«ªÉ jà©∏≥ HÉŸªÉQS°Éä G’Beæá.

he™ GROjÉO Gd£∏Ö YÉŸ«É Y∏≈ Gd©ªÉdá, hGdò… jõhO HóhQI YóOGk eø GŸ≤ÉhdÚ eø GdÑÉWø Gdòjø

j©ª∏ƒ¿ ‘ GC… eæû°ÉCI eÉ, GCV°ë≈ eø Gd†°ôhQ… hG’CS°ÉS°» Y∏≈ Lª«™ G’CWôG± a¡º GCOhGQgÉ

heù°ƒDhd«ÉJ¡É GŸà©∏≤á HÉdù°Óeá, hGC¿ Jàû°ÉQ∑ e©É Gd£ô¥ GŸû°Îcá d≤«ÉS¢ fù°Ñá GdæéÉì.
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f¶ôG d£Ñ«©á GıÉWô GŸ¡æ«á hGŸÉd«á dü°æÉYá GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR, d£ÉŸÉ ” Jæ¶«º gò√ Gdü°æÉYá ‘ GEWÉQ ›ªƒYá eàæƒYá

eø G’CWô Gdàû°ôj©«á hGŸ©ÉjÒ Gdóhd«á, hN†°©â d¡É Hû°µπ eµã∞. hbó ” aôV¢ Gdàû°ôj©Éä Gdà≤ÉOe«á Hû°µπ J≤∏«ó… )T°Ée∏á

bÉFªá GŸà£∏ÑÉä GŸôJÑ£á H¡É( Y∏≈ GŸû°¨∏Ú d†°ªÉ¿ J†°ªÚ hZôS¢ GCa†°π GŸªÉQS°Éä GŸ¡æ«á GŸôGY«á d∏ü°ëá hGdù°Óeá ‘

cÉaá Yª∏«Éä Gdû°ôcá, S°ƒGA ‘ GdÈ GCh ‘ GdÑëô. cªÉ Áµø dã≤Éaá Gd≤æÉYá HÉdƒV°™ GdôGgø, hbü°ƒQ Gdû°ØÉa«á Gdàû°¨«∏«á,

GdàƒZπ ‘ b∏Ö GŸƒDS°ù°á, G’Ceô Gdò… jù°àóY≈ GEjÓA G’Chdƒjá d` {GE“ÉΩ GŸ¡ÉΩ GdæÉbü°á WÑ≤É d∏ëó G’COf≈ GŸ£∏ƒÜz eø GCLπ

e˘ôGY˘ÉI Gd˘≤˘ƒGfÚ, hG◊ó e˘ø Gd˘à˘©˘ôV¢ d˘∏˘ªù°˘ÉAd˘á Gd˘≤˘Éf˘ƒf˘«˘á, hg˘òG H˘ó’k e˘ø GJÑÉ´ GŒÉ√ eæ¡é» ‘ –ójó flÉWô Gdü°ëá

hGdù°Óeá hN∏≥ G◊∏ƒ∫ ’EOGQJ¡É. hgæÉ∑ H©†¢ GŸæÉW≥ bÉheâ G’fà≤É∫ GE¤ GCf¶ªá QbÉH«á eÑæ«á Y∏≈ –≤«≥ G’CgóG±. hgòG

’C¿ G’Cf¶ªá Gdà≤ÉOe«á J©àÈ GCcÌ Hù°ÉWá ‘ J£Ñ«≤¡É heôGbÑà¡É, YÓhI Y∏≈ GdàÉCcó eø GJÑÉY¡É heôGYÉJ¡É ‘ GCQhbá GÙÉcº.

hd˘µ˘ø ÃÉ GC¿ GŸû°˘¨˘∏Ú H˘ÉJ˘ƒG j˘à˘ƒZ˘∏˘ƒ¿ ‘ H˘«˘Ä˘Éä GCcÌ Y˘óGF˘«˘á H˘ë˘ã˘É Y˘ø Gıõh¿ GŸà˘Ñ˘≤˘» eø GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR, GCV°ëâ G’Cf¶ªá

Gdà≤ÉOe«á GCbπ bóQI Y∏≈ Gdàµ«∞ e™ GdàµæƒdƒL«É G÷ójóI, hGŸù°àƒjÉä GŸà¨ÒI d∏ªîÉWô Gdàû°¨«∏«á, gòG HÉ’EV°Éaá GE¤ GC¿

g˘ò√ G’Cf˘¶˘ª˘á Gd˘à˘≤˘ÉOe˘«˘á H˘ÉEeµÉf¡É bª™ G’HàµÉQ GŸ£∏ƒÜ d∏àµ«∞. a˘Ø˘» H˘ôj˘£˘Éf˘«˘É, GS°àóY≈ GfØéÉQ MØÉQ GdÑÎh∫ GdÑëô…

{H˘ÉjÈ GCd˘Ø˘Éz ‘ Gd˘Ñ˘ë˘ô Gdû°˘ªÉ‹ YÉΩ 8891G’f˘à˘≤˘É∫ H˘©˘«˘óG Y˘ø g˘òG Gd˘æ˘ƒ´ e˘ø G’EW˘ÉQ Gd˘ôb˘ÉH˘» GE¤ GŒÉ√ GCcÌ GYàªÉOG Y∏≈

GıÉWôI, M«å Wo∏Ö eø GŸƒDS°ù°Éä –ójó hGS°à«ØÉA GCgóG± GCS°ÉS°«á eà©∏≤á HÉdù°Óeá, hGŸôGYÉI GdàÉeá ŸÉ j≤ƒΩ GŸôGbÑƒ¿

ÃôGbÑà¬. hbó GCOi G’fà≤É∫ GE¤ GŒÉ√ {eÑæ» Y∏≈ –≤«≥ G’CgóG±z GE¤ GEd≤ÉA GŸù°ƒDhd«á GdµÈi Y∏≈ GŸû°¨π GCh GŸoôNü¢ d¬

‘ Jƒ‹ Gd≤«ÉΩ H©ª∏«á J≤««º flÉWô T°Ée∏á d†°ªÉ¿ G◊ó eø GıÉWô GE¤ {GCbπ eù°àƒi e©≤ƒ∫ Yª∏«Éz.hHÉEd≤ÉA GŸù°ƒDhd«á

Y∏≈ Gdû°ôcÉä, e™ eæë¡É G◊ôjá ‘ Jæ¶«º PGJ¡É, hN∏≥ M∏ƒ∫ Yª∏«á eÑæ«á Y∏≈ NÈGJ¡É, GCOä G’Cf¶ªá GdôbÉH«á, GŸÑæ«á

Y∏≈ –≤«≥ G’CgóG±, GE¤ N∏≥ H«Äá GCcÌ J©ÉhfÉk, M«å jàƒ¤ GŸôGbÖ OhQGk GET°ôGa«Ék, YƒV°É Yø GC¿ jµƒ¿ a≤§ e†°£∏©Ék Hàëójó

Gdù°«ÉS°Éä. hfôi Gd«ƒΩ gòG G’ŒÉ√ GŸÑæ» Y∏≈ –≤«≥ G’CgóG± hbó ” GJÑÉY¬ ‘ Oh∫ GCNôi. aÉŸôGbÑƒ¿ jù°àªôh¿ ‘ J£ƒjô

Gdù°«ÉS°Éä hGŸ©ÉjÒ GCKæÉA G’fà≤É∫ H©«óG Yø G’EOGQI GdàØü°«∏«á ÷ƒGfÖ GdÑ«Äá Gdàû°¨«∏«á GÿÉU°á Hµπ GCU°π eø GCU°ƒ∫ Gdû°ôcá,

hgòG ‘ S°Ñ«π Jƒ‹ OhQ QbÉH» OGYº j©ªπ Y∏≈ J≤óË G’EQT°ÉO heôGbÑá G’COGA. hbó hV°™ gòG G’ŒÉ√ JÉCc«óG GCbƒi Y∏≈ GCgª«á

J£Ñ«≥ GCf¶ªá GEOGQI Gdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá GŸ¡æ«á, e£ƒQGk Hòd∂ Yª∏«á Gdù°Óeá, heƒDcóGk Y∏≈ S°Óeá G’CU°ƒ∫. 

jû°Ò f∂ f˘ƒQj˘ø, e˘ój˘ô Y˘ÉΩ e``ë```ƒQ Gdû°˘ô¥ G’ChS°˘§ hGd˘¡˘æ˘ó hGCa˘ôj˘≤˘«É dû°ôcá dƒjóR Qjéù°Î
GEfôL», GE¤ c«Ø«á –ª«π Gdû°ôcÉä, ‘ H©†¢ Gdóh∫, GŸù°ƒDhd«á ŒÉ√ e©ÉjÒ Gdù°Óeá GÿÉU°á H¡É,

‘ MÚ GC¿ GŸôGbÖ jàƒ¤ OhQGk GET°ôGa«Ék, YƒV°É Yø GC¿ jµƒ¿ a≤§ e†°£∏©Ék Hàëójó Gdù°«ÉS°Éä.

Y≤Ö Jù°ôÜ MØÉQ {OjÖ hhJô gƒQGjõh¿z GdæØ£», ” GELôGA –∏«Óä e≤ÉQfá d∏ëƒGOç GŸ¡æ«á
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aÉRä T°ôcá HÎhaÉ∑, hg» hGMóI eø T°ôcÉä NóeÉä GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR Gd©ÉŸ«á, H©≤ó

f¶ÉΩ N§ GCfÉH«Ö ›ª™ )tcartnoC metsyS TGM( d∏ªôM∏á G’Ch¤ eø HôfÉeè Jæª«á

Gd˘æ˘Ø˘§ Gd˘ã˘≤˘«˘π ◊≤˘π a˘ÉQS¢ Gdù°˘Ø˘∏˘» Gd˘à˘ÉH™ dû°ôcá fØ§ Gdµƒjâ hGdµÉFø ‘ GŸæ£≤á

Gdû°ªÉd«á HÉdµƒjâ. hj¨£» GEWÉQ Gd©ªπ eôGa≥ G’CeÉcø GŸÉCgƒdá hZÒ GŸÉCgƒdá, hjû°ªπ

Pd∂ GCY˘ª˘É∫ Gd˘¡˘æ˘óS°˘á hGdû°˘ôGA hGd˘àû°˘«˘«˘ó, h–†°ÒGä Gd˘àû°˘¨˘«˘π he˘É b˘Ñ˘π Gd˘àû°¨«π,

hGCYªÉ∫ Gdû°ôh´ ‘ Gd©ªπ, hGCYªÉ∫ Gdàû°¨«π, hGCYªÉ∫ Gdü°«Éfá Ÿôa≥ G’CYªÉ∫ GŸôcõ…

hGdÑæ«á Gdàëà«á GŸôJÑ£á H¬, GEV°Éaá GE¤ ›ª™ OYº G’EfàÉê. hjû°ªπ Pd∂ N§ GCfÉH«Ö

Áàó Ÿù°Éaá 261cº dæ≤π GdæØ§ GÿÉΩ Gdã≤«π eø eôa≥ G’CYªÉ∫ GŸôcõ… GE¤ ›ª™

Gdü°˘¡˘ÉQj˘è G÷æ˘ƒH˘» GŸƒL˘ƒO ‘ e˘ój˘æ˘á G’CM˘ª˘ó…, M˘«å j˘µ˘ƒ¿ dû°˘ôc˘á f˘Ø˘§ Gdµƒjâ

Gÿ«ÉQ ‘ GEQS°Éd¬ GE¤ eü°ØÉI GdõhQ ‘ LæƒÜ Gdµƒjâ.  heø GŸàƒb™ GC¿ Jµàªπ YæÉU°ô

GCYªÉ∫ Gd¡æóS°á hGdû°ôGA hGdàû°««ó d∏ªû°ôh´, hGdà» Jû°ªπ 01GCT°¡ô eø GCYªÉ∫ Gdàû°¨«π

GŸàõGjóI, ‘ MƒG‹ 25T°¡ôG M«å jàº Jù°∏«º GÙ£á H©ógÉ GE¤ T°ôcá fØ§ Gdµƒjâ.

hY˘˘æ˘óe˘É J˘©˘ª˘π g˘ò√ GÙ£˘á H˘µ˘Ée˘π W˘Éb˘à˘¡˘É, e˘ø GŸà˘ƒb˘™ GC¿ J˘æ˘à˘è GŸôM˘∏˘á G’Ch¤ e˘ø

eû°˘ôh´ Gd˘æ˘Ø˘§ Gd˘ã˘≤˘«˘π ‘ M˘≤˘π a˘ÉQS¢ Gdù°˘Ø∏» eÉ j≤ôÜ eø 06GCd˘∞ H˘ôe˘«π ‘ Gd«ƒΩ

GdƒGMó.  hbÉ∫ S°ƒHôGeÉf«É¿ S°ÉQeÉ, Gd©†°ƒ GŸæàóÜ ’CYªÉ∫ Gd¡æóS°á hGdàû°««ó GdÈjá:

{Pd∂ jo©ó eæëá cÑÒI dû°ôcá HÎhaÉ∑ ‘ hGMóI eø GCS°ƒGb¡É GdôF«ù°«á, hGC¿ Pd∂

j©õR eø GŸû°ôhYÉä G÷ÉQjá ‘ jógÉ dû°ôcá fØ§ Gdµƒjâ hT°ôcá GdÑÎh∫ GdƒWæ«á

Gd˘µ˘ƒj˘à˘«˘áz. hGCV°˘É±:{he˘™ S°é∏æÉ G◊Éaπ Gdò… Áàó 41Y˘Ée˘É, a˘ÉE¿ g˘òG GŸû°˘ôh´ gƒ

eû°˘˘ôhY˘˘æ˘É G◊ÉO… Yû°˘ô ‘ Gd˘Ñ˘∏˘ó, hGd˘ò… j˘©˘õR e˘ø G’Cg˘ª˘«˘á G’S°ÎGJ˘«˘é˘«˘á d˘∏˘µ˘ƒjâ

HÉYàÑÉQgÉ LõAG eø e∏∞ GCYªÉ∫ Gd¡æóS°á hGdàû°««ó GdÈjá dû°ôcàæÉ.  hfëø fà£∏™ GE¤

Gd©ªπ GdƒK«≥ e™ T°ôcá G–ÉO GŸ≤ÉhdÚ hT°ôcá fØ§ Gdµƒjâ d∏àù°∏«º G’Beø d∏ªû°ôh´

‘ GŸƒY˘ó GÙóOz. heû°˘ôh´ Gd˘¡˘æ˘óS°˘á hGdû°˘ôGA hGd˘àû°˘«˘«˘ó, GŸ≤óQ H≤ôGHá 087e∏«ƒ¿

Oh’Q GCeôjµ», jo©ó LõAG ’ jàéõGC eø fl££Éä Gdû°ôcá dõjÉOI GEfàÉê GdæØ§ GÿÉΩ,

hG◊ØÉ® Y∏«¬ Y∏≈ eóGQ Gdù°æƒGä Gÿªù¢ Gd≤ÉOeá. 

�	�"��� ��# ���� �!$ �$ ���#%�

HÎhaÉ∑ J©ªπ ‘ Gdµƒjâ eæò Reø Wƒjπ

hb©â Gdû°ôcá Gdù°©ƒOjá d∏ü°æÉYÉä G’CS°ÉS°«á )S°ÉH∂(, hT°ôcá GdÑÎhc«ªÉhjÉä

Gd˘µ˘ƒQj˘á )GES¢ c˘» L˘∏˘ƒH˘É∫ c˘«˘ª˘«˘µ˘É∫( GJ˘Ø˘Éb«á T°ôGA J≤æ«á f«µù°∏Ú� GdØôjóI,

GEV°Éaá GE¤ eü°æ™ jæàè HÉbá eø eƒGO cƒHƒd«ªô G’Ejã«∏Ú�GChd«Ø«æÉä GCdØÉ YÉd«á

G’COGA, Gd˘ƒGb˘™ ‘ GChdù°˘É¿ H˘é˘ª˘¡˘ƒQj˘á c˘ƒQj˘É G÷æ˘ƒH˘«˘á, hPd∂ dü°˘Éd˘í eû°˘ôhY¡ªÉ

GŸû°Î∑ eæÉU°Øák. M«å JÑ∏≠ Gd≤«ªá G’ELªÉd«á Gdà≤ôjÑ«á dû°ôGA Gdà≤æ«á, hGŸü°æ™

046e∏«ƒ¿ Oh’Q GCeôjµ». eãqπ )S°ÉH∂( ‘ Jƒb«™ G’JØÉb«á GŸ¡æóS¢ YÑó GdôMªø

Hø U°Édí GdØ≤«¬ fÉFÖ GdôF«ù¢ GdàæØ«ò… d∏Ñƒd«ªôGä ‘ )S°ÉH∂(, H«æªÉ eãqπ T°ôcá

)GS¢ c» L∏ƒHÉ∫ c«ª«µÉ∫(; hgƒG jƒÜ Jû°É QF«ù°¡É GdàæØ«ò…, hPd∂ jƒΩ GdãÉdå eø

jƒd«ƒ/“ƒR 5102, ‘ eójæá S°«ƒDh∫ Héª¡ƒQjá cƒQjÉ G÷æƒH«á. 

j˘˘≤˘˘™ e˘˘≤˘˘ô Gdû°˘˘ôc˘˘á Gd˘˘≤˘˘ÉH†°˘á GŸû°Îc˘á ` T°˘ôc˘á )S°˘ÉH∂ GS¢ c˘» f˘«˘µù°˘∏Ú(- ‘

S°æ¨ÉaƒQI. hg» “∏∂ HÉdµÉeπ T°ôcá )cƒQjÉ f«µù°∏Ú(, Gdà» “∏∂ HóhQgÉ GŸü°æ™

Gd˘˘ƒGb˘˘™ ‘ GChdù°˘˘É¿, Gd˘˘ò… J˘˘Ñ˘˘∏˘˘≠ W˘˘Éb˘à˘¬ G’Ef˘à˘ÉL˘«˘á Gdù°˘æ˘ƒj˘á 032GCd˘˘∞ W˘˘ø. hj˘æ˘ƒ…

Gd£ôaÉ¿ JƒS°©á Gd£Ébá G’EfàÉL«á, eø NÓ∫ GEfû°ÉA hJû°¨«π eü°Éf™ GEV°Éa«á Mƒ∫

Gd©É⁄.  S°«æàè gòG GŸü°æ™ GdÑƒ‹ GEjã«∏Ú eæîØ†¢ GdµãÉaá Gÿ£» GŸü°æq™ Hà≤æ«á

GŸ«˘˘˘à˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘ƒS°Ú, hH˘˘˘ÓS°˘˘˘à˘˘˘ƒe˘˘˘ôGä Gd˘˘Ñ˘˘ƒ‹ GChd˘˘«˘˘ØÚ, he˘˘£˘˘É• Gd˘˘Ñ˘˘ƒ‹ GChd˘˘«˘˘ØÚ; d˘˘à˘˘∏˘˘Ñ˘˘«˘˘á

G’M˘à˘«˘ÉL˘Éä GŸà˘æ˘Ée˘«˘á d˘≤˘£ÉYÉä U°æÉY«á eàæƒYá Jû°ªπ: Gdà¨∏«∞ GŸô¿, hG’CaÓΩ

Gdü°˘˘æ˘˘ÉY˘˘«˘˘á hGd˘˘õQGY˘˘«˘˘á, hU°˘˘æ˘˘ÉY˘˘á Gdù°˘˘«˘˘ÉQGä, hGdù°˘˘∏˘˘™ G’S°˘˘à˘¡˘Óc˘«˘á )G’CM˘òj˘á(,

hG’CL¡õI Gd£Ñ«á, hb£É´ GdÑæÉA.   hJ©∏«≤Ék Y∏≈ GŸæÉS°Ñá, bÉ∫ jƒS°∞ Hø YÑó Gd∏¬

Gd˘˘Ñ˘˘æ˘˘«˘˘É¿, f˘˘ÉFÖ QF˘˘«ù¢ ›∏ù¢ GEOGQI )S°˘˘ÉH∂( Gd˘˘ôF˘˘«ù¢ Gd˘˘à˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘˘«˘ò… GŸµ˘∏q˘∞: {f˘ë˘ø

S°˘©˘«˘óh¿ L˘óGk d˘à˘óT°Ú g˘ò√ Gdû°˘ôGc˘á e˘™ )GS¢ c˘» L˘∏˘ƒH˘É∫ c«ª«µÉ∫(, Gdà» J©àÈ

Gÿ£˘ƒI G’CM˘óç ‘ GEW˘ÉQ J˘ƒS°˘™ )S°˘ÉH∂( Y˘ÉŸ«˘Ék. a˘ª˘ø N˘Ó∫ J˘©˘õj˘õ M†°ƒQfÉ ‘

Lª¡ƒQjá cƒQjÉ fØààí GCS°ƒGbÉ YÉŸ«á LójóI, hfôS°ï eƒb©æÉ GdôjÉO… Gd©ÉŸ», G’Ceô

Gdò… Áãπ GCMó G’CgóG± GdôF«ù°á ’S°ÎGJ«é«àæÉ d∏©ÉΩ 5202z.

heø GŸàƒb™ GC¿ jù°ÉYó gòG GŸû°ôh´ GŸû°Î∑ G÷ójó cÓ eø Gd£ôaÚ Y∏≈ Gdæªƒ

‘ S°˘ƒ¥ Gd˘Ñ˘ƒ‹ GEK˘«˘∏Ú GŸà˘îü°ü°˘á d˘∏˘¨˘Éj˘á, hPd∂ H˘àƒaÒ eæàéÉä GdÑƒd«ªôR PGä

G÷ƒOI Gd©Éd«á d∏©ªÓA Mƒ∫ Gd©É⁄. Y∏ªÉ HÉC¿ J©†°«ó Gdû°ôGcá e™ GES¢ c» L∏ƒHÉ∫

c˘«˘ª˘«˘µ˘É∫ S°˘«˘©˘ª˘π Y˘∏˘≈ J˘©˘õj˘õ fiØ˘¶˘á )S°˘ÉH∂( e˘ø Gd˘Ñ˘ƒd˘«˘ª˘ôR, cªÉ GCf¬ S°«ªµø

Gd£ôaÚ eø JƒaÒ eæàéÉä GCcÌ JæƒYÉk, h›ójá Gdµ∏Øá, YÓhI Y∏≈ GCf¡É S°à∏Ñ»

e©¶º GMà«ÉLÉä Gd©ªÓA.

���� �#�� �����&� ���"� ��	�� �� �� �$ 
�#��� �& &���

g˘ƒG j˘ƒÜ Jû°˘É, Gd˘ôF˘«ù¢ Gd˘à˘æ˘Ø˘«˘ò… d` GES¢ c˘» L˘∏˘ƒH˘É∫ c˘«ª«µÉ∫, hYÑó GdôMªø GdØ≤«¬, fÉFÖ GdôF«ù¢ GdàæØ«ò…
d∏Ñƒd«ªôGä ‘ S°ÉH∂
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GCY˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘æâ T°˘˘˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘˘˘á J˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á f˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘§ Y˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘É¿ hT°˘˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘˘á

L˘ÓS°˘Ñ˘ƒj˘æâ S°˘ƒ’Q Y˘ø N££¡ªÉ ’Efû°ÉA hGMóI

e˘˘˘ø GCcÈ fi£˘˘˘Éä Gd˘˘˘£˘˘˘Éb˘˘˘á Gdû°˘˘˘ªù°˘˘˘«˘˘˘á ‘ Gd˘˘˘©˘˘˘É⁄

Gıü°ü°˘˘á d˘˘ÓS°˘˘à˘˘î˘˘ôGê GŸ©˘˘õR d˘˘∏˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘˘§. S°˘à˘µ˘ƒ¿

{GŸôGBIz e˘˘˘æû°˘˘˘ÉCI ’Ef˘˘˘à˘˘˘Éê Gd˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘î˘˘˘ÉQ ‘ L˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ƒÜ Y˘˘ª˘˘É¿

hJ˘©˘ª˘π H˘Éd˘£˘Ébá G◊ôGQjá Gdû°ªù°«á H≤óQI 1201

e˘˘˘«˘˘˘é˘˘˘É hG•. g˘˘˘òG Gd˘˘˘Ñ˘˘î˘˘ÉQ S°˘˘«ù°˘˘à˘˘î˘˘óΩ ‘ Y˘˘ª˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘á

Gd˘à˘©˘õj˘õ G◊ôGQ… ’S°˘à˘îôGê GdæØ§ Gdã≤«π Gd∏õê

‘ M˘˘≤˘˘π GCe˘˘π Gd˘˘æ˘Ø˘£˘».  hS°˘«û°˘µ˘π G◊ó G’Cbü°˘≈

d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘£˘˘˘Éb˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ÉŒá e˘˘ø e˘˘æû°˘˘ÉCI {GŸôGBIz, Y˘˘∏˘˘≈ g˘˘òG

Gdæëƒ, Gd≤óQ G’CcÈ eø Gd£Ébá Gdò… Áµø GEfàÉL¬

eø GC… fi£á WÉbá T°ªù°«á Y∏≈ eù°àƒi Gd©É⁄. 

hb˘ó U°˘ª˘ªâ T°˘ôc˘á L˘ÓS°Ñƒjæâ J≤æ«á dÎc«õ

Gd˘£˘Éb˘á Gdû°˘ªù°˘«˘á JàæÉS°Ö e™ GŸà£∏ÑÉä GÿÉU°á

dü°˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ÉY˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘æ˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘§ hGd˘˘˘¨˘˘˘ÉR. hY˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≈ f˘˘˘≤˘˘«†¢ G’Cd˘˘ƒGì

Gdû°˘˘ªù°˘˘«˘˘á GŸƒd˘˘óI d˘˘∏˘˘£˘˘Éb˘˘á Gd˘µ˘¡˘ôH˘«˘á, a˘ÉE¿ J˘≤˘æ˘«˘á

Gd˘Ñ˘«â Gd˘õL˘ÉL˘» GŸ¨˘∏˘≥ d¡ò√ GŸôGBI Joù°àîóΩ a«¡É

e˘ôGj˘É c˘ÑÒI hfióH˘á dÎc˘«˘õ GCT°˘©˘á Gdû°ªù¢ Y∏≈

GCfÑƒÜ eôLπ jëàƒ… Y∏≈ cª«á e©«æá eø GŸÉA.  

hgò√ Gd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á GŸôcõI Jü°π HÉŸÉA GE¤

OQL˘á Gd˘¨˘∏˘«˘É¿ ’Ef˘à˘Éê GdÑîÉQ YÉ‹ G÷ƒOI dà¨òjá

T°Ñµá JƒRj™ GdÑîÉQ GŸƒLƒOI ‘ M≤π GdæØ§.

hj˘æ˘¨˘∏˘≥ Gd˘Ñ˘«â GdõLÉL», PGJ» Gdàæ¶«∞, Y∏≈

›ª˘©˘Éä Gd˘£˘Éb˘á Gdû°˘ªù°˘«˘á d˘«˘ë˘ª˘«˘¡˘É eø GdôjÉì

hGd˘ôe˘É∫ hGd˘©˘ƒGU°˘∞ GdÎGH˘«˘á Gdû°ÉF©á ‘ S°∏£æá

Y˘ª˘É¿ h‘ GCf˘ë˘ÉA Gÿ∏˘«˘è. c˘ª˘É j˘ƒaô Jü°ª«º gòG

Gd˘Ñ˘«â Gd˘õL˘ÉL˘» H˘«˘Ä˘á N˘Éd«á eø GdôjÉì, hdòG eø

GŸª˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘ø GC¿ J˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ƒ¿ GŸôGj˘˘˘É hZÒg˘˘˘É e˘˘˘ø GÙà˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘Éä

GŸƒLƒOI HóGN∏¬ Qb«≤á d∏¨Éjá hNØ«Øá GdƒR¿.  h’

jŏ˘˘û°˘˘˘µ˘˘˘π M˘˘˘é˘˘˘º e˘˘˘ôGj˘˘É Gd˘˘Ñ˘˘«â Gd˘˘õL˘˘ÉL˘˘» GŸ¨˘˘∏˘˘≥ GE’

e˘˘˘≤˘˘˘óGQG V°˘˘˘Ä˘˘˘«˘˘˘Ók H˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘æù°˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘á ◊é˘˘˘º f˘˘˘¶˘˘˘º Gd˘˘˘£˘˘˘Éb˘˘á

G◊ôGQjá Gdû°ªù°«á Gd¶Égô, ‡É jù°Øô HóhQ√ Yø

JƒaÒ e∏ëƒ® ‘ GŸƒGO GÿÉΩ hGdàµÉd«∞.

hS°˘ƒ± J˘ƒa˘ô g˘ò√ GÙ£˘á G◊π Gd˘óGF˘º Ÿû°˘µ∏á

Gd˘Ñ˘î˘ÉQ Gd˘ÓRΩ d˘ÓS°˘àîôGê GŸ©õR d∏æØ§, hGdò…

j©àªó GEfàÉL¬ MÉd«É Y∏≈ Mô¥ Gd¨ÉR Gd£Ñ«©».  

hÃé˘˘ôO GE“ÉΩ G’Efû°˘ÉA S°˘à˘ƒa˘ô g˘ò√ GŸôGBI 6^5

Jôj∏«ƒ¿ hMóI MôGQjá Hôj£Éf«á eø Gd¨ÉR Gd£Ñ«©»

c˘˘˘˘˘π Y˘˘˘˘˘ÉΩ, hGd˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘» Áµ˘˘˘˘˘ø GS°˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘î˘˘˘˘óGe˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘É ‘ J˘˘˘˘ƒaÒ

Gdµ¡ôHÉA Gdù°µæ«á d` 902GB’± T°îü¢ ‘ S°∏£æá

YªÉ¿.hb˘ó U°˘ôì QGhDh∫ Qjù°˘à˘ƒJû°˘» GŸój˘ô Gd©ÉΩ

dû°˘ôc˘á J˘æ˘ª˘«˘á f˘Ø˘§ YªÉ¿ HÉC¿ {GS°àîóGΩ Gd£Ébá

Gdû°˘ªù°˘«˘á ’S°˘à˘î˘ôGê Gd˘æ˘Ø˘§ g˘ƒ M˘π GS°ÎGJ˘«é»

W˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘π GŸói d˘˘˘à˘˘£˘˘ƒj˘˘ô GS°˘˘à˘˘ã˘˘ª˘˘ÉQGä Gd˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘˘§ Gd˘˘∏˘˘õê

dû°˘ôc˘á J˘æ˘ª˘«˘á f˘Ø˘§ Y˘ª˘É¿, hd˘∏˘ë˘ó e˘ø GS°˘à˘¡˘Ó∑

Gd˘¨˘ÉR Gd˘£˘Ñ˘«˘©˘» GdãªÚ hGdò… S°àµƒ¿ Gdù°∏£æá ‘

M˘˘˘˘ÉL˘˘˘˘á GEd˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘¬ ‘ GEW˘˘˘˘ÉQ GBN˘˘˘˘ô d˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘™ Gb˘˘˘àü°˘˘˘ÉOg˘˘˘É,

hdàë≤«≥ Gdæªƒ G’bàü°ÉO….  GEV°Éaá GE¤ GCf¬ S°«ëπ

fiπ Gd˘ój˘õ∫ hJ˘ƒd˘«˘ó Gd˘£˘Éb˘á GŸµ˘ã∞ GŸ©àªó Y∏≈

e˘˘ôc˘˘Ñ˘˘Éä HÎhd˘˘«˘˘á PGä fù°Ö c˘˘ôH˘ƒ¿ GCY˘∏˘≈ hM˘ô¥

GdæØ§ ‘ GŸû°ôhYÉä G◊ôGQjá GŸù°à≤Ñ∏«áz.

Y˘∏˘ª˘É H˘ÉC¿ T°˘ôc`á J˘æ˘ª˘«˘á fØ§ YªÉ¿ cÉfâ J©ªπ

e™ T°`ôc`á L`ÓS°`Ñƒjæâ eæò YÉΩ 0102‘ GCM``ó

GŸû°```ôhY˘Éä Gd˘à˘é˘ôj˘Ñ˘«```á ‘ M˘≤`````π GCeπ GdæØ£»

’N˘à˘Ñ˘ÉQ e˘ói Gdü°˘ÓM˘«á GdàéÉQjá dàƒd«ó GdÑîÉQ

H˘Éd˘£˘Éb˘á Gdû°˘ªù°˘«````á, hGd```ò… cÉ¿ jæà````è 05WæÉ

e˘˘˘˘ø Gd˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘î˘˘˘˘ÉQ ‘ Gd˘˘˘«˘˘˘ƒΩ Gd˘˘˘ƒGM˘˘˘ó.  hS°˘˘˘ƒ± jù°˘˘˘à˘˘˘ª˘˘˘ô

eû°ôh´ Jƒd«ó GdÑî````ÉQ HÉd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«``á H≤óQI 7

e˘˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘é`````É hG• ‘ Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘ª```π ‘ M˘˘˘˘˘˘≤````π f˘˘˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘˘˘§ GCe˘˘˘˘˘˘π

HÉdàõGeø e™ GEL```ôGA J£ƒjô cÉe```π, hS°``ƒ± jæ`àè

e˘©˘ó’k e˘àƒS°`£É Ã≤óGQ 0006W˘ø e˘ø Gd˘ÑîÉQ ‘

Gd˘«˘ƒΩ Gd˘ƒGM˘ó hGd˘à˘» S°˘«˘à˘º Jù°˘∏˘«˘ª˘¡˘É GE¤ Y˘ª∏«Éä

J©õjõ GS°àîôGê GdæØ§ G◊ôGQjá G◊Éd«á ‘ M≤π

f˘Ø˘§ GCe˘π dù°˘ó L˘õA c˘ÑÒ e˘ø M˘ÉL˘Éä G◊≤˘π eø

Gd˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘î˘˘˘ÉQ. hb˘˘˘ó U°˘˘˘ôì QhO e˘˘Éc˘˘é˘˘ôj˘˘é˘˘ƒQ, Gd˘˘ôF˘˘«ù¢

GdàæØ«ò… dû°ôcá LÓS°Ñƒjæâ HÉC¿: {U°æÉYá GdæØ§

hGd˘˘˘˘¨˘˘˘˘ÉR g˘˘˘˘» Gdù°˘˘˘˘ƒ¥ Gd˘˘˘˘ôF˘˘˘«ù°˘˘˘«˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘«˘˘˘á d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘£˘˘˘Éb˘˘˘á

Gdû°ªù°«á.aÉ’Ceô jà£∏Ö e≤óGQG gÉFÓ eø Gd£Ébá

’EfàÉê GdæØ§ Gdã≤«π Gd∏õê, M«å GE¿ GS°à¡Ó∑ GCMó

M˘≤˘ƒ∫ Gd˘æ˘Ø˘§ Gd˘æ˘ª˘£˘«˘á d˘∏˘£˘Éb˘á j˘©˘ÉO∫ GS°˘à˘îóGΩ

e˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ój˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á U°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘¨ÒI. he˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ø OhGY˘˘˘˘˘˘˘» S°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôhQ T°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á

L˘˘ÓS°˘˘Ñ˘ƒj˘æâ GC¿ Jû°˘ô´ ‘ GEfû°˘ÉA Y˘¡˘ó L˘ój˘ó e˘ø

Gdû°˘˘˘˘˘˘ôGc˘˘˘˘˘˘á HÚ U°˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉY˘˘˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘˘˘§ hGdü°˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉY˘˘˘˘˘Éä

Gdû°˘˘˘ªù°˘˘˘«˘˘˘á.  h’T°∂ GC¿ G÷¡˘˘˘ƒO Gd˘˘à˘˘» f˘˘Ñ˘˘òd˘˘¡˘˘É e˘˘™

T°ôcá Jæª«á fØ§ YªÉ¿ S°ƒ± “¡ó Gd£ôj≥ GE¤

J£ƒQGä hGS°©á Gdæ£É¥ ‘ GEWÉQ G’S°àîôGê GŸ©õR

d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘æ˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘§ Y˘˘˘ø W˘˘ôj˘˘≥ Gd˘˘£˘˘Éb˘˘á Gdû°˘˘ªù°˘˘«˘˘á ‘ M˘˘≤˘˘ƒ∫

Gd˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘˘§ Y˘∏˘≈ eù°˘à˘ƒi Gd˘©˘É⁄z.j˘˘é˘˘óQ H˘˘Éd˘òc˘ô GC¿

eæû°ÉCI {eôGBIz S°ƒ± JÑóGC ‘ Gd≤«ÉΩ HÉCYªÉd¡É ’EfàÉê

GdÑîÉQ eø GCh∫ H«â RLÉL» ‘ YÉΩ 7102. 
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